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ABSTRACT

Utilization of Scale in Keypoint Detection and Feature
Description

Andrew Patrick Rhodes, Ph.D.

Ubiquitous availability of inexpensive three dimensional (3D) sensors
has led to an abundance of keypoint detection and feature description techniques for point-clouds. While some recent methods utilize color along with
geometric information, most only implicitly discuss – if not completely disregard – the information provided by scale. Scale is an inherent characteristic
of any keypoint or feature that describes its physical size or region of support.
Exploiting information provided by scale facilitates the processes of
keypoint detection and feature description. A 3D scale-space, extended from
robust and popular 2D methods, is constructed to diffuse a signal on triangulated meshes. Methods of scale-parameter estimation and a novel neighborhood definition are presented that improve the methods’ robustness to noise
and arbitrary mesh connectivity. Keypoint repeatability experiments show
that a novel definition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) leads to the
most accurate scale-space.

A point-cloud feature descriptor, popular in the robotics community
and recently proposed for spacecraft relative navigation (RelNav), is modified
to explicitly utilize scale in the description and matching processes. The Scaled
Oriented Unique Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram (SOUR-CVFH ) uses
a cluster’s scale to expedite the histogram matching procedure and increase
pose estimation accuracy. SOUR-CVFH is demonstrated in experiments of
(1) object recognition in both isolated and cluttered scenes and (2) simulated
RelNav of a spacecraft to a asteroid.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Many modern navigation applications include three-dimensional (3D)
sensors for assistance in object recognition, position and attitude (pose) estimation, and map building. These processes require the alignment of two
or more point-clouds measured by the 3D sensor, which is often accomplished
using variants of the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. ICP initialization
is particularly difficult, but generally must be sufficiently accurate for correct
convergence. Correlation between the navigation filter and ICP initialization
is avoided by using independent methods of pose estimation. The most common methods detect keypoints, succinctly describe features within a region of
support, and estimate pose through matching descriptors.
The work presented in this dissertation investigates the use of scale to
aid in the processes of keypoint detection, feature description, and matching.
Scale – or size – is a characteristic of any keypoint or feature that describes the
region of support. Features may include information on geometric attributes,
color, or scale. Geometric information is an established component of 3D
point-cloud descriptors; recent work has included color, but most only implicitly consider (if not completely disregard) information offered by scale. Scale
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is not a unique identifier alone, but assists in improving descriptor robustness and may quicken the matching procedure. Feature descriptors combining
information from multiple data sources will be more robust to operating in
various generalized environments. This work focuses on the exploitation of
scale to develop new frameworks for keypoint detection, and entwining it into
existing methods of feature description.
Work presented in this dissertation is motivated by – and lies at the
intersection of – the success of 2D scale-space feature detectors and the recent
ubiquitous use of 3D sensors. Scale-space is a process by which measurements
(e.g. 1D signal, 2D images, 3D point-clouds) are analyzed at various levels of
diffusion to identify multiple keypoints, each with their inherent characteristic
scale. We adapt popular 2D scale-space techniques for diffusion of signals defined on 3D surfaces. The diffusion kernel merges and distributes information
locally to simulate measurements at different ranges or resolutions. While 2D
image diffusion commonly uses a discrete Gaussian, this work investigates the
use of both the Gaussian and the Laplace Betrami operator (LBO) for 3D
surface diffusion. Scale-space levels are conventionally separated by a constant ratio. The proposed scale-space using LBOs permits arbitrarily sized
steps provided that specific scale-space levels are calculated. Scale-space construction using a Gaussian maintains equally spaced steps where the quantity
of steps between levels increases exponentially. These construction styles are
unique because the diffusion kernel is calculated only once — reducing one of
the most computationally expensive processes. While most keypoint detection
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algorithms concurrently develop a companion descriptor, this work does not
because the abundance of existing descriptors offers opportunity for finding an
optimal pairing [3].
The work of this dissertation remodels a popular feature descriptor offering simultaneous object recognition and 6DOF pose estimation to explicitly
utilize scale. A measured point-cloud is separated into multiple continuous
clusters. For each cluster, one spatial and four angular features are calculated
and concatenated into a normalized histogram. Each feature is linearly interpolated among neighbors to improve robustness to noise and processing errors.
Stable local reference frames are constructed on each cluster to facilitate 6DOF
pose estimation. Two versions of the descriptor are presented that differ only
by their method of reference frame disambiguation. During the matching
procedure, scale is first compared to determine the physical likeness between
two clusters. Provided similar scales are present, the procedure proceeds to
matching histograms. Relative pose is estimated using the cluster reference
frames, and updated using ICP to maximize point-cloud overlap. The fundamental premise of scale accelerates the matching procedure and improves pose
estimation accuracy by eliminating improbable cluster matches.

1.1
1.1.1

Motivation
Sensor Development and Support
Three dimensional (3D) sensors — such as time-of-flight cameras [4, 5],

structured light sensors [5, 6], LIDARs [7], stereoscopic systems, and spacetime
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stereo [8, 9] — recently have become inexpensive and ubiquitous. All of these
sensing systems produce a 3D point-cloud (sometimes referred to as a range
image) of an observed scene. Emergence of such sensors has led to techniques
for the processing, recognition, and registration of 3D models and point-clouds
summarized by two enabling capabilities. First, robust and efficient pipelines
for processing 3D point-clouds are now widely available and may be found
in MATLAB, the open-source point-cloud Library (PCL) [10], and a variety
of other software packages [11, 12, 13]. Second, mature techniques now exist
for both recognizing and aligning objects in an observed 3D point-cloud with
known 3D models of those same objects. A variety of 3D feature descriptors
exist [14, 15, 16] for applications spanning home entertainment [6], precision
agriculture [17], industrial and home robotics [18], space exploration [7, 19, 16],
and autonomous vehicle navigation [20].
Concurrent to terrestrial (mostly non-aerospace) applications previously listed, 3D sensors have also experienced a growing popularity in the
spacecraft relative navigation (RelNav) community [7]. Such sensors address
the well-known scale ambiguity associated with angles-only RelNav (e.g. the
typical scenario with a regular 2D camera) [21] and are considered an enabling
technology for many future missions with RelNav requirements [22]. These
future RelNav scenarios can generally be divided into two classes: cooperative
and non-cooperative. Cooperative RelNav describes the situation where the
observed object is equipped with purpose-built navigation aids, such as reflectors for LIDARs [23, 24]. Non-cooperative RelNav describes the situation
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where navigation must be performed using the natural features of an object.
1.1.2

Uncorrelated Pose Estimates in Navigation Filters
Recent literature contains a variety of approaches for performing space-

craft RelNav using 3D point-clouds [22, 25, 26, 27, 19, 28, 29, 30, 16]. Most
methods use the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [31] or variant thereof
[32, 33, 34, 35] to align the sensed point-cloud with a known model. Most ICP
algorithms require a “good” pose initialization for correct convergence. Globally convergent ICP algorithms exist [36, 37], but do not operate in real-time
and require parallelization. Consequently, the method and accuracy of ICP
initialization for both initial acquisition and frame-to-frame tracking is of importance. Literature contains a variety of proposals for ICP initialization using
methods such as polygonal aspect hashing [38], principal component analysis
[39], template matching [28, 29], and feature histograms [25, 19, 30, 40, 16].
Frame-to-frame object tracking with ICP should be fed from independent pose estimates. Some have used the navigation filter’s propagated pose
as an initial input to ICP [41], but this is inherently dangerous for two reasons.
First, a poor pose initialization may be propagated by the filter, by ICP, or
both with no guarantee of recovery. Second, it introduces measurement errors
that are correlated with a priori state errors [30]. This scenario for a sensor
that estimates pose is shown in Fig. 1.1 with an external feedback loop from
the output states to the sensor. This may be acceptable for particular states
(such as sensor biases), but may introduce undesired errors for other states
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Figure 1.1: Example of information reuse by a Kalman Filter (KF) for a sensor
that estimates pose. It is ill-advised to use the KF output state to influence
the pose estimation, which is then ingested into the KF. To have independent
and uncorrelated pose estimates, the link from output state to the sensor must
be severed.
such as pose. To ensure the independence of filter states and ICP initialization,
methods of pose estimation should be self-contained. Methods of independent
pose estimation from point-clouds may also encounter – and therefore must be
robust to – situations of clutter, occlusions, or missing data. Examples using
uncorrelated measurements has been shown using a popular feature descriptor
OUR-CVFH with real-time performance [30, 16].
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1.1.3

Scale-Space Feature Detection in 2D
Scale-space theory has long been an area of interest in the computer

vision community [42]. Scale-space is the mathematical process of examining
data (images in this case) at various scales (e.g. size, resolution or distance).
One outcome is the simultaneous detection of multiple features, each at their
characteristic scale. An image may contain multiple features ranging in scale
from a few pixels to the entire image size. Those same objects may appear
differently depending on the scale at which they are measured. Scale-space
feature identification improves robustness to affine projection, illumination,
rotation, scale, clutter and occlusion. Research as shown that scale-spaces
built with particular detectors appropriately model the retina receptor fields
of the human visual system [43, 44].
Many scale-space construction and detection methods have been proposed in literature [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] – of which the most popular are
SIFT [49] and SURF [50] – leading to some generalized theories [51]. SIFT
and SURF are prevalent in the computer vision community because of their
speed and robustness. SIFT constructs a scale-space by sequentially convolving an discrete Gaussian with a repeatedly downsampled image. Keypoints are
detected as local extrema in the difference of Gaussian (DoG) as an efficient
approximation to the scale-normalized Laplace of Gaussian (LoG) [52]. Local coordinate systems are constructed using the maximum orientation of local
gradients. Gaussian weighted local gradients are accumulated into bins to construct the SIFT descriptor. SURF improves on computational speed by using
7

box filters as simple approximations of the Laplacian. A scale-space is built
by convolution of increasingly larger box filters with the integral image [53].
Keypoint detection is performed by analyzing the Hessian matrix determinant
for local extrema. As with SIFT, keypoint localization is interpolated across
space and scale. Keypoint support regions defined by their scale are convolved
with Haar-wavelets to determine the orientation from local gradients. Haarwavelet responses summed across sub-regions of the keypoint support area to
construct the SURF descriptor.

1.2

Contributions
This dissertation presents methods of utilizing scale in 3D feature de-

tection and description. We present two distinct approaches to incorporating
scale: the first from scale-space theory and the second by modifying a popular
clustered viewpoint feature descriptor. This section discusses individually the
contributions of this dissertation.
1.2.1

Signal Diffusion on 3D Surfaces
Identification and classification of signal diffusion methods is presented

for a novel application of scale-space construction on 3D surfaces. Surface
types of explicit and implicit representation are explored. Diffusion kernels
of either the Gaussian or Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) are investigated.
Combinations of surface representation and diffusion kernel leads to four categories of diffusion on 3D surfaces. We present the methodology of imple-
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menting each method and discuss their plausible use in terms of efficiency and
accuracy. Equivalence to 2D signal diffusion on images is established visually followed by examples of signal diffusion on a variety of 3D models. This
contribution is the focus of Chapter 3.
1.2.2

Scale-space Construction and Keypoint Detection
New methods of scale-space construction for signals defined on 3D sur-

faces are developed. The well-established scale-space theory [42] is extended
to explicit general 3D surfaces by adapting keypoint detection techniques from
SIFT [49]. Either the Gaussian or LBO kernels are used to construct scalespace levels, where each level is separated by a constant ratio. Our discriminate selection of the ratio between levels permits the repeated use of a single
diffusion kernel without requiring its reconstruction. A novel definition of the
local neighborhood based on distance assists to identify keypoints. Methods of
non-maximum suppression of keypoints are specifically designed for use with
LBOs. This contribution is the focus of Chapter 4.
1.2.3

Scale in Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histograms
Two new clustered viewpoint feature descriptors are created called

Scaled Oriented Unique Repeatably Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram
(SOUR-CVFH ) and Scaled and Oriented Locally CVFH (SOL-CVFH ). Their
uniqueness comes from using either global or local information respectively to
construct their reference frames. Their conception originates from the popular
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OUR-CVFH descriptor [54] followed by a series of alterations to improve pose
estimation performance and reduce runtime. During reference frame construction, the cluster scales are simultaneously calculated. Scale similarity is utilized in the recognition framework to limit improbably cluster matches based
on scale similarity. The effect is increased algorithm speed by performing fewer
histogram comparisons. This contribution is the focus of Chapter 5.
1.2.4

Performance Assessments
Performance assessments for scale, absolute, and relative repeatability

are conducted for the scale-space keypoints (Chapter 4). Repeatability is
tested on five 3D models using both of the diffusion kernels. Noise on both
the signal and the vertex locations is analyzed. This work is included in
Chapter 4.
Performance assessments for pose estimation accuracy and object recognition are conducted for SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH (Chapter 5). The first
scenario is a Monte Carlo experiment matching simulated range images of 3D
models to a training database to test pose estimation accuracy. The second
scenario matches a single range image to a cluttered scene to test pose estimation and object identification with occlusions. A third scenario simulates
an autonomous approach to an asteroid in heliocentric orbit using rectilinear
dynamics. These assessments are contained in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Review of Point-Cloud Feature Detection

2.1

Keypoint Detection in Scale-Space
Scale-space keypoint detection is an over-arching concept of identifying

and describing objects at their natural scale – or size. The process is colloquially interchangeable with SIFT [49], but actually encompasses a larger
framework of various kernels and detectors [51]. Scale-space constructed from
a rigorous set of axioms dates back to the 1960’s Iijima [55] and 1980’s Otsu
[56]. Interest in applications to imagery and computer vision abounded in the
1990’s [52, 42]. Research in the early 2000’s discovered that the human visual
system may be modeled with Gaussian diffusion and the Difference of Gaussian
(DoG) detector, leading to a biologically inspired scale-space [44]. Development in the 2010’s of inexpensive and robust 3D sensors [7] has motivated the
extension of scale-space theory and applications to 3D surfaces.
In our discussions, the purpose of scale-space applications in computer
vision is to simultaneously identify multiple items (e.g. keypoints, features,
objects) in a scene at their respective – and inherent – scales. SIFT successfully achieved this task using image intensity and became one of the most
widely used algorithms. Developing scale-space applications on 3D surfaces has
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lead to the diffusion of geometric quantities like mean curvature [57, 58, 59]
and normal vectors [60, 61], sensor intensities [62], physical point locations
[63, 64, 65], arbitrary surface signal [59, 66, 67] and a mixture of range and
intensity data [68]. This section presents an overview of various methods that
are most aligned to our proposed scale-space. These methods are summarized
in Table 2.1 and compared to SIFT. Columns Method, Operator, and Item
Diffused give the method name, diffusion kernel used, and over what attribute
the scale-space is constructed respectively. Column Level Selection is how the
method selects the separation of the scale-space levels. Column Preset Values
shows method dependent settings for calculating Level Selection. Column Vertex Downsample details if the mesh is downsampled one or more times during
scale-space construction, which also always corresponds to reconstruction of
the diffusion kernel.
2.1.1

Physical Scale Keypoints (PSK)
Smith et al. combine information from 2D image intensity and range

measurements to construct Physical Scale Keypoints (PSK) [68]. Grayscale
image intensities are backprojected onto the Lidar range measurement, where
diffusion is performed on the intensities while using point-cloud characteristics
to select physical scales. It is robust to (1) self-occlusions from changing
viewpoints and (2) changes in illumination direction because of their diffusion
kernel selection.
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Table 2.1: Scale-space construction methods on surfaces discussed in Sec. 2.1 compared to SIFT. The
bottom two rows are the methods developed in this dissertation.
Vertex
Downsample
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Method

Operator

Item Diffused

Level Selection

Preset Values

SIFT [49]

Gaussian

image intensity

σ0 2o+s/S

S=3
σ0 = 1.6

Yes

GSS [69]

Gaussian

vertex signal

σmin

σmin = min ep
ij /2
P
σmax = max
A(fi )/5

No

HSS [67]

Gaussian

vertex signal

σ0 2o+s/S

S=3

Yes

MeshSIFT [63]

Binomial

vertex locations ē(

Unspecified

No

ThrIFT [70]

Gaussian

density map

σ0 k n

Unspecified

Yes

MeshDog
[71, 66]

Gaussian

vertex signal

√
σ0 3√2
n
σ0 ( 4 2)d 6 e

σ0 = ē

No

CS3 [72, 57]

Laplacian

mean curvature

t0 k n

k>1

No

Method DE
[59], Ch. 3

Laplacian

vertex signal

t0 k 2n

k>1
t0 = ē/4

No

Method GE
Ch. 3

Gaussian

vertex signal

√
σ0 ( 2)n

σ0 = ē/2

No



σmax
σmin

n/32

p
2σ0 /3)2n/k

Diffusion is performed using a bilateral filter constructed of two Gaussians: one for inter-point Euclidean distances, and a second for normal vector
inter-angles. The bilateral filter is

B (p, n; σp , σn ) = exp

−kpi − pj k2
2σp2


exp

− (1 − n|i ni )2
2σn2

!
(2.1)

where σn = 0.4 but σp varies to construct the scale-space at multiple scales.
Each level of diffusion is treated independently from another, i.e. each level
is its own octave. Scales are selected relative to the measured point-cloud
characteristics where the smallest scale σmin equals the median average edge
length. After each level of diffusion, the point-cloud is downsampled such that
no two points lie within a distance σn /2 of each other.
Keypoints are detected as extrema in the scale-normalized Laplace of
Gaussian (LoG) within the first-ring neighborhood on a single level. The scalenormalized LoG is constructed as an indirect discretized LBO using gradients
from both the intensity and the point-cloud. Since keypoints are extrema
across space only, but not across scale, this multi-scale method detects more
candidate keypoints than SIFT. Non-maximum suppression is applied to remove physically close repetitive keypoints within a radius of 3σn .
√
Each keypoint is given a support radius of 8σn 2 and a 3D coordinate frame defined by the keypoint normal vector and the dominate intensitygradient direction. Neighboring points within the support region are weighted
using the bilateral filter with σp = σn . Weights are accumulated into bins
using partial volume interpolation to construct a 128 dimensional feature his14

togram descriptor. K-d trees of histogram descriptors are constructed for each
scale. Histogram matching is first distinguished by keypoint scale, followed
by a Euclidean distance search using the scale specific k-d tree. Matching histograms only if the keypoints have the same scale reduces the search space and
runtime. Keypoint coordinate frames are used to estimate the rigid transformation between scenes. Then a region-growing ICP, constrained by intensity
and range, refines the rigid transformation estimate provided by the set of
rank-ordered keypoint matches [73].
2.1.2

Geodesic Scale-Space (GSS)
Zou et al. construct a geodesic scale-space (GSS) using a Gaussian ker-

nel with geodesic distances to diffuse a signal defined on surfaces [69]. The
Gaussian kernel is constructed on the surface with a support window of twice
the standard deviation.1 Since integration of a Gaussian with geodesic distances on a curved domain may be larger than unity, the kernel is renormalized
to unity.
A scale-space is constructed on 32 logarithmically spaced levels where
the scales are selected relative to the measured point cloud characteristics.
The scales are

σn = σmin

σmax
σmin

n/32
(2.2)

1
A support window of 2σ is unusually small for a Gaussian. Usually they are at least
3σ on 2D data and larger for higher dimensional data.
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where
σmin = min eij /2
eij ∈E
s
1 X
σmax =
A(fi )
5 f ∈F

(2.3)
(2.4)

i

and the Gaussian is reconstructed for each level of the scale-space. Consecutive
levels of the scale-space are differenced to construct the DoG as an approximation to the scale normalized LoG. Keypoints are identified as extrema in
space using first-ring neighborhood and across scale using three neighboring
levels. Each keypoint is transformed to the origin and the first-ring neighborhood is projected to keypoint tangent plane. On the tangent plane, the SIFT
non-maximum suppression process is used to eliminate keypoints of low contrast or high curvature. Keypoint localization is refined by fitting a quadratic
function to the projected points and three neighboring scales to approximate
the continuous DoG. Optimal selections of the quadratic function for keypoint
scale and 2D location on the tangent plane are projected back to the 3D mesh.
GSS applies Spin Images [74] as the feature descriptor for the scalespace keypoints and the neighborhood points defined by the automatically
selected scale. Feature matching follows the same procedure as Spin Images,
but with reduced complexity because fewer keypoints are utilized. Keypoints
and feature descriptors are used for applications of face matching.
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2.1.3

Hierarchical Scale-Space (HSS)
Hou and Qin extend the work of GSS to construct a hierarchical scale-

space (HSS) for the purpose of detecting scale-space features on deformable
surfaces [67]. A geodesic Gaussian kernel with a support window of twice the
standard deviation1 diffuses a signal defined on the surface. Since integration
of a Gaussian with geodesic distances on a curved domain may be larger than
unity, the kernel is renormalized to unity.
HSS recognizes that geodesic distance is expensive to calculate on surfaces when the scale grows large. The scale-space is separated into octaves
where each octave is initiated with a downsampled version of the original
mesh. The mesh is simplified using uniform downsampling such that the number of faces is one-fourth that of the previous octave. Each octave is separated
into S = 3 levels where the scale is selected as
σn = σ0 2(o+s/S)

(2.5)

and the Gaussian is reconstructed for each level of the scale-space.
Consecutive levels in a octave are differenced to construct the DoG, in
which keypoints are identified as extrema across space and scale. Keypoints
and their neighborhoods are projected to the local tangent plane where the
SIFT non-maximum suppression process is used to eliminate keypoints of low
contrast or high curvature. Keypoint location is refined by fitting and evaluating a quadratic function to the projected points scales. Optimal selections
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of the quadratic function for keypoint scale and 2D location on the tangent
plane are projected back to the 3D surface.
HSS uses a feature descriptor similar to that of gradient location and
orientation histogram (GLOH) [75]. Keypoints and their neighborhood defined
by the automatically selected scale are projected to the local tangent plane.
A local coordinate system is created using the keypoint surface normal vector
and the direction of maximum signal gradient. Geodesic distances from the
keypoint to all points in the projected neighborhood separated by a polar grid
of nine bins. Vertex counts are accumulated into the bins and vectorized to
form a histogram suitable for matching. Keypoints and feature descriptors are
used for applications of face matching.
2.1.4

Mesh SIFT
Smeets et al. construct a scale-space by diffusing vertex locations to

create MeshSIFT [63]. This scale-space is unique from the others discussed
in this section and summarized in Table 2.1 because the diffusion of vertex
locations changes their position and the signal is reconstructed at each level.
MeshSIFT approximates the Gaussian kernel by using a binomial filter such
that the vertex locations are moved at each level according to
!
X (n)
1
(n)
(n+1)
vi +
vi
=
vj
|Ni |
j∈N

(2.6)

i

using the first-ring neighborhood Ni . The number of levels is user specified,
and there are no octaves. The exponential behavior of scales in SIFT are
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approximated using
r
σn = ē

2σ0 n/k
2
3

(2.7)

On each scale-space level, the mean curvature (of other signal of choice)
is recalculated for each point using that level’s scale. Consecutive levels of
the scale-space are differenced to approximate the DoG where keypoints are
identified as signal extrema in space using the first-ring neighborhood and
across scale using three neighboring levels. The keypoint and its neighborhood
defined by the automatically selected scale are projected to the local tangent
plane. A local coordinate system is constructed using the keypoint normal
vector and the direction of maximum signal gradient.
MeshSIFT develops its own feature descriptor. Using the keypoint
canonical orientation, the circle of radius equal to the keypoint scale is separated into nine smaller overlapping circular regions. In each region, two
features histograms are calculated for each point: (1) the shape index and (2)
the normal vector inter-angle. Each histogram is given eight bins and is concatenated to make a single feature vector of length 144. Feature matching is
performed by minimizing the inner-product of feature vectors using an angle
similarity measure. Keypoints and feature vectors are used for applications of
face matching.
2.1.5

ThrIFT
Flint et al. adapt the SURF [50] detector and the SIFT [49] descriptor

to 3D range data to create ThrIFT [70]. ThrIFT constructs a density map
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of the measured point cloud synonymous to pixel intensities in 2D images.
The measured scene is discretized into isotropic voxels where each voxel may
contain between zero and multiple points. Then the density function f (x, y, z)
is normalized by the maximum density voxel such that it has the range between
0 and 1.
A scale-space is constructed on the density map consecutive convolutions with a 3D Gaussian kernel using Euclidean distances. Scales for the
scale-space are separated by a constant factor
σn+1 = kσn

(2.8)

where the Gaussian kernel is reconstructed for each level (and scale). When
the scale reaches two, the density map is downsampled by a factor of two.
This downsampling reduces the data size as well as the Gaussian variance.
For their experiments, the authors used O = 5 octaves, each with s = 4 levels.
Each level of the scale-space is convolved with the Gaussian second
derivative to calculate the LoG. A 3D Hessian matrix is constructed using the
second partial derivatives. Large values of the Hessian determinant identifies
keypoints in space and scale. A non-maximum suppression technique is applied
to eliminate keypoints with Hessian determinant values less than a threshold
and compared to the nearest 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 voxels.
A keypoint’s support neighborhood consists of all points lying within
a sphere of radius equal to the automatically identified scale. For each point
in the neighborhood, two normal vectors are calculated from the least squares
20

plane fit: one each for a small and large support window. The inner-angle
of the two normal vectors is calculated for each point and accumulated into
histogram bins describing 0◦ to 90◦ . The feature descriptor is normalized to
unity.
2.1.6

Mesh Difference of Gaussian (MeshDoG)
Zaharescu et al. develop a scale-space for a scalar signal defined on a

mesh using a geodesic Gaussian kernel and detect keypoints in the DoG (MeshDoG) [71, 66]. Construction of the geodesic Gaussian kernel and the feature
support region is defined by a novel distance-ring neighborhood. Contrary
to the first-ring neighborhood used most 3D mesh processing algorithms, the
distance-ring neighborhood consists of all vertices that lie within a geodesic
sphere. This neighborhood definition is robust to arbitrary mesh constructing
and non-uniform sampling because it is defined by distance instead of connectivity. Convolution with the geodesic Gaussian kernel is normalized by the
kernel sum to maintain unity.
MeshDoG constructs a scale-space on scalar signals over O = 3 octaves,
with each octave containing s = 6 levels. Their scale-space maintains constant
mesh geometry throughout because mesh downsampling is a computationally
expensive process. The standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel is defined
by
√ d n6 e
4
σn = ē
2

(2.9)

where σ remains constant during each octave. The Gaussian kernel is recon21

structed at the beginning of each octave corresponding to the new standard
deviation. Consecutive levels of the scale-space are differenced to construct
the DoG as an approximation to the scale-normalized LoG.
Keypoints are detected as local extrema in space using the first-ring
neighborhood and in across scale using the current and adjacent scales. Only
extrema that exhibit a magnitude within the top 5% are further considered.
Then for each keypoint, select a pair of orthonormal vectors lying in the local
tangent plane. Calculate directional derivatives by projecting the keypoint
normal vector along the two orthonormal tangent vectors. A Hessian matrix
is constructed using the directional derivatives and symmetry is enforced by
projection onto the linear space of 2 × 2 symmetric matrices. Keypoints that
exhibit corner characteristics such that the ratio of the Hessian eigenvectors
are below a threshold are retained for description.
A local coordinate system is constructed over the distance-ring neighborhood from the keypoint normal vector and the direction of the polar histogram bin with the most dominant gradient magnitude. MeshDoG develops
a new feature descriptor by projecting the gradient vectors onto the three
planes defined by the local coordinate system. Each plane is divided into four
polar segments, with each further separated into eight orientation segments.
Point counts are accumulated into the bins in which they lie. The final feature
descriptor concatenates each of the polar and orientation histograms for all
three axes for a final length of 96. Feature histograms are matched using a
Euclidean distance metric.
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2.1.7

Curvature Scale-Space 3D (CS3)
Fadaifard et al. construct a scale-space on 3D meshes for the mean

curvature signal (CS3) [57, 72]. Their framework is unique from the other
method discussed in this section because they discretize the diffusion equation
in time and utilize a discrete Laplacian as the diffusion kernel. The diffusion
equation is discretized with a backward-in-time Euler scheme and solved with
Biconjugate Gradient method
un+1 = (I − tn L)−1 un

(2.10)

where the LBO L is the umbrella operator.2 The time steps are selected as
tn = t0 k n

(2.11)

where k > 1. Independent of the discretized diffusion equation, CS3 fits a
Gaussian in the least squares sense to the transfer function in the frequency
domain. The scale is estimated in the frequency domain, but not converted
back to the spatial domain.
Consecutive levels of the scale-space are differenced to construct the
DoG. Then CS3 defines their own scale-normalized LoG (different from SIFT
[49]) as
∆norm un =

2tn
(un+1 − u)
tn+1 − tn

(2.12)

2
This construction is novel because, unlike the Gaussian kernel, the LBO has theoretical
convergence on arbitrary 3D surfaces.
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Keypoints are identified as extrema in ∆norm u in space using the first-ring
neighborhood and across scale using the current and adjacent levels. Keypoint
repeatability is determined by the accuracy of their location and automatically
selected scale for various noise levels.
Instead of using a feature histogram, CS3 uses the time history of the
scale-invariant LoG values as a function of scale for the feature descriptor. The
scale-invariant LoG curve is calculated as
∆si un =

1
(∆un − ūn )
δn

(2.13)

where



1 X
ūn =
∆un 1mp ×1
mp
1
δn = √ k∆un − ūn k
mp

(2.14)
(2.15)

Keypoints and the scale-invariant LoG curves are used for applications of face
matching.

2.2

Feature Histogram Descriptors
This dissertation develops a new feature histogram descriptor that is

derived from a well-known family of feature histogram descriptors listed in
Tab. 2.2. An extended background is given here Sec. 2.2 for sufficient understanding of the feature histogram descriptor history. Some of the content was
previously published in [16]. For this dissertation, notation and terminology
has been updated to maintain consistency and clarity of this document.
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Table 2.2: A brief comparison of the various feature descriptors that evolved
into the SOUR-CVFH descriptor.
Feature
Name

Year
Pub.

Description
Type

Number
of Bins

Pose

Scale

PFH [76]

2008

Local

N/A

N/A

FPFH [77]

2009

Local

16
(125 PCL)
33

N/A

N/A

VFH [78]

2010

Global

5 DOF

implicit

CVFH [79]

2011

Regional

263
(308 PCL)
308 + 90

6 DOF

implicit

OUR-CVFH [54]

2012

Regional

303

6 DOF

implicit

SOUR-CVFH Sec. 5.3

2019

Regional

303 + 2

6 DOF

explicit

SOL-CVFH Sec. 5.4

2019

Regional

303 + 2

6 DOF

explicit

2.2.1

Persistent Point Feature Histogram (PFH)
The first histogram proposed was the Persistent Point Feature His-

togram (PFH ) by Rusu et al. [76]. Using point normals and curvature is a
common practice in range image registration, but when used individually do
not fully represent the surface. By better describing the geometric properties
of a surface surrounding a point, the authors’ objective was to improve the process of point correspondence. The PFH is a pose invariant feature histogram of
values that describe the geometric properties of a local surface. This descriptor
is also scale invariant, though the knowledge of scale is not as essential for the
applications presented by the authors [80, 18]. The purpose of PFH is to provide an approximate registration between two consecutive range images. This
preliminary alignment is used as the initial guess for Point-to-Plane Iterative
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Closest Point (ICP) [32].
A PFH histogram, denoted as H, is created for every point of a meam

p
sured point-cloud P = {pi , ni }i=1
, where pi is a measured 3D point returned

from the sensor, and ni is the associated normal calculated by any one of a
handful of techniques [81]. The histogram generation is as follows:
1. For every point in the 3D measured point-cloud, select one point as the
central point pc and only analyze the neighborhood of points within a
radius r (k -neighborhood). Or, mathematically, define the neighborhood
of pc as

Npc = pi ∈ P : kpc − pj k < r

(2.16)

2. For every pair of points, pi and pj , in the neighborhood of pc , label one
as the source point ps and the other the target point pt . The source
point is the one with the smaller angle between its associate normal and
the line connecting pj and pk . In order to not consider the same pair of
points twice, the constraints j 6= k and j < k are enforced.
3. Construct a Darboux frame (a locally defined moving frame) D = (u, v, w)
centered at ps with basis vectors defined as
u = ns
v=

(pt − ps ) × u
k(pt − ps ) × uk

w=u×v
An example of a Darboux frame may be seen in Fig. 2.2.
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(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)

4. The histogram H contains four features defined by PFH :
f1 = v| nt

(2.20)

f2 = kpt − ps k


pt − ps
|
f3 = u
pt − ps
 | 
w nt
f4 = arctan
u| nt

(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)

Features f1 and f3 are inner products of two unit vectors and thus have
the range ±1. As an arctangent, f4 has the range ± π2 . PFH separates
each feature into two divisions. The division of features f1 , f3 , f4 is the
center of their intervals (i.e. 0), while the division for f2 is the search
radius r. The total number of combinations between the four features
is 24 = 16 bins, where each bin contains a percentage of the points that
satisfy the criteria. Rusu et al. [76] decided on only two divisions because
they desired to keep the descriptor as small as possible, and two divisions
provided good results.

The reader can see that it would be too cumbersome to store and
match the descriptor of every point in a scene, so PFH finds and saves only
the features of persistent points. These are points that are seen as important
at multiple scales. Persistent points are found as follows:

1. Find the histogram for every point in the scene over a range of radii
ri , i = 1, . . . , mr , which is varied over an interval depending on the
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point-cloud size and density. Rusu et al. [76] use the range 2 cm < r <
3.5 cm. While this range makes sense for personal robotics, a different
range is necessary for many outdoor terrestrial applications or for space
applications.
2. Then, the mp points existing in P will each have mr feature histograms
Hfi . Take the average of all of these histograms to find the mean histogram Hµ of the point-cloud.
3. For a certain point that has multiple feature histograms Hfi generated by
varying ri , match them all to the mean histogram Hµ using the KullbackLeibler distance metric [82]
dKL =

16
X

Hjfi − Hj ln

µ

j=1

Hjfi
Hjµ

!
(2.24)

where Hfi is the feature histogram of a certain point at a radius ri and
Hµ is the mean histogram of the entire point-cloud.
4. A particular point is unique when it has a descriptor distance outside the
interval Hµ ± ασ, where α controls the width of the interval that defines
outliers and σ is the standard deviation of the distance distribution.
Rusu et al. set α = 1 resulting in about 10 − 20% unique features. A
point is called persistent when it is unique in both ri and ri+1 , or
Pf =

n−1
[



Pfi ∩ Pfi+1

(2.25)

i=1

where Pfi is the set of points that are unique for a given radius ri .
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To prove that this set of features are suitable to distinguish different geometrical surfaces, Rusu et al. show the PFH of various surfaces. The PFH for
a point on a sphere, plane, side of a cylinder, and on the edge of a cube all
produce sufficiently distinct signatures in the feature histogram space.
To register to range images, PFH constructs corresponding pairs of persistent feature points. In addition to matching histograms between two range
images, they apply geometric consistency constraints to ensure correct correspondences. Correspondence candidates are selected if they are equidistant
from each other in both point-clouds. Now using the pairs, a transformation
matrix is constructed to align the point-clouds. This initial estimate is then
updated by using point-to-plane ICP.
While the initial publication dictates that the PFH has four features
separated into two divisions each to create 24 = 16 bins, its implementation in
PCL is slightly different. PCL finds that f2 rarely provides useful information
and thus its calculation is ignored, leaving only three features. PCL then splits
each of these features — f1 , f3 , and f4 — into five divisions. Thus, the total
number of combinations between these three features is 53 = 125 bins. Because
of the increased feature resolution (five divisions instead of two divisions), the
PCL version of PFH histogram is more descriptive than in the publication.
The generation method of PFH histograms is computationally expensive because it considers every pair of points in the neighborhood of the query
point pc . The computational complexity for n query points, each with a k neighborhood of points is O(nk 2 ), which makes such an approach not suitable
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for real-time applications.
2.2.2

Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH)
Rusu et al. [77] created the Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH )

in order to make PFH suitable for real-time applications. The improvements
introduced in FPFH allow it to operate in real-time but the FPFH descriptor is still pose and scale invariant. In brief, Rusu et al. supply two major
improvements in going from PFH to FPFH .
First, the range image dataset is reordered so that the points which are
located physically close to one another have incremental index values. The
intent here is to be able to cache computed feature values for later use. If two
query points, pi and pj , are in the neighborhood of each other, then many
of their neighbor points will be shared. When the histogram of pi is being
computed, some features values will also be used when next computing the
histogram of pj . Thus, the lookup of feature values from the cache is faster
than recalculating those features. If the cache grows too large, they employ a
first-in, first-out (FIFO) strategy.
Second, when calculating the features of a query point pc , FPFH does
not consider every combination of all its neighbors. Only pairs between the
query point and its neighbors are considered. Rusu et al. found that the
feature f2 of PFH that characterized the Euclidean distance between a pair of
points supplied no significant benefit. They found that the robustness of the
descriptor was not impeded when they forwent the calculation of f2 = kpj −
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pi k. So the FPFH only calculates three features to include in the histogram.
This conclusion is consistent with the decision to remove of f2 from the PCL
implementation of PFH (see Sec. 2.2.1).
A FPFH histogram is created for every point of a measured point-cloud
m

p
P = {pi , ni }i=1
, where pi is a 3D point returned by the sensor and ni is the

associated normal (a computed quantity). Only points within a radius r of a
central point pc are included when generating the histogram. The histogram
generation is as follows:
1. For every point in the 3D measured point-cloud, select one point the
central point pc and only analyze the neighborhood of points within a
radius r (k -neighborhood). See Eq. 2.16 for details.
2. At the central point pc , place a Darboux frame D = (u, v, w) as
u = nc
(pj − pc ) × u
v=
k(pj − pc ) × uk

(2.26)

w=u×v

(2.28)

(2.27)

where the subscript j represents any point in the neighborhood of pc .
3. Redefine the features from PFH as
cos(αi ) = f1 = v| nj


pi − pc
|
cos(φi ) = f3 = u
kpi − pc k
 | 
w ni
θi = f4 = arctan
u| ni
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(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)

These feature values are only calculated between the central point and
its k -neighbors. Rusu et al. also notice that due to the geometrical
properties of a group of points, there are many bins in the PFH that
have a value of zero. These empty bins are considered redundant, and
are wasteful to have. Therefore, the features, cos(α), cos(φ), and θ are
concatenated to form what is now called the simplified point feature
histogram (SPFH ). Notice that f2 from PFH is not used here.
4. For each central point, use the SPFH histograms of its k -neighbors to
weight the final FPFH histogram of that central point pc as
k

F P F H (pc ) = SP F H (pc ) +

1X 1
SP F H (pi )
k i=1 wi

(2.32)

where wi = pi − pc is the Euclidean distance between the two points.
Once again, finding and storing the FPFH for every point in the range
image would be a cumbersome task, so the authors find the persistent features
with the same method as presented in [76].
The original publication does not state the number of bins for which
each feature should be separated. The PCL implementation selects 11 divisions
for each feature, making the and the FPFH histograms have 33 bins. Note
that the total number of bins for n features with m divisions is nm since
the features are concatenated. This is more efficient than combining all the
features into a single histogram (as was done with PFH ) which would result
in mn bins.
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A sample consensus method for initial alignment (SAC-IA) is used to
determine the relative pose between two range images of an object. A set of
three points that are geometrically consistent with one another in the first
point-cloud are selected. They are then matched to points with similar histograms in the second point-cloud. A rigid transformation is then found to
align the point-clouds. They use a Huber penalty [83] to determine the quality of the transformation. After repeating for all combinations of three points,
the transformation with the best Huber score is selected and refined using a
Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear solver [84, 85].
Because the new formulation of the feature histogram does not consider
every pair of points within the neighborhood of a central point, the FPFH is
missing point pairs that may contribute to the geometry around the pc . The
resulting algorithm does however decrease the operational complexity of n
points, each having a k -neighborhood, to O(nk).
2.2.3

Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH)
Since the previous two histogram descriptors were invariant to an ob-

ject’s scale and its pose, Rusu et al. [78] modified the construction style of
PFH and FPFH to create the Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH ). Their
goal was to create a descriptor that could be run in real time to simultaneously recognize an object and calculate its pose. VFH addresses the pose
invariance of PFH and FPFH by considering the camera viewpoint as a fourth
feature. This new feature is then concatenated to the established features from
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FPFH . This fourth feature is the distribution of angles between the viewpoint
direction and each points’ normal vector.
The most distinctive difference between PFH , FPFH , and VFH is
the number of histograms generated per point-cloud. Recall that PFH and
FPFH created a descriptor for each point in the point-cloud. VFH creates
only one descriptor per scene point-cloud. The largest assumption is that the
scene has been segmented so that each object is considered independently [86].
Therefore, each segmented scene contains only one object and will have only
one descriptor.
m

p
A segmented scene will have a measured point-cloud P = {pi , ni }i=1

where pi is a 3D point returned by the sensor and ni is the associated normal
(a computed quantity). Every point in the scene is included when finding the
histogram which is generated as follows:

1. For the scene point-cloud, find the centroid and average surface normal
respectively as
p̄ =

n̄ =

m
1 X
p
mp i∈P i
Pmp
1
mp
k m1p
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i=1

Pmp

i=1

(2.33)
ni
ni k

(2.34)

2. Define a Darboux frame D = (u, v, w) for each point pi as
ui = n̄
vi =

(2.35)

(pi − p̄) × ui
k(pi − p̄) × ui k

(2.36)

wi = ui × vi

(2.37)

3. For every point in the segmented point-cloud, calculate the three features
carried over from FPFH
cos(αi ) = v|i ni


pi − p̄
|
cos(φi ) = ui
pi − p̄
 | 
wi ni
θi = arctan
u|i ni

(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)

4. Calculate the camera viewpoint feature (i.e. the new fourth feature) as
cos(βi ) =

n|i



so − p̄
kso − p̄k


(2.41)

where the sensor origin is often assumes to be so = [0, 0, 0]| .
Because of the additional component of the camera viewpoint feature
cos(β) in the VFH histogram, this descriptor may now be used to identify
objects in 3D space and estimate their relative poses. Rusu et al. [78] developed
VFH for use in home robotics where a personal robot could correctly identify
and select a desired object from a collection of objects. They assume that the
robot will always be oriented upwards and never on its side or upside-down.
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As a result, the VFH descriptor does not consider — and is thus invariant to
— camera roll.
VFH is more robust than PFH and FPFH in describing an object
because it increases the number of divisions for each feature. The features
cos(αi ), cos(φi ), θi each contain 45 bins, while the new feature cos(βi ) has 128
bins. The resulting histograms are concatenated in the order
H = [cos(α), cos(φ), θ, cos(β)] for a total VFH histogram size of 263 bins.
The PCL implementation attempts to be consistent with future modifications of the histogram style descriptor by reintroducing a variant of the
f2 feature from Sec. 2.2.1 that characterizes the Euclidean distances between
points in a segmented surface. It is normalized by the Euclidean distance between the centroid to the farthest point in the segmented scene. The VFH histogram created in PCL is concatenated as H = [cos(α), cos(φ), θ, f2 , cos(β)]
for a size of 308 bins.
To be able to recognize an object, it is necessary to have a training
data set. Rusu et al. place a physical object on a tilting platform and take
thousands of images from which VFH descriptors are generated. The objects
are imaged in azimuth up to 180◦ , and in elevation up to 30◦ . This process is
time consuming, but is necessary because they use stereo cameras with known
epipolar geometry to triangulate the 3D scene. This cumbersome process
of object feature training is addressed in later generations of this histogram
style descriptor. Matching a feature histogram from the scene to the training
dataset follows the same Huber penalty as FPFH (see Sec. 2.2.2).
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The authors do not address an object’s scale in the VFH histogram
because they assume that the dense stereo depth image explicitly provides
distance and thus scale. The height of the VFH histogram implicitly relays
information about the object’s scale, as it is a function of the total number
of points in the range image. In the PCL implementation, the histogram
is normalized by the total number of points in the scene, which makes all
histograms have the same height range of [0-1]. This inconsistency provides
insight into the difficulty that these feature histograms have with relaying
information on the scale of an object.
2.2.4

Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram (CVFH)
Aldoma et al. [79] were interested in recognizing an object at any ar-

bitrary 6DOF pose when matched against a training set of 3D CAD models. They noticed that the features used in VFH were sufficiently descriptive,
though still had limitations in characterizing an object’s scale and estimating
full 6DOF pose. The Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram CFVH addresses
the deficiencies present in (VFH ) by (1) being able to distinguish identical
objects of different scales and (2) considering the effects of partial occlusions
and scene segmentation artifacts. The CVFH histogram is not normalized
by the total number of points in the scene, so the object’s scale is implicitly
characterized by the histogram. The process of scene segmentation or partial occlusions may result in undesirable artifacts on the point-cloud. This
prompted the authors of [79] to cluster the segmented scene so that descrip-
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tors are only created on the stable regions. However the assumption of a
pre-processing scene segmentation still exists.
CVFH remedies the roll invariance of VFH by concatenating a camera
roll histogram onto the descriptor. This roll histogram captures the angle between the camera viewpoint vector and the normals of the point-cloud points.
In order to reduce the computational complexity, these camera roll histograms
are only generated for the best matching views of an object.
Aldoma et al. also addressed the cumbersome training routine performed by VFH . Manually taking thousands of images of a variety of objects is
time consuming and difficult, especially when trying to capture all viewpoints
and poses. They instead use widely available 3D CAD models of everyday
items around which they place a virtual 3D sensor to simulate point-clouds.
This method greatly eases the cost of scaling the set of objects that a robot
can recognize. Capturing all desired viewpoints of an object at various ranges
is now a straightforward task.
m

p
where pi is a 3D
Consider a measured point-cloud P = {pi , ni , ci }i=1

point location, ni is the associated normal, and ci is the associated curvature
value. Note that pi is a measurement returned by the sensor while ni and ci
are computed quantities. Generate the CVFH descriptor as follows:
1. First remove points from P that have a curvature larger than a threshold
tc . The resulting filtered point-cloud is labeled as Pf . The removed
points represent artifacts from sensor noise, object edges, or non-planar
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patches. Then the filtered point-cloud will be the set
mf

p
Cf = {pi , ni }i=1

(2.42)

where mfp ≤ mp .
2. Place a voxel grid (the 3D counterpart to the 2D pixel; the reader is
referred to [87] for more information on voxels) over the measured pointcloud. This grid may be thought of as individual square boxes surrounding each 3D point. Each voxel contains only one point, though that
point may not be centered in the box. Every box has identical size and
no boxes overlap. Each voxel may be characterized by the single size parameter σ. Then, for each point, change its value to that of the centroid
of the voxel in which it is contained. This process removes some noise
characteristics from the measured point-cloud and smooths the data.
3. A smooth, continuous region growing algorithm separates the filtered
point-cloud Pf into clusters Ck , k = 1, . . . , mC . Initiate a cluster with a
random point and its normal vector from Pf . Then a point belongs to
that cluster if the dot product of the normals of two neighboring points
is less than an angle threshold tn and if those same neighboring points
are separated by less than an Euclidean distance threshold td .


Ck = pi ∈ Pf : pi − pj ≤ td ∧ (n|i nj ≤ tn )

(2.43)

Aldoma et al. set td = 3σ, where σ is the voxel grid size, and tn = cos(10◦ ).
The PCL implementation sets these as default values, but permits them
to be modified by the user.
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4. Then a cluster will carry the defining set
m

p,k mC
Ck = {p̄, n̄, {pi , ni }i=1
}k=1

(2.44)

where mp,k ≤ mfp , the cluster centroid is p̄, and the associated average
normal vector is n̄ defined respectively as
mp,k
1 X
p
p̄ =
mp,k i=1 i
Pmp,k
1

n̄ =

mp,k
k m1p,k

i=1

Pmp,k
i=1

(2.45)
ni
ni k

(2.46)

After the segmented scene is separated into clusters, the remaining
process is very similar to VFH . The only difference is that instead of one
histogram for the entire scene, there is now a CVFH histogram descriptor for
each cluster in the scene. Therefore, do the following for each cluster:

1. Define a Darboux frame D = (u, v, w) (see Fig. 2.2) for each point in a
cluster. Here, the centroid and average normal are of the given cluster
and not of the entire point-cloud.
ui = n̄
vi =

(pi − p̄) × ui
k(pi − p̄) × ui k

wi = ui × vi

(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)

2. For every point in the cluster, calculate the four features carried over
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from VFH
cos(αi ) = v|i ni


pi − p̄
|
cos(φi ) = ui
kpi − p̄k
 | 
wi ni
θi = arctan
u|i ni


so − p̄
|
cos(βi ) = ni
kso − p̄k

(2.50)
(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.53)

3. Recall the f2 feature in Sec. 2.2.1 that was dropped in subsequent publications. CVFH re-introduces a variant of this feature as the shape
distribution component (SDC ). The SDC is normalized by the distance
between the centroid and the farthest point in the cluster as
SDCi =

p̄ − pi
max {p̄ − pi }

(2.54)

pi ∈Ck

The contribution of the SDC is in assisting to distinguishing between
surfaces that have similar number of points and similar distributions of
normals, but are shaped differently. For example, it helps distinguish an
elongated planar surface from a compact planar surface.
Again, the features cos(αi ), cos(φi ), and θi each contain 45 bins, while
cos(βi ) has 128 bins, and the new feature SDCi contains 45 bins. The
VFH histogram for a cluster is concatenated in the order
H = [cos(α), cos(φ), θ, SDC, cos(β)] for a total size of 308 bins. The histogram size is consistent between the publication and the PCL implementation.
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To recognize an object in a 3D scene, there must first be a training
dataset on which to consult. The training set should contain every distinguishable view of an object. Aldoma et al. consider some specific views of
symmetric objects like bowls and bottles as indistinguishable. To match a
measured point-cloud to the database, perform the following steps:
1. For every scene histogram, match it to the database by using the distance
metric


e
1 + i=1 min Hi , Hi
e =1−


d(H, H)
P308
e
1 + i=1 max Hi , Hi
P308



(2.55)

e represent two CVFH histogram descriptors and the subscript
where H, H
i refers to the specific bin.
2. For the best md matches according to the above distance metric, a camera roll histogram is found. The camera roll histogram is in addition to
the 308 bin CVFH histogram, and is used to determine an object’s roll
about the camera view direction. Transform the cluster’s centroid p̄ to
coincide with the camera’s z -axis using the angle-axis representation
ψ = arcsin (kck)
eψ =

c
kck

(2.56)
(2.57)

where
c=

so − p̄
× sb
kso − p̄k

(2.58)

and the camera origin and camera boresight are generally assumed to be
so = [0, 0, 0]| and sb = [0, 0, 1]| respectively.
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3. Now find the angle between the rotated normals and the camera’s z axis. The distribution of these angles are placed in the 90 bin camera
roll histogram. The number of bins was set based on a trade off between
efficiency and accuracy and is consistent with the PCL implementation.
For 90 bins, there is a roll accuracy of 4◦ .
4. To find the rotation angle between two camera roll histograms, apply
the Discrete Fourier Transform and multiply the complex coefficients to
find the cross power spectrum R. The peaks of the spectrum appear at
the rotation angles that align the two roll histograms. Only the peaks
higher than a threshold tp are used to evaluate rotation. The suggested
value is tp = 0.9 ∗ max(R).
5. After aligning the model and scenes views of an object, the initial alignment is refined by ICP.

CVFH is the first of the histogram style descriptors that can be used to
determine any arbitrary relative 6DOF pose of an object due to the inclusion
of the camera roll histogram. However, the camera roll histogram results in
extra calculations and a larger overall feature histogram.
2.2.5

Oriented Unique Repeatable Clustered Viewpoint Feature
Histogram (OUR-CVFH)
The Oriented Unique Repeatable Clustered viewpoint Feature His-

togram (OUR-CVFH ) presented by Aldoma et al. [54] is the most recent
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feature histogram descriptor. The main improvement in OUR-CVFH is the
creation of a semi-global unique reference frame (SGURF) that — compared
to the camera roll histogram — better describes the local coordinate frame
for each cluster of points. The SGURF is a repeatable coordinate system that
explicitly finds the 6DOF pose when aligning a model and scene cluster.
To generate the OUR-CVFH , a 3D measured surface is first separated
into clusters (see Fig. 2.6 for two examples). Each cluster has an associated
centroid and average normal which are used to create the four angular distributions of the surface normals. A SGURF is found for each cluster and
placed at its centroid. The distribution of all the points in the surface relative
to a cluster’s SGURF is then characterized by what we call the interpolated
spatial octant component (ISOC ). There are five components in total to the
OUR-CVFH , of which the concatenation creates a single histogram descriptor. Each cluster will have at least one histogram, with the possibility for
a maximum of four histograms — the criteria for which is discussed in the
generation of the SGURF.
2.2.5.1

Viewpoint Clustering
m

p
Begin with a measured 3D point-cloud P = {pi , ni , ci , }i=1
, where pi is

a 3D point, ni is the associated normal, ci is the associated curvature value, and
 is the spatial resolution (i.e. median distance between points). Note that pi is
a measurement returned by the sensor while ni and ci are computed quantities.
This surface must be separated into clusters Ck where k = 1, . . . , mC . These
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mC different viewpoint clusters are generated with the following procedure:
1. Remove points from P that have a curvature value higher than a threshold tc . There will be mfp points remaining in the filtered surface set
mf

p
Pf = {pi , ni }i=1
.

2. Pf is now separated into smooth and continuous clusters Ck . Each cluster
is initiated with an arbitrary point in Pf that has not yet been assigned
to any cluster. The cluster is smooth if the inner product (dot product)
of the normals of two neighboring points is greater than or equal to a
threshold tn , and it is continuous if two neighboring points are separated
by less than Euclidean distance threshold td . Aldoma et al. [54] set tn =
cos(8.6◦ ) for personal robotics applications. We find that tn = cos(5◦ )
works well for artificial satellites with mostly flat/smooth surfaces, while
tn = cos(1◦ ) − cos(3◦ ) degrees works well for natural objects with rough
surfaces (e.g. asteroids and comets). To account for measurement noise
on the point-cloud, the distance threshold is always set as td = 2.5. The
constraints are fulfilled by:



C0k = pi ∈ Pf : kpi − pj k ≤ td ∧
m0

m0

n|j nj ≤ tn



(2.59)

p,k
C
Each cluster set C0k = {{pi , ni }i=1
, p̄k , n̄k }k=1
has an associated centroid
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p̄ and average normal n̄ defined as
m0

p,k
1 X
p̄ = 0
p
mp,k i i
Pm0p,k
1

n̄ =

m0p,k

i

k m10

Pm

p,k

i

(2.60)
ni

ni k

(2.61)

3. Each cluster is filtered once more by the angle between the normal of
each point and the cluster’s average normal by the angle threshold tn̄ to
make the cluster

Ck = {pi ∈ C0k : (n̄|k ni ≤ tn̄ )}

(2.62)

PCL Aldoma et al. set tn̄ = cos(0.89◦ ), where we set it as tn̄ = tn /10,
where tn was set in the previous step. The difference is that Aldoma et
al. [54] work with a well regulated scene, where we are working with a
dynamically changing object in space. Only clusters that still contain
more than a minimum number of points are kept. The cluster set is
m

p,k
C
Ck = {{pi , ni }i=1
, p̄k , n̄k }m
k=1 . The centroid p̄k and surface normal n̄k

of set Ck are the same as set C0k and are not recalculated.
2.2.5.2

Semi-Global Unique Reference Frame (SGURF)

Now that the surface Pf has been separated into smooth, continuous
clusters Ck , a SGURF is calculated for each. The purpose of the SGURF is
to increase the spatial descriptiveness of the histogram and is used to directly
find the 6DOF pose when aligning reference frames.
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The origin of SGURFk is fixed at the centroid p̄k of the cluster Ck . The
orientation of SGURFk depends on the spatial distribution of the points on the
entire point-cloud P. If the orientation is ambiguous, multiple SGURFs will be
calculated for a given cluster Ck , resulting in multiple OUR-CVFH histograms
for a given cluster. Define a cluster’s SGURF as
1. For each cluster Ck , compute the eigen-decomposition of the scatter matrix [54, 88]
mp,k
X
1
(R − di ) (pi − p̄k ) (pi − p̄k )|
M = Pmp,k
(dmax − di ) i
i

(2.63)

where di = kpi − p̄k k and dmax = max kpi − p̄k k.
pi ∈Ck

2. The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is chosen as
the z -axis of SGURFk . The z -axis will point in the same direction as
the cluster average normal n̄k . Therefore, take the direction of z -axis
yielding a positive dot product with n̄k
3. The sign of the other axes must now be disambiguated. Temporarily call
+
− −
the remaining eigenvectors as (e+
1 , e2 ) and their opposites as (e1 , e2 ).

In an attempt to uniquely and repeatable identify the x -axis from the
y-axis, we use the whole point-cloud P to evaluate the point density of
the hemispheres defined by each eigenvector. The point densities are
found as

(
mp
X
|ψi± |ψi±
Ψ±
=
e1
0
i=1
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if ψi± ≥ 0
otherwise

(2.64)

where
ψi± = (pi − p̄k )| e±
1

(2.65)

and similarly for e2 . Then the sign of e1 is disambiguated as
(
−
e+
if |Ψ+
1
e1 | ≥ |Ψe1 |
e1 =
e−
otherwise
1

(2.66)

and the sign of e2 is disambiguated analogously.
4. To decide which vector e corresponds to each axis, calculate the disambiguation factor f1 , f2 as

min
fj =





−
|Ψ+
ej |, |Ψej |


,
−|
max |Ψ+
|,
|Ψ
ej
ej

j = 1, 2

(2.67)

The disambiguation factor fj ∈ [0 − 1], where fj = 0 is complete disambiguation and fj = 1 is complete ambiguity.
5. The eigenvector with the lower disambiguation factor is chosen as the
x -axis of SGURFk .
6. The y-axis of SGURFk is found as y = z × x, creating a right handed
coordinate system. The original publication [54] defined a left handed
coordinate system, but the convention in the aerospace community is to
be right handed.
7. In some situations — for example if the cluster Ck is nearly circular and
is centrally located on the point-cloud P — the axis disambiguation is
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not robust and the disambiguation factors are similar. Calculate the
factor ratio as
rf =

min(f1 , f2 )
max(f1 , f2 )

(2.68)

If the ratio is greater than a threshold trf , the we must create two reference frames — one frame with e1 as the x -axis and the other using e2 .
Along with PCL, we set this value as trf = 0.8. If both disambiguation
factors are similar and greater than a threshold tf , then we create four
reference frames — one for each eigenvector for each sign as the x -axis.
Once again, we and PCL both use tf = 0.925 for this comparison value.
The number of histograms per cluster is dependent on the number of
SGURFs created for that cluster. Each cluster may have up to four SGURFs,
which would result in up to four descriptors. Only the ISOC histogram changes
because of the SGURF. The angular distribution components remain constant
for a given cluster. A cluster with its SGURF on the surface of Itokawa is
shown in Fig. 2.1 and its accompanying histogram is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Before using the SGURF for cluster description or pose estimation, we
must find the transformation from the camera frame C to the SGURF frame
denoted as F . The transformation is found with the following procedure:
1. Calculate the viewpoint vector v as
v=

so − p̄k
kso − p̄k k

where the camera origin usually assumed to be so = [0, 0, 0]| .
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(2.69)

2. Take the cross product of the viewpoint vector with the camera boresight
as
c = v × sb

(2.70)

where the boresight is generally assumed to be sb = [0, 0, 1]| .
3. Convert c into Rodrigues parameters in terms of the Euler axis and angle
as
ψ = arcsin(kck)
eψ =

c
kck

(2.71)
(2.72)

where ψ is the rotation angle, and eψ is the axis of rotation.
4. Combine ψ and eψ using Rodriques’ rotation formula to make a rotation
matrix R from the sensor frame S to an intermediate frame I that lies
along the camera boresight
|
RC
I = cos(ψ)I3×3 + [1 − cos(ψ)] eψ eψ − sin(ψ) [eψ ×]

(2.73)

where [·×] is the skew-symmetric cross product matrix. Also recall that
the SGURFkj is the local coordinate system fixed at p̄k . It may also
be viewed as a frame transformation RFI from the SGURF frame F to
the intermediate frame I. To rotate and translate a point in the sensor
frame to the SGURF frame, use
RSF = RIF RC
I
tF = −RIF RSI p̄S
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(2.74)
(2.75)

where RSF is the rotation from the sensor frame S to the SGURF frame
F . Also, tF is the location of the SGURF frame origin with respect to
the sensor frame origin as expressed in the SGURF frame.
5. Both the rotation and translation may be performed in a single operation
with the use of a homogeneous transformation (sometimes just referred
to as transformation). Thus, define TSF to be the transformation from
the sensor frame S into the local SGURF frame F
 S

RF tF
S
TF =
01×3 1

(2.76)

This transformation will be used to estimate pose and to describe ISOC
component of the histogram.

2.2.5.3

Histogram Generation

Each cluster may now be described by the five components of the histogram. Each cluster will have at least one histogram, with a possible maximum of four depending on the SGURF generation rules. The five components
are found as follows.
1. First define a Darboux coordinate frame D = (u, v, w) for every point
pi ∈ Ck defined as
ui = n̄k
vi =

(pi − p̄k ) × ui
kpi − p̄k ) × ui k

wi = ui × vi
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(2.77)
(2.78)
(2.79)

Figure 2.1: A cluster in blue with the rest of the measured point-cloud in red.
The SGURF is centered on the cluster’s centroid. To aid in disambiguation,
the x -axis of the SGURF directs towards the rest of the point-cloud and along
the body of Itokawa.

Figure 2.2: A Darboux frame D is a local right handed coordinate system for a
point on a patch. Notice that u is the parallel to the average normal nc . When
looking at the patch from the camera viewpoint, v directs counter-clockwise
for all points. Also notice that w is nearly parallel with the line connecting
the point and the cluster centroid, and is directed towards the centroid p̄c
.
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An example of a Darboux Frame for a smooth continuous cluster is shown
in Fig. 2.2.
2. Calculate the first, second, third, and fifth components of the histogram.
These are the angular distributions of the normals for the cluster calculated as
cos(αi ) = v|i ni


pi − p̄k
|
cos(φi ) = ui
kpi − p̄k k
 | 
wi ni
θi = arctan
u|i ni
cos(βi ) = n|i v

(2.80)
(2.81)
(2.82)
(2.83)

where cos(αi ), cos(φi ), and θi are encoded with 45 bins each while cos(βi )
uses 64 bins, and v of Eq. 2.83 is from Eq. 2.69. To gain a physical
intuition about these features, examine Fig. 2.3.
3. The fourth component is a spatial description of P by means of SGURF
called the ISOC. Use the homogeneous transformation from Eq. 2.76
to transform the point-cloud P from the camera frame C to the local
SGURF frame F . Now the points in P are naturally divided into octants
described by the signed axes (x ± , y ± , z ± ).
4. In order to account for variations on SGURF due to measurement noise
or partial occlusions, Aldoma et al. [54] interpolate the distribution of
points in the octants. Begin by placing a 1D Gaussian function over each
of the x -, y-, and z -axes with standard deviations σi = 0.01. Because this
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Figure 2.3: To better understand the meaning of the feature angles, consider
the local Darboux Frame at an arbitrary point pi defined as D = (u, v, w).
The angle between v and the surface normal ni at pi is α. The angle between u
and the line connecting the cluster centroid p̄c to pi is φ. The angle between
ni and the line parallel to the line connecting the camera to p̄c is β. The
meaning of θ is difficult to explain graphically so is not shown.
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interpolation scheme describes the likelihood that a particular point lies
in a particular octant, this Gaussian weighting describes the likelihood
that SGURF axes uncertainty could cause a point to appear in a different
octant. Assign each point pi ∈ Ck three position weights determined by
their x -, y-, and z -coordinates

wi,α = 1 − G σ, pi,α ,

α = x, y, z

(2.84)

where α is cycling through the axes and and i = 1, . . . , mCk . There is
high likelihood that the point lies in a given octant as wi,α → 1, whereas
the point lies near an octant boundary when wi,α → 0.
5. ISOC weights are computed through multiplication of the position weights
and summation over the octants
Wi,η =

XY
η



0.5 1 + sgn pi,α δ (α, η) wi,α

(2.85)

α

where Wi,η is of size mCk × 8, summation is over the octant η = 1, . . . , 8,
and the unit impulse δ (α, η) takes the sign

δ(η, α) =
α

x
y
z

1
+

2
-

Octant η
3 4 5
- - +
+ + + - +

6
+
-

7
+
+
+

8
+
+
-

(2.86)

depending on both the octant and point element.
6. The histogram values for each octant are found by a summation of the
position weights of all the points falling into a specific bin. Each octant is
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separated into 13 bins dependent on a point’s normalized distance from
the origin. The bin in which a weight is accumulated is found as






kp
−
p̄
k
i
k

bi = 12
(2.87)
max kpi − p̄k k
pi ∈Ck

where b·c is the floor operator, and resulting in a total ISOC size of 104
bins. Eq. 2.87 results in bin values of bi ∈ [0, 12] which is 13 elements
long. ISOC is found by vectorizing Wi,η .
The complete OUR-CVFH histogram descriptor contains 303 bins combined in the order H = [cos(α), cos(φ), θ, ISOC, cos(β)]. Recall that if a cluster has multiple SGURFs, then the ISOC description will be different for each
SGURFkj , which results in multiple histograms. An example of a histogram
for a feature is shown in Fig. 2.4.
2.2.5.4

Database Training

Each of the histogram style point-cloud descriptors must go through a
training session to create a database of features. These models are used in the
recognition framework to identify an object and to provide a pose estimate.
Training is performed by using either (1) using an actual 3D sensor to take
range images of a real object at various ranges and attitudes or (2) using a 3D
sensor simulator and a 3D mesh model.
OUR-CVFH virtually renders a 3D model and simulates LIDAR scans
from various viewing angles, but only at a constant range. Place the 3D model
at the origin of a polyhedron with equally spaced vertices.
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Figure 2.4: An example of the OUR-CVFH histogram. The features are concatenated and color labeled. The size of the patch is implicitly contained in the
histogram as it counts the total number of points in the patch.
Aldoma et al. [54] assume that the robot maintains a constant distance
from all objects so that the scene resolution is also nearly constant at 3 mm.
The assumption of a common resolution is often unsatisfied in practice. During recognition, they first using moving least square (MLS) to up-sample the
point-cloud. The resulting point-cloud is down-sampled to the desired resolution of 3 mm. The simulated 3D sensor is then placed at each of the vertices
of the polyhedron and viewpoint dependent point-clouds are taken. The resulting training set must contain the homogeneous transformations TSF , and
all the points in each point-cloud P along with each OUR-CVFH descriptor
H. Together, these components create the set M = {TSF , H, P}.
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2.2.5.5

Recognition Framework

The recognition stage of OUR-CVFH provides a 6DOF relative pose estimate. Given a measured surface from a 3D sensor (e.g. time-of-flight camera,
LIDAR), follow the steps in Sec. 2.2.5.4 to separate the surface into clusters
and generate OUR-CVFH descriptors. Call these descriptors of the measured
e P},
e where P
e is the entire measured pointe S , H,
POINT-CLO as the set S = {T
F
cloud.
Recall the training set created on the computer model of the same
object as M = {TSF , H, P} which contains all descriptors for all the training
views. The matching process is as follows:
e ∈ S, match it to every descriptor H ∈ M using
1. For every descriptor D
the distance metric


e i , Hi
min
H
i=1
e H =1−


d H,
P303
e i , Hi
1 + i=1 max H




1+

P303

(2.88)

A graphical interpretation of histogram matching is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Find the md number of descriptor pairs that produce the smallest distance metric. We found md = 10 to work well.
2. For the best md matches with the smallest distance metric, find the
relative 6DOF pose of the initial alignment for ICP as
e− = T
e F TS
δT
S
S F
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(2.89)

Catalog of Model Feature Histograms
from Training

…

…

Best match between
Catalog and Observed
Feature Histograms

Feature Histograms of
Observed Scene

…

…

3D model of Itokawa
overlaid with clusters found
in the observed scene

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the best match between a set of feature histograms
found in a measured 3D point-cloud (red box) and a catalog of known feature
histograms (blue box). Every observed scene feature histogram is matched
to every catalog feature histogram. The best match (as determined by
Sec. 2.2.5.5) is the pair of overlaid histograms in the center. For histograms
from the observed scene, their corresponding cluster is shown in the image of
Itokawa. Note here that the largest cluster (the magenta cluster) was not used
to estimate pose. This process is influenced by the parameter λ in Eq. 2.91.
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−

e is the difference between the training and sensed SGURF
where δ T
S
poses and the (−) superscript denotes before ICP improvement. Use
e +.
ICP to update the relative pose estimate to yield δ T
S
3. The 6DOF relative pose from the object body BS in the training set to
the object body BM is
S
e+
TB
BM = δ TS

(2.90)

4. To improve the recognition stage and attempt to address the topic of
scale, Aldoma et al. [54] add an additional step to the histogram matching. This step gives preference to to the number of inliers and outliers
of the point-clouds. With the point-clouds in the same reference frame,
a point in the model cloud is considered an inlier if the distance to a
point in the scene cloud is within a threshold distance td , otherwise it
is an outlier. This threshold is set as td = 2 where  is still the spatial
resolution of the scene point-cloud. Then a cost metric is calculated as
J = min − λmout

(2.91)

where min is the number of inliers, mout is the number of outliers, and
λ is used to weight the outlier count. Neither Aldoma et al. [54] nor
PCL provide a range for this weight, so we set it as λ = 1. Of the md
best matches from Step 1, the best candidate model cluster (and pose
estimate) is the one that maximizes the metric J.
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Figure 2.6: Example OUR-CVFH clusters on the asteroid Itokawa (left) and
on a module from the International Space Station (right). Each cluster is
represented by a different color. If two clusters have the same color but are
clearly separated, then they indicate different clusters.
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Chapter 3
Signal Diffusion on 3D Meshes and
Point-Clouds

Isotropic diffusion is governed by the heat equation and implemented
with discrete approximations [89, 90]. The in-surface isotropic diffusion equation
∂u
= α∇2S u
∂t

(3.1)

diffuses a function u along the 3D surface S, where t is the diffusion time
(related to the scale-parameter), α is the constant of diffusion, and ∇2S is
the continuous Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) which is a generalization of
the Laplace operator to surfaces. The characteristic solution (i.e. the impulse
response) to Eq. 3.1 is sometimes referred to as the heat kernel [91], which is
the well-known Gaussian used for 1D signal analysis [89, 92] and 2D image
scale-space [52, 49]. For surfaces embedded in R3 , the solution to the diffusion
equation is less straightforward.
Implementation of Eq. 3.1 on a mesh may be accomplished through either of two discretization methods. The first method requires the discretization
in space of ∇2S using a discrete LBO. Many numerical methods are available
to solve the resulting semi-discrete equation, some of which also depend on
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Table 3.1: Combinations of the two solution methods to the diffusion equation
and the two surface representations combine to make four implementation
techniques.
Gaussian
Convolution

Analytic
Discretization

Explicit Surface

GE

DE

Implicit Surface

GI

DI

a linearization in time. The second method utilizes the well-known characteristic solution to the diffusion equation, the Gaussian. In this method, the
distance calculation between points is of interest with the two most common
types being Euclidean and geodesic distance.
In addition to the two methods of discretization, there are two types of
surface representation. The first type uses the explicit surface as given (e.g. in
formats such as .ply or .off ) and in the native dimensional embedding. The
second type embeds the explicit surface in a Cartesian grid for an implicit representation. The combination of solution method and surface representation
leads to four methods of implementing the diffusion equation on 3D surfaces.
These methods and their acronyms used this work are shown in Table 3.1.
The implementations and limitations of these techniques are discussed.

3.1

Surface, Mesh, and Grid Definitions
This section offers an introduction to notation and terminology for

surfaces, meshes, and embedding grids. Surfaces are discretely represented by
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Figure 3.1: Triangular mesh definitions. A vertex vi is connected by an edge
eij on the face fi .
an explicit mesh for diffusion on explicit surfaces, with a good review given by
[93]. It is utilized in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. The explicit mesh is embedded
into a Cartesian grid for diffusion on implicit surfaces. The embedding grid is
utilized in Section 3.2 and with minor adjustments in Section 3.3.
3.1.1

Surfaces and Meshes
Suppose an explicit surface S is discretely represented by the explicit

mesh M. The abstract simplicial complex M = {V, E, F, U} contains the vertex
v
subset V = {vi }m
i=1 , the subset of edges E = {eij } between vertices, the subset

m

f
v
of faces F = {fi }i=1
, and the signal subset U = {ui }m
i=1 . The signal ui exists at

the i-th vertex of the mesh vi which is connected to vj via edge eij and exists
between two oriented faces. A compact representation for the homogeneity of
the mesh is given by the local and global average edge lengths
P
P
eij
ij∈N(vi ) eij
ē =
ēi =
|E|
|N(vi )|
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(3.2)

Figure 3.2: Embedding grid definitions. A mesh M is a circle, embedded in a
grid of B (indicated by •), and the ghost points G (indicated by ◦). For a point
on M (indicated with ♦), the 4 × 4 interpolation stencil is shown in purple.
The five point Laplace stencil is shown in red. This figure is reproduced from
[1].
respectively, where N(vi ) is the first-ring neighborhood of a vertex and | · |
returns the cardinality of the set. While this work uses triangulated surfaces,
any mesh with flat convex polygon faces may construct a surface. A portion of
a triangular surface is shown in Fig. 3.1 to highlight components of the mesh.
3.1.2

Embedding Grids
Now suppose that the mesh M is embedded into an R3 Cartesian grid

such that every point x ∈ R3 has a corresponding (possibly non-unique) closest
point cp(x) ∈ M that is closest in Euclidean distance. Define the embedding
grid as the mesh complement M = {B, G, UB , UG }. The abstract simplicial
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B
complex consists of the points B = {xi }m
i=1 within the interpolation stencil,

m

G
the additional set of ghost points G = {xi }i=1
outside of the stencil, but used
B
to ensure that B is accurately computed, the signal UB = {u(cp(xi ))}m
i=1 on

m

G
the points in B, and the signal UG = {u(cp(xi ))}i=1
on the points in G. A

sample 2D surface and grid are shown in Fig. 3.2 to highlight components of
the embedding grid.
The signal existing on the explicit surface is represented by U and is
extended constant normal onto x ∈ R3 such that u(x) = u(cp(x)). Diffusion
only occurs along – not orthogonal to – the surface with this method of data
extension. At each time step, a combination of diffusion on the points x and
interpolation of u(cp(x)) occurs, followed by an implied reassigning of u(x).

3.2

Discretized Diffusion on Implicit Surfaces (DI)
A surface may be represented implicitly by embedding the mesh in a

Cartesian grid. Each point in the grid is used to define the surface based on its
distance. This description of the 3D surface is agnostic to mesh construction
(e.g. edge length, polygonal facets). With this representation, well-studied numerical techniques of the gradient, divergence, and Laplacian with Euclidean
operations are utilized on the embedding grid. Then the solution is interpolated back onto the explicit surface. Two popular methods of implicit surface
description are (1) level sets using the signed distance field (SDF) and (2) the
closest point representation (CPR).
Level set methods with SDF define the original surface as the zero level
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set. For each Cartesian point, the SDF defines a distance to the zero level
set along with a corresponding sign determining if the point is interior or exterior to the surface. The diffusion equation is solved using forward-in-time
and backward-in-space discretization [94], or forward-in-time approximation
followed by an iterative solver [95]. Disadvantages of level set method with
SDFs are that (1) they are defined on all of space and time, and thus computationally expensive to solve, (2) there lacks a definition of what occurs if a
point is equidistant from two locations on the zero level set, and (3) since the
distance is signed, they cannot be used to describe open surfaces, or surfaces
lacking orientation (e.g. Möbius strip).
The CPR is a paradigm for implicitly representing surfaces to solve a variety of partial differential equations (PDEs). It is distinguished from the level
set method with SDF because it (1) solves PDEs for only one time step before
reinitializing, (2) only operates on a narrow band around the surface, and (3)
since the distance is unsigned, works well with open, closed, and non-orientable
surfaces. CPR was developed over a series of publications where the authors
use forward-in-time discretization with the Closest Point Method (CPM) [96]
and backward-in-time discretization with the Implicit Closest Point Method
(ICPM) [1]. CPR1 was theoretically proven in [97]. We use the ICPM2 to describe an implicit mesh and solve Eq. 3.1 using a first-order backward-in-time
Euler scheme. This approach was presented in [58] for scale-space construction
1
2

We use the acronym CPR to encompass both CPM and ICPM.
Code for the ICPM may be found at https://github.com/cbm755/cpmatrices
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and keypoint detection.
3.2.1

Diffusion with the Implicit Closest Point Method (ICPM)
Use the definition of the embedding grid to rewrite the diffusion equa-

tion as
∂u (t, x)
= α∇2 u (t, cp (x))
∂t

(3.3)

where u is the signal, ∇2 is the classical Cartesian defined continuous Laplace
operator. The Laplacian is approximated using a linear finite difference scheme
of either second order or fourth order centered differences. The discretized
Laplacian is applied to each point in C by taking a linear combination of
neighboring points that lie within the differentiation stencil.
Recall that ICPM only operates on xi ∈ R3 that lie within a narrow
band around the original surface. The widthof this narrow band is [96]
s

2 
2
p+1
p+1
l
+
β = δ (d − 1)
+
(3.4)
2
2
2
where δ is the discretized spacing of the embedding Cartesian grid, d is the
dimension of the surface (d = 3 for this work), l is the order of the Laplacian
stencil, and p is the order of the interpolation scheme used to find the values
of u(cp(x)).
Suppose at time tn > t0 , some diffusion has occurred and u(tn , x)
has a new value. The value at u(tn , x) also should have the same value as
u(tn , cp(x)). Due to numerical accuracy of the embedding scheme and discretization, that may not always be true for all tn . Therefore, the value at
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u(tn , cp(x)) is interpolated at each time step using barycentric Lagrange interpolation [98]. Since neither the grid nor the surface are moving, the interpolation weights are precomputed and stored in the closest point extension matrix
Ecp .
Discretization of Eq. 3.1 begins with stacking the signal values of UB
into the vector u. Also denote the Cartesian Laplacian as LC . The resulting
semi-discrete system is stabilized – without impacting the solution consistency
– by removing the redundant mapping of u(cp(xi ) for the Cartesian Laplacian’s
center points [1]. The stable Laplacian is written as
L = diag (LC ) + (LC − diag (LC )) Ecp

(3.5)

where LC is size mB × (mB + mG ) and Ecp is size (mB + mG ) × mB yielding L
of size mB × mB . Then Eq. 3.3 written semi-discretely as
∂uB
= αLuB
∂t

(3.6)

where only UB is being diffused. Macdonald and Ruuth suggested using a
second or fourth order backward differentiation formula (BDF) to discretize
Eq. 3.6, but we have found that first order BDF is sufficiently accurate. BDF1
yields
uB (tn+1 ) = (I − ατn L)−1 uB (tn )

(3.7)

where I is the identity matrix the same size as L and τn is the discrete time
step such that
τn = tn+1 − tn .
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(3.8)

The generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) and the bi-conjugate gradient method (BICG) or its variants [99] efficiently implement numerical solutions to Eq. 3.7.
For future use in constructing a scale-space, we require the signal values
at the mesh vertex locations contained in V. Analogous to the interpolation
of closest point signal values, the vertex signal values are interpolated using
barycentric Lagrange interpolation. Since both the mesh and grid are spatially
fixed, the weight are precomputed and stored in the vertex extension matrix
Ev . Recovering the signal values U at any time of interest occurs as
u (v, tn+1 ) = Ev uB (tn+1 )

(3.9)

where Ev is size mv × mB .
3.2.2

Mesh Diffusion Examples
We are interested in testing the qualitative accuracy of diffusion using

ICPM to that of 2D Gaussian diffusion; however, it is difficult to diretly draw
conclusions between 2D Gaussian diffusion and 3D diffusion on an arbitrary
mesh. Fig. 3.3 compares a general mesh with varying connectivity and average
edge length to a consistent planer mesh. We compare 2D Gaussian image
diffusion to that of 3D diffusion on a planer mesh before applying diffusion to
general 3D meshes.
Two examples are shown for an impulse and a general monochrome
image. For both examples, the 2D Gaussian is discretized with a 5 × 5 window
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Figure 3.3: A general mesh compared to the simplicity of a planer mesh.
with a standard deviation σ = 0.75. Explicit meshes are constructed with an
identical size to that of the image, where each vertex directly corresponds to a
pixel. Implicit surfaces constructed using the CPR have different grid spacing
for each example. For impulse diffusion, the grid spacing is δ = 0.25 and has a
time step identical to 2D Gaussian diffusion. For monochrome image diffusion,
the grid spacing is δ = 0.5 and has a time step of t = δ/4. Both examples use a
second order Laplacian stencil (l = 2) and a third order barycentric Lagrange
interpolation (p = 3).
3.2.2.1

Diffusion of an Impulse

Results for 2D Gaussian image diffusion are shown in Fig. 3.4. Notice
that the pixel values shown by the red dots lie on the predicted Gaussian
curve. The same response is sought for implicit surface diffusion. Results for
the 3D planar mesh diffusion using an implicit surface are shown in Fig. 3.5.
Notice that the vertex values shown by the red dots lie near the predicted
Gaussian curve for σ = 1.5, and become more numerically accurate as t, and
correspondingly σ grow larger. Numerical interpolation of the grid points us-
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(a) σ5 = 1.500

(b) σ15 = 2.806

(c) σ35 = 4.373

Figure 3.4: Gaussian diffusion of an impulse on a 2D image. Red dots are
the numeric values of the intensity as a function of radial distance from the
center. The blue dotted line is the Gaussian distribution at that scale. Notice
the difference in the abscissa limits.
ing barycentric Lagrange interpolation occasionally yields negative values, but
always on the order of machine precision. These negative values are reassigned to zero, but the effect may be mitigated by using another interpolation
method, such as weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)3 [100, 101]. Notice that the diffusion approaches Gaussian as the time increases (left to right).
It was also noticed that diffusion approaches Gaussian earlier in time as the
embedding grid spacing becomes smaller (not shown).
3

Weights for the WENO scheme depend on the data and must be recomputed each time.
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(a) σ5 = 1.500

(b) σ15 = 2.806

(c) σ35 = 4.373

Figure 3.5: Impulse diffusion on an implicit planar mesh for comparison to
Fig. 3.4. Red dots are intensity as a function of radial distance from the
center. Dotted blue line is the Gaussian distribution with the noted standard
deviation. Notice the difference in the abscissa limits.
3.2.2.2

Diffusion of a Monochrome Image

Diffusion of a monochrome image of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko4
(resampled to a size of 407 × 564 pixels) is shown in Fig. 3.6 with the first
row showing 2D image Gaussian diffusion and the second row showing 3D implicit surface diffusion. Upon visual inspection, any difference between the two
methods is imperceptible. Therefore, discretized diffusion on an implicit surface using ICPM offers an accurate method for solving the diffusion equation,
and thus for constructing a scale-space.
4

Original image provided as an IMG file in the archive delivery from: ESA/Rosetta/MPS
for OSIRIS Team MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA
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(d) σ50 = 3.54

(e) σ100 = 5.0

(f) σ200 = 7.07

Figure 3.6: Diffusion of a monochrome gray image of Comet 67P/CG. Top
row is 2D Gaussian diffusion. Bottom row is 3D implicit surface diffusion with
DI.
3.2.3

Comments
The ICPM is extremely accurate for solving PDEs on arbitrary surfaces.

Be embedding an general surface in a Cartesian grid, classic definitions of the
gradient, divergence, and Laplacian are utilized. This embedding, however,
also increases the dimensionality of the data set beyond the original surface
size. Depending on the order of the Laplacian stencil and the interpolation
scheme, the number of points of the implicit surface is, at minimum, twice as
large as the explicit surface. Affects of this size increase carries also extends
to constructing L and thus the inversion necessary in Eq. 3.7. Methods for
solving diffusion on general surfaces should be both accurate and quick for use
in real-time engineering applications. While DI was considered in [58], it is
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not quick, and thus no longer considered in this manuscript.

3.3

Gaussian Diffusion on Implicit Surfaces (GI)
While the CPR was developed to solve a variety of PDEs on general

surfaces, scale-space construction depends on solving the diffusion equation.
While the diffusion equation maybe solved with numerical integretration methods (e.g. BDF or Runge-Kutta), the characteristic solution is the Gaussian.
CPR implicit defines general surfaces with points in a Cartesian grid, on which
the Gaussian kernel is well-understood. Another work associated with the development of the CPR utilized the Gaussian for the diffusion of constrained
curves on surfaces [102]. We utilize the CPM to solve the diffusion equation
on implicit surfaces for the purpose of scale-space construction.
3.3.1

Diffusion with the Closest Point Method (CPM)
Recall the definition of the embedding grid M to construct the indi-

vidual components of the discrete diffusion equation. Begin by stacking the
signal UB into the vector uB . Recall that CPM only solves one step of diffusion
on the narrow band followed by an immediate reevaluation of the grid signal.
Using barycentric Lagrange interpolation [98], the weights are precomputed
and stored in the closest point extension matrix Ecp . This extension matrix
interpolates u(cp(x)) in each step of diffusion.
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Denote the Cartesian Gaussian as GC such that


(
−kxi −xj k2
1
exp
if kxi − xj k ≤ mσ σ
3/2
3
2σ 2
GC(ij) = σ (2π)
0
otherwise

(3.10)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and k · k is the Euclidean
distance metric acting on the embedding grid points. Then the Gaussian
matrix for diffusion on implicit surfaces is
G = GC Ecp

(3.11)

where GC is size mB ×(mB +mG ) and Ecp is size (mB +mG )×mB . The discrete
Gaussian is normalized to have unit row sum. Return to Eq. 3.3 and solve
using the discrete Gaussian as
uB (σn+1 ) = GuB (σn )

(3.12)

where G is size mB × mB .
For the purpose of scale-space construction, we must calculated and
store the values of U ∈ M at particular time steps. This is accomplished using
the vertex extension matrix Ev . Recovering the signal U is performed as
u (v, σn+1 ) = Ev uB (σn+1 )

(3.13)

where Ev has size mv × mB .
3.3.2

Determining the Bandwidth
Only a narrow band around the original surface is used for CPR. The

bandwidth was defined in Eq. 3.4 for a Laplacian stencil, but here we use the
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Gaussian. We propose a modification of the bandwidth equation to make it a
function of the Gaussian standard deviation and the support region as
s
2 
2

p+1
mσ σ p + 1
+
β = δ (d − 1)
+
(3.14)
2
δ
2
where δ is the discretized spacing of the embedding Cartesian grid, d is the
dimension of the surface (d = 3 for this work), p is the order of the interpolation
scheme, σ is the standard deviation or the Gaussian, and mσ is the number of
standard deviations used in the support window. While δ and p are already
known, we still need to determine values for mσ and σ to provide sufficiently
accurate diffusion while maintaining a small embedding grid.
3.3.3

Determining the Kernel Window and Width
Using the method DI from Section 3.2, the Laplacian stencil only uses

in-plane points. The Gaussian is defined radially and thus requires many more
embedding points for construction. It is of interest to determine the minimum
required bandwidth for insight into the memory needed to use the GI method.
Suppose we extrapolate the square window of support from 2D image
diffusion to a cubic window for Gaussian diffusion on 3D implicit surfaces.
Suppose the cube has a side-length of 2r. Since the Gaussian is defined radially,
then statistically, all of its mass exist within the sphere of radius r. There are
points bounded by the cube – but outside the sphere – that statistically have
no mass. Thus we can constrain the support window size and thus the number
of points in the embedding grid.
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While counting the number of lattice points within a sphere is a still
an open ended problem5 , we may place an approximate upper bound through
the ratio of sphere volume to cubic volume as
ms .

(4/3)πr3
π
mc = mc
3
8r
6

(3.15)

where mc is the number of points in the cube and ms is the number of points in
the sphere. We are always guaranteed to have fewer points within the sphere
than the cube in R3 .

6

Determining the radius r of the sphere such that r = mσ σ will regulate
the number of points needed for the embedding grid. The higher dimensional
erf [103] is analyzed to determine the number of standard deviations used in
the support window mσ . While it is common to use 3σ support in 1D data
to cover 99.7% of the weight, this only accounts for 97% of the weight in 3D7
We suggest using mσ = 4 to account for 99.8% of the weight and to maintain
a small embedding grid.
The standard deviation for the implicit Gaussian is of critical importance for maintaining sparsity of GC and is fundamentally tied to the selection
of the embedding grid spacing, δ. We suggest that σ ≤ δ so that GC maintains
sparsity and thus efficiency.
5

It is an extension of the Gauss Circle Problem
Spheres are not bounded by tight fitting cubes for d ≥ 9.
7
Error function values may be obtained using Matlab function chi2cdf (m2σ , d).
6
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3.3.4

Comments
Constructing a Gaussian on on implicit surfaces for implementing the

diffusion equation eliminates the need to invert a large sparse matrix, but
comes with its own limitations. The discrete Gaussian requires more points
within the stencil than the Laplacian, resulting in larger implicit surface. The
number of points in the implicit surface is, at minimum, four times larger than
the explicit surface. These additionally points make the GI method unsuitable
for real-time engineering applications. We no longer consider this method in
this manuscript.

3.4

Discretized Diffusion on Explicit Surfaces (DE)
Literature contains many examples of mesh description and manipula-

tion using discrete LBOs. While many of the method focus on the movement
of mesh vertex locations [104, 105, 65], there has been an recent interest in
the diffusion of signals on surfaces [57, 59]. The main difference between these
publications is (1) the selection of LBO and (2) the selection of time steps for
scale-space construction. This section will cover the discrete implementation
of signal diffusion on surfaces and a discussion on LBO selection. Chapter 4
will discuss the time step selection.
3.4.1

Diffusion with discrete Laplacians
To implement the diffusion equation of Eq. 3.1 on discrete meshes,

begin by stacking the signal U into the vector u. Also discretize ∇2S to yield
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the semi-discrete diffusion equation
∂u
= αLu
∂t

(3.16)

where u is a vector of length mv and L is the discrete LBO of size mv × mv .
In principal, the exact solution is
u (t) = exp (αtL) u (t0 )

(3.17)

where the matrix exponential is defined by the convergent power series
exp (αtL) =

∞
X
αi ti
i=0

i!

Li .

(3.18)

This method is computationally expensive for large matrices, but many approximation methods exist [106], the most popular of which is the scaling and
squaring method using Padé approximations [107, 108]. Calculating the action
of the matrix exponential leads to other popular methods of approximating
exp(αtL)u, such as using Krylov subspaces [109, 110], interpolation of Leja
points [111, 112], and truncated Taylor series [113]. Based on typical mesh
sizes and the current state-of-the-art algorithms, we found that these methods are currently too computationally expensive to use. We instead look to
first-order linearized methods.
Taking the Taylor series expansion of Eq. 3.18 to first order is equivalent to linearizing the left-hand-side (LHS) of Eq. 3.16 using the forward-intime Euler method. This requires small time steps pursuant to the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [114] or else it is notably unstable. Using
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Table 3.2: Convergence types for the three tested LBOs listed in order from
strongest to weakest (top to bottom).
LBO

Convergence

Mesh [115]

L∞ [116]

Umbrella [117]

in distribution [116]

Cotangent [118]

in probability [119]

the backward-in-time Euler method instead leads to
u (tn+1 ) = (I − ατn L)−1 u (tn )

(3.19)

where τn is the time step
τn = tn+1 − tn .

(3.20)

Eq. 3.19 is unconditionally stable, but requires inverting a large sparse matrix,
and accuracy still depends on the magnitude of the time step τn .
Eq. 3.19 is also known as the first order backward differentiation formula (BDF1) used in [104, 57]. Higher order methods of BDF or Runge-Kutta
may also be used, but we found that first order is sufficiently accurate. The
generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) and the bi-conjugate gradient
method (BICG) or its variants [99] efficiently implement numerical solutions
to Eq. 3.19.
3.4.2

Laplace-Beltrami Operators (LBO)
The Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) is the extension of the Laplace

operator to functions defined on surfaces in Euclidean space. It is numerically
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constructed in sparse matrix form for discrete meshes. The most popular
implementations are the umbrella, cotangent, and mesh operators. They differ
by the weighting scheme, which is how they acquire their names. Each exhibit
different convergence properties as listed in Table 3.2 in descending order of
strength. It is expected that stronger convergence leads to better accuracy
and higher repeatability. Normalized LBOs have zero-sum rows with negative
diagonal values, positive values in the row elements defined by the support
region, and zeros everywhere else. The matrix construction is given by
L=W−D

(3.21)

where L is the LBO, W is the off-diagonal weighting matrix, and D is the
diagonal matrix defined as
Dii =

X

Wij

(3.22)

j

where Figure 3.7 shows examples of their sparsity. Sparsity offers graphical
insight into the LBO surface representation and its relative computational
expense. The umbrella and cotangent LBOs will be computationally faster to
implement, but the mesh LBO offers a more accurate representation of the
surface.
3.4.2.1

Umbrella Laplace Operator

The umbrella operator is a combinatorial construction of the LBO [117,
120]. Its construction solely depends on the graph connectivity of the mesh
vertices without regard for the geometry of the underlying mesh. The most
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mesh
Euclidean

umbrella &
cotangent

itokawa

dragon

buddha

armadillo

bunny

mesh
geodesic

Figure 3.7: Visualization of the LBO sparsity for various mesh models. Rows
are categorized by model, while columns are categorized by LBO. Umbrella
and cotangent LBO have the same sparsity structure.
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common umbrella weighting scheme, and the one which we use in this paper,
uses the cardinality of the first-ring neighborhood

1/|N (vi ) |
if vj ∈ N (vi )
Wij =
0
otherwise

(3.23)

where N (vi ) is the first-ring neighborhood of vertices connected to vi . The
weights also could be a function of the edge length between neighboring vertex
locations or a ratio of the face areas of neighboring faces [105, 120]. The
underlying assumption is that all vertices are homogeneously sampled from
the surface and have uniform connectivity — an assumption rarely satisfied
in practice. The umbrella operator presented here is identical for variously
shaped neighborhoods as long as they have identical connectivity.
Belkin and Niyogi showed that the umbrella operator exhibits convergence in probability if the points are randomly sampled from a uniform distribution of the underlying manifold [116]. The right column Fig. 3.7 shows the
sparse structure of the umbrella LBO for a variety of common mesh models.
3.4.2.2

Cotangent Laplace Operator

The cotangent operator8 is the most common form of the LBO. It is
also constructed on the graph connectivity of the mesh, but includes some
information regarding the shape of the faces. Specifically, it uses the cotangent of the angles that lie opposite of the connecting edge between two faces.
8

Code may be found at https://github.com/areslp/matlab/tree/master/MeshLP.
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Variety in the cotangent weighting schemes arises from the normalization factor with examples being a constant [121], the summation of face areas of the
first-ring neighborhood [104], or a mixed summation of face areas depending
on the obtuseness of the faces [118]. We utilize the mixed area normalized
cotangent defined as [118]

 2Am1(vi ) (cot (αi ) + cot (βj )) if vj ∈ N (vi )
Wij =
0
otherwise

(3.24)

where αi and βj are the angles opposite the common edge eij between vi and
vj , and Am (vi ) is given in [118] which considers both obtuse and non-obtuse
triangular faces. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of the mixed area cotangent LBO.
The cotangent LBO also assumes that all vertices are homogeneously sampled
from the surface and have uniform connectivity.
Wardetzky shows that the cotangent LBO exhibits convergence in distribution, but not in L2 [119]. This is the weakest form of convergence among
the three tested LBOs. While the values may be different, the sparse structure
of the cotangent LBO is identical to that of the umbrella LBO because both
are constructed on connectivity.
3.4.2.3

Mesh Laplace Operator

The mesh Laplacian8 is the most recently developed version of the LBO,
originally for meshed surfaces [115], but also extended to point clouds9 [122].
It is distinct from the other LBO operators because it is defined by distance
9

Code may be found at https://github.com/mruan/pcdlaplace
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Figure 3.8: Graphical representation of the mixed area cotangent LBO.
between neighboring vertices instead of connectivity. The weighting matrix is
defined as
Wij =




√
2
 A(vj2) exp −kvi −vj k
if
kv
−
v
k
<
ρ
h
i
j
4πh
4h


0

(3.25)

otherwise

where h is a positive quantity describing the support region, A(vi ) is the area
weight defined as
A (vi ) =

X A (fj )
,
|fj |

(3.26)

fj |vi ∈fj

|fi | is the cardinality of the face (e.g. |fj | = 3 for triangular faces), and the
summation is carried out on all faces fj containing vertex vi . The exponent
uses the geodesic distance metric; however, Belkin shows that the Euclidean
distance is accurate to third order for dense meshes [115]. The neighborhood
size ρ is a user-defined scalar that, when multiplied by h, defines the Gaussian
support. Default values are h = ē2 and ρ ∈ [3, 6], and assuming that α = 1. An
optimal choice of h = ē2/5 was suggested in [122], but we have not witnessed
significant improvement over the default value.
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Several authors have shown the mesh LBO to have point-wise convergence L∞ , and thus also L2 for increasingly dense meshes [115, 116, 123]. This
is the strongest type of convergence among the three tested LBOs.
Fig. 3.7 shows the sparse structure of the mesh LBO for a variety of
common mesh models. The left and center columns show the structure for
geodesic and Euclidean distance respectively. Parameters chosen for this representation are h = ē2 and ρ = 4.
3.4.2.4

Effects of Mesh Scaling

Discrete diffusion of Eq. 3.19 operates in time (i.e. τn or tn ), but the
LBOs are defined on physical properties such as connectivity, distance, and
face areas. We wish to determine a relationship between the diffusion time
and the physical scale of the mesh, as related through the LBO. One approach
to determine the effect analyzes the orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions that
form the heat kernel [124]. We offer a different discussion here.
Both the choice of the LBO and the physical scale of the underlying
mesh may affect the amount of diffusion that has occurred at time tn . This is
immediately evident from an inspection of the three different discrete LBOs.
Suppose, for example, mesh M was scaled by β to create M0 , such that
ē0 = βē. Observe that W0ij of the umbrella LBO would remain unchanged,
while the cotangent and mesh LBOs would scale such that W0ij = (1/β 2 )Wij .
As a consequence, mesh scale affects the umbrella LBO differently from the
cotangent and mesh LBOs. These two scenarios are now discussed.
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First consider the cotangent and mesh LBOs. The scaling of the mesh
– and consequently Wij – means that the time it takes to achieve the same
level of diffusion between a common pair of points is t0n = β 2 tn . For example,
if β > 1, then diffusion will take longer in time for the same amount of signal
to transfer between two points on M0 as it did on M. These two points are
further apart on M0 , and this larger distance is appropriately represented in
W0ij . Thus, the cotangent and mesh LBOs naturally consider scale in their
construction and no adjustment is necessary when constructing a scale-space.
Now consider the umbrella LBO. This LBO considers only connectivity
and Wij is unaffected by mesh scaling. Consequently, the same amount of
diffusion will occur between two points over a given time step regardless of the
actual mesh size. Therefore, when using the umbrella operator, the amount
of diffusion that occurs at t0n in the scaled mesh is equivalent to diffusion
occurring at tn in the original mesh. Furthermore, the time advancement of
diffusion is independent of the value ē for the umbrella LBO. This relationship
causes local diffusion to occur quicker if ēi < ē or slower if ēi > ē.
3.4.3

Mesh Diffusion Examples
Performance evaluations for visual appearances are performed in this

section. Our objective is to verify that our discretized diffusion is equivalent
to that of Gaussian diffusion on 2D images. Testing begins with an impulse
on an image, followed by diffusion of a general image, and finally diffusion of
a signal on a general 3D surface. Compare examples of impulse diffusion to
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(a) σ5 = 1.500

(b) σ15 = 2.806

(c) σ35 = 4.373

Figure 3.9: Impulse diffusion on an explicit planar mesh using method DE
for comparison to Fig. 3.4. Diffusion approaches Gaussian as the number
of iterations grows large for DE. Dotted blue line is the Gaussian distribution
with the noted standard deviation. Notice the difference in the abscissa limits.
that of Gaussian diffusion in Fig. 3.4.
3.4.3.1

Diffusion of an Impulse

An impulse is placed at the center of an image and diffused with DE
using Euclidean mesh LBO. Parameter values are ρ = 3, σ = 0.75, and ē = 1.
Three time steps are selected and shown in Fig. 3.9. Images are normalized
by largest intensity for purposes of visualization. The top row shows how the
impulse diffuses across the image as the scale grows. The bottom row shows
the distribution of intensities as red dots and the exact Gaussian for the given
standard deviation. Notice that diffusion approaches Gaussian as the number
of steps grows large.
Since the mesh LBO depends on the average edge length ē, we inves-
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(a) ē = 1

(b) ē = 0.5

(c) ē = 0.25

Figure 3.10: Diffusion approaches Gaussian as the average edge length decreases for DE. These three examples are shown for identical amounts of diffusion σ35 = 4.373.
tigate the effect of mesh edge length on diffusion. Three images of the same
size are constructed with average edge lengths of ē = 1, ē = 0.5, and ē = 0.25.
Diffusion occurs until the equivalent scale of σ = 4.373 is achieved. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10. Notice that the blurred impulses in the top row
are of identical diameter, meaning that the same amount of diffusion has occurred. Accuracy of DE improves as ē decreases. Also, the size of the mesh
LBO increases as ē decreases since there are more vertices, but sparsity is
maintained.
3.4.3.2

Diffusion of a Monochrome Image

Diffusion using DE of a general planar image is compared to that of
Gaussian diffusion. A planar surface is constructed with an identical size to
an image of Comet 67P/CG with the image signal overlaid directly on the
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(a) σ50 = 3.54

(b) σ100 = 5.0

(c) σ200 = 7.07

Figure 3.11: Diffusion of a monochrome gray image of Comet 67P/CG. Top
row is 2D Gaussian diffusion. Bottom row is method DE using the mesh LBO.
mesh vertices. Gaussian diffusion of the image is compared to method DE
using the Euclidean mesh LBO. Parameters are ρ = 3 and σ = 0.5 with ē = 1.
Diffusion results are shown in Fig. 3.11. Notice the visual similarities between
Gaussian diffusion and method DE. These examples demonstrate that method
DE yields visually similar results to that of Gaussian diffusion.
3.4.3.3

Diffusion of a 3D Model

Demonstrating thee equivalence of diffusion on planar meshes permits
the expansion to testing signal diffusion on general 3D meshes. Since no commonly accepted general surface diffusion method exists, we compare the diffusion of each of the LBOs on four models from the Stanford Scanning Repository
[125] and on a model of Itokawa [126]. Consider each model as a Lambertian
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surface with a pixel intensity as a function of lighting direction. Diffusion using method DE is performed on this Lambertian reflectance using each of the
four LBOs.
Diffusion results are shown throughout Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14,
Fig. 3.15, and Fig. 3.16 for the scales of σ = 1.5ē, σ = 3.35ē, and σ = 6.71ē.
Notice that the model vertices remain fixed while it is the signal along the vertices that is being diffused. Diffusion using the mesh LBO with either geodesic
or Euclidean distances yield visually similar results. Diffusion with cotangent
LBO appear most similar to mesh LBO but still with distinct differences. Diffusion with umbrella LBO yields an amount of diffusion inversely proportion
to the average edge length. The umbrella LBO yields more diffusion than
the other LBOs on the model buddah which has an average edge length of
ē = 5.21. The umbrella LBO yields less diffusion than the other LBOs on the
model bunny which has ē = 1.0.
This analysis shows that diffusion with the umbrella LBO yields results dependent on the mesh average edge length. Diffusion with mesh LBO
using Euclidean distance is visually equivalent to, and thus an acceptable approximation of, mesh LBO with geodesic distance. The cotangent LBO yeilds
diffusion most similar to the mesh LBO.

3.5

Gaussian Diffusion on Explicit Surfaces (GE)
With the wide popularity and success of SIFT [49] comes a bevy of

diffusion implementations on surfaces using discrete Gaussians. Most of the
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mesh
geodesic
mesh
Euclidean
cotangent
umbrella

(a) σ = 1.50ē

(b) σ = 3.35ē

(c) σ = 6.71ē

Figure 3.12: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of armadillo model using
method DE for various LBOs.
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mesh
geodesic
mesh
Euclidean
cotangent
umbrella

(a) σ = 1.50ē

(b) σ = 3.35ē

(c) σ = 6.71ē

Figure 3.13: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of buddha model using
method DE for various LBOs.
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mesh
geodesic
mesh
Euclidean
cotangent
umbrella

(a) σ = 1.50ē

(b) σ = 3.35ē

(c) σ = 6.71ē

Figure 3.14: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of bunny model using
method DE for various LBOs.
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mesh
geodesic
mesh
Euclidean
cotangent
umbrella

(a) σ = 1.50ē

(b) σ = 3.35ē

(c) σ = 6.71ē

Figure 3.15: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of dragon model using
method DE for various LBOs.
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mesh
geodesic
mesh
Euclidean
cotangent
umbrella

(a) σ = 1.50ē

(b) σ = 3.35ē

(c) σ = 6.71ē

Figure 3.16: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of itokawa model using
method DE for various LBOs.
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literature focuses on signal diffusion [69, 67, 66, 63] instead of diffusing mesh
vertex locations [63]. The general concept of discrete Gaussian construction are
similar in most of these publications. The differences arise when constructing
a scale-space, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. This section serves to
complete the discussion on diffusion techniques on 3D meshes and to present
consistent notation through this document.
3.5.1

Diffusion with discrete Gaussians
Recall that the characteristic solution to the diffusion equation is the

Gaussian. To implement Eq. 3.1 using discrete Gaussian begin by stacking the
signal U into the vector u. Define the discrete Gaussian in matrix form as


(
−kvi −vj k2
1
exp
if kvi − vj k ≤ ρσ
3/2
3
2σ 2
(3.27)
G(ij) = σ (2π)
0
otherwise
where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, ρ is the user-defined scalar
that when multiplied by σ defines the Gaussian support, and k · k is either
the geodesic or Euclidean distance metric acting on the vertex locations. We
maintain similar default values as Sec. 3.4 (which also is constructed with
Gaussian weights) for σ = ē and ρ = 4. Belkin shows that the Euclidean
distance metric is accurate to third order, and thus may replace the geodesic
metric for dense meshes [115]. Both distance metrics are analyzed in this work.
While the geodesic metric constructs a more accurate Gaussian matrix, the
Euclidean metric is computationally less expensive.
The discrete construction of G(ij) may not satisfy the constraint that
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rows have unit sum, so it is renormalized by row as
G(ij)
G(ij) = P
j G(ij)

(3.28)

In this way, the total amount of signal is preserved. Fig. 3.17 shows examples
of the sparse structure of the discrete Gaussian for explicit surfaces using
both the geodesic and Euclidean distance metrics. Parameters chosen for this
parameterization are σ = 1.6ē and ρ = 4. Notice the similarity to the mesh
LBO in Fig. 3.7.
Diffusion on explicit surfaces with a Gaussian is implemented as
u (σn+1 ) = G (ςn ) u (σn )

(3.29)

where ςn is the time step such that
2
ςn2 = σn+1
− σn2 .

3.5.2

(3.30)

Mesh Diffusion Examples
Performance evaluations for visual appearances are performed in this

section. Our objective is to verify that our method GE is equivalent to that
of Gaussian diffusion on 2D images. Testing begins with an impulse on an
image, followed by diffusion of a general image, and finally diffusion of a signal
on a general 3D surface. Compare examples of impulse diffusion to that of
Gaussian diffusion in Fig. 3.4.
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Euclidean

itokawa

dragon

buddha

armadillo

bunny

geodesic

Figure 3.17: Visualization of the explicit Gaussian sparsity for various mesh
models. Rows are categorized by model, while columns are categorized by
distance metric.
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(a) σ5 = 1.500

(b) σ5 = 2.806

(c) σ5 = 4.373

Figure 3.18: Impulse diffusion on an explicit planar mesh using method GE
matches extremely well to Fig. 3.4. Red dots are the numeric values of the
intensity as a function of radial distance from the center. Blue dotted line is
the Gaussian at that scale. Notice the difference in the abscissa limits.
3.5.2.1

Diffusion of an Impulse

A 3D planar mesh is constructed and assigned an impulse signal at
the center vertex. Method GE is applied using the settings σ = ē, Euclidean
distance, and ρ = 4. Three time steps are shown in Fig. 3.18. Intensities of
each image are normalized for visual purposes. The bottom row shows the
intensity as a function of radial distance from the center vertex overlaid on a
Gaussian with the true standard deviation.
Notice the accuracy of method GE on planar meshes. Since a 3D planar
mesh with homogeneously sampled vertex locations, it is nearly equivalent to
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a 2D image. Moreover, since it is planar, the Euclidean and geodesic distances
are identical. Therefore, diffusion with method GE on a 3D planar mesh
is structurally equivalent to 2D image diffusion. This equivalence, and the
simplicity of constructing G, is what makes method GE attractive to use on
general 3D meshes.
3.5.2.2

Diffusion of a Monochrome Image

Diffusion of a planar mesh with a general signal is considered. A planar
mesh is constructed with an identical size to the image of Comet 67P/CG with
the image signal overlaid directly on the mesh vertices. Diffusion of method
GE is compared to 2D image Gaussian diffusion. Parameters for the method
GE are σ = ē, Euclidean distance, and ρ = 4. Diffusion results are shown in
Fig. 3.19 with 2D image Gaussian diffusion in the top row and method GE in
the bottom row.
Following the equivalence statements on the impulse example, this comparison also shows the equivalence of method GE on a planar mesh to 2D image
Gaussian diffusion. Showing the similarities of diffusion on a simple mesh –
such as the plane – allows for the extension of our method GE to general 3D
meshes.
3.5.2.3

Diffusion of a 3D Model

We apply diffusion using method GE to five general 3D mesh models.
We diffuse a signal constructed by Lambertian reflectance along the surface.
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(a) σ50 = 3.54

(b) σ100 = 5.0

(c) σ200 = 7.07

Figure 3.19: Diffusion of a monochrome gray image of Comet 67P/CG. Top
row is 2D Gaussian diffusion. Bottom row is method GE.
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geodesic
Euclidean

(a) σ = 1.47ē

(b) σ = 3.02ē

(c) σ = 5.93ē

Figure 3.20: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of armadillo model using
method GE.
Examples are shown throughout Fig. 3.20, Fig. 3.21, Fig. 3.22, Fig. 3.23, and
Fig. 3.24 for three time steps. Results are displayed for both Euclidean and
geodesic distance metrics. Diffusion with either distance metric are visually
equivalent, showing that Euclidean distances are a good approximation of
geodesic distances.
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geodesic
Euclidean

(a) σ = 1.47ē

(b) σ = 3.02ē

(c) σ = 5.93ē

Figure 3.21: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of buddha model using
method GE.
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geodesic
Euclidean
(a) σ = 1.47ē

(b) σ = 3.02ē

(c) σ = 5.93ē

Figure 3.22: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of bunny model using
method GE.
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geodesic
Euclidean

(a) σ = 1.47ē

(b) σ = 3.02ē

(c) σ = 5.93ē

Figure 3.23: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of dragon model using
method GE.
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geodesic
Euclidean

(a) σ = 1.47ē

(b) σ = 3.02ē

(c) σ = 5.93ē

Figure 3.24: Diffusion of Lambertian surface intensity of itokawa model using
method GE.

3.6

Conclusions and Comments
Implicit surface diffusion methods, while extremely accurate, are too

computationally expensive for use in scale-space construction.

While the

method of DI was investigated in [58], it is not considered a viable approach
for keypoint detection in real-time scenarios. Diffusion methods using implicit
surfaces, DI and GI, are not extended throughout this manuscript.
Explicit surfaces diffusion methods prove to be faster and sufficiently
accurate for scale-space construction. While the method DE requires a numerical method for sparse matrix inversion for every step, the method GE only
requires simple matrix multiplication.
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Chapter 4
Scale-Space Construction

Scale-space construction is comprised of several individual steps. Step
one is an accurate method of diffusion which was discussed in Chapter 3. This
chapter proceeds with diffusion on explicit surfaces using both the discretized
diffusion with the LBO and Gaussian diffusion. Step two is the selection of
particular levels of diffusion to construct a scale-space. It is important that
each level of the scale-space is separated by a constant ratio to produce uniform
amounts of diffusion between levels. The amount of diffusion is estimated independently of the surface as the scale-parameter. Step three is the application
of a keypoint detection operator, for which we use the well-known difference
of Gaussians (DoG). Additional optional steps include (1) the refinement of
keypoint location in space and scale and (2) the development of a feature
descriptor.
Our work makes contributions all three of these steps. First is the identification and classification of diffusion methods with two diffusion operators
on two surface representation as presented in Chapter 3. During step two, we
notice relationships between the scale-parameter and the diffusion kernel that
influence the value of the constant ratio. The amount of diffusion (represented
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by scale) is independent of the LBO, but inherently tied to the Gaussian.
These relationship lead to the one-time construction of the diffusion kernel for
repeated use in the entire scale-space construction of a particular object. The
one-time construction reduces the computationally expensive task of calculating distances on 3D surfaces for kernel construction. For step three, we update
to common first-rind neighborhood to a distance-ring neighborhood to more
robustly handle non-homogeneously connected surfaces. This work does not
refine the location of keypoints in space and scale, nor does is design a new
feature descriptor as there are many methods already available in literature.

4.1

Scale-Parameter Selection and Estimation
The scale-parameter describes the amount of diffusion that has occurred

up to a particular level of the scale-space stack. It is independent of the signal,
surface, and surface representation. It is dependent on the selection of τn or
ςn and the scale grown mechanics of either method DE or GE.
Scale-space analysis requires specific amounts of diffusion to occur between each level of the scale-space stack. The amount of diffusion may be
applied either (1) explicitly through the selection of τn or ςn , or (2) implicitly through the inherent relationship between consecutive convolutions. This
section discusses the method for selecting scale-parameters of interest scalespace construction. Relationships between these scale-parameters of interest
and consecutive convolutions influence our parameter selections.
Scale-parameters estimation is inherent to diffusion equation and the
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chosen discretized method (e.g. DE or GE), but independent of actually performing diffusion. Estimating the scale-parameter occurs before diffusion to
ensure the proper scale-space levels are achieved. This section discusses three
methods of estimating the scale-parameter.
4.1.1

Time Step Selection
Common convention for constructing a scale-space stack is to separate

the scale-parameters by a constant ratio [49]
σn+1 = kσn

(4.1)

where k is a positive scalar. The scale-parameters that define the levels of the
scale-space stack are defined as
σn = k n σ0 .

(4.2)

where σ0 is the initial scale factor.
For numerical convenience, SIFT separates the scale-space stack into
octaves O each containing an integer number of levels S. For each octave, the
image is down-sampled by half and the operating scale-parameter resets, while
the global scale-parameter still follows Eq. 4.2. Within the levels of an octave,
the scale-parameter for the Gaussian is determined by the difference between
two consecutive values of Eq. 4.2. In this work, the time steps are selected
analogously; however, we maintain a constant mesh throughout the diffusion
process without down-sampling. Mesh down-sampling is a computationally
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expensive process that is research interest in itself, and the diffusion kernels
(e.g. either LBO or Gaussian) would need to be reevaluated.
4.1.1.1

Selecting the Time Step for Method DE

Our method DE for diffusion on mesh surfaces uses Eq. 3.19, which is
a function of t instead of σ. We must select τn in such a way that reproduces
the equal ratios in σ. Recall that the Gaussian variance may be written with
either σ or t with the relationship
t = σ2

(4.3)

Substituting Eq. 4.3 into Eq. 4.1 yields
tn+1 = k 2 tn

(4.4)

τn = tn+1 − tn = k 2 tn − tn = (k 2 − 1)tn

(4.5)

which leads to

such that the accumulated scale at level n becomes
tn = k 2n t0

(4.6)

where t0 is the initial scale factor. It is not necessary that the time step
ratios be spaced identically as SIFT, so long as k > 1. These tn values are
the desired scale-parameters for analyzing the scale-space stack with the DoG.
The discrete time steps are found with Eq. 3.20.
While BDF1 is unconditionally stable for all values of τn , it is only a
first order method, so relatively small steps must be maintained to ensure numerical accuracy. The exponential growth of diffusion time negatively affects
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accuracy when the difference between two consecutive levels becomes large.
Additionally, the time steps for numerical integration do not necessarily need
to be τn . Any size steps may be taken for numerical accuracy, so long as
the levels corresponding to tn are calculated and retained to construct the
scale-space stack.
4.1.1.2

Selecting the Time Step for Method GE

Our method GE for diffusion on mesh surfaces uses Eq. 3.29 with the
discrete Gaussian from Eq. 3.27. Since the Gaussian kernel variance may
be represented by either t or σ, both Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.6 are equivalent in
determining the levels for the scale-space stack.
Recall that for method DE, the scale-parameter t is independent of the
discrete LBO. Its implementation technique permits the use of any arbitrary
k > 1 value. Contrastingly for method GE, the Gaussian is dependent on the
scale-parameter. Any change in ς requires reevaluating the discrete Gaussian.
Since this would be extremely computationally expensive, we decide to hold ς
constant and rely on the accumulating affect of Gaussian convolution to reach
the levels of the scale-space stack.
Suppose a signal is consecutively convolved n times with a Gaussian of
standard deviation ς. It is equivalent to a single Gaussian convolution with σ
if
σ=

p
nς 2

(4.7)

It would be advantageous to select k such that levels of the scale-space stack
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are directly achievable with consecutive Gaussian convolutions and without
√
changing ς. Common implementations of SIFT [127] set k = 3 2, but we select
√
k = 2. With this selection, the discrete Gaussian of Eq. 3.27 must be
calculated only once.
4.1.1.3

Selecting the Number of Levels

The number of levels, N , for the scale-space stack is calculated by
selecting a desired maximum valued for the scale-parameter
σmax = ηē

(4.8)

where η is a scalar. Substituting Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.17 and solving
for N yields,
&
N=

'
ln (ηē)2 / (2αt0 )
2 ln k

(4.9)

where d·e is the ceiling operator.
The scale-parameter ς is held constant for all diffusion steps in method
GE, but the levels of the scale-space stack are separated by a constant ratio
(from Eq. 4.1). Not all diffusion steps with a constant ς match the scales of
the scale-space stack. As the number of levels increase, the number of discrete
diffusion steps between levels grows exponentially according to 2(n−1) . In this
scenario, it is advantageous to choose N such that the number of steps between
levels remains relatively small and computationally efficient. We set N = 10
or less depending on the physical object size.
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4.1.2

Estimation Methods
We discuss three approaches of scale-parameter estimation. The first is

the quadratic fitting method presented in [57], but limits to its implementation
exist. The second is the cutoff frequency method which relates the transfer
function to the discretized diffusion equation. The third uses the scale inherent
to the diffusion equation’s characteristic solution — the Gaussian. While all
three approaches are applicable to method DE, only the third is applicable to
method GE. The discussion concludes with a numerical example.
Scale-parameter estimation for method DE occurs in the frequency domain by taking the Fourier transform of the LBO in Eq. 3.19, resulting in the
transfer function [104]
hn = 1 − ατn ω 2

−n

(4.10)

where ω 2 is the angular frequency representation of the discrete LBO1 and n
is the step of interest. This transfer function does not produce a Gaussian
for every time step; however, it does approach Gaussian as n grows large [42].
The objective is to estimate the Gaussian with frequency scale-parameter σω(n)
that best fits the transfer function at step n, and then convert the frequency
scale-parameter back to the spatial domain.
Proceed by sampling the transfer function at a series of frequency values, ωj , resulting in the set Γ = {ωj , h(ωj )}Jj=0 . This is where the quadratic
fitting method of [57] and our cutoff method diverge.
1

The Fourier transform of the LBO may also be represented with the ordinary frequency,
where ω = 2πf
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4.1.2.1

Quadratic Fitting Method

The transfer function from Eq. 4.10 may be rewritten as
hn (ω) =

n−1
Y

1 + τi ω 2

−1

(4.11)

i=0

where α = 1 and n is the level of interest dependent on all lower levels i
because Eq. 3.19 is iterative. The frequency scale-parameter is estimated for
a Gaussian of form
2
Gn (ω, σω(n) ) = exp(−ω 2 /(2σω(n)
))

(4.12)

by fitting it to the transfer function of Eq. 4.11 using least squares, yielding
[57]
PJ

2
σω(n)

=

4
j=0 ωj
Pn−1
P
ln
2 Jj=0 ωj2 i=0

1 + τi ωj2



(4.13)

where the derivation may be found in [128]. The scale parameter obtained in
Eq. 4.13 depends upon the maximum sampled frequency band of Γ. Modifying
the frequency band yields a different estimate of the scale parameter.
The problem arises because ln(Gn (ω, σω(n) )) is always a concave quadratic
function, whereas ln(hn−1 (ω)) is only concave quadratic within a range. Another issue arises when determining the sampled frequency range, which [105]
suggests to be set as the range of the LBO eigenvalues. The maximum eigenvalue for the umbrella LBO is ωJ = 2 [105], but may not be readily available
for the mesh and cotangent LBOs. We do not use, nor suggest, this method
of scale-parameter estimation.
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4.1.2.2

Cutoff Method

The cutoff frequency of the transfer function may be used to estimate the scale-parameter and by leveraging well-known relationships between
a Gaussian in the frequency and spatial domains. The transfer function in
Eq. 4.10 effectively acts as a low-pass filter and approaches a Gaussian distribution as n grows large. Recall that the cutoff frequency is often taken to
be the half-power point (-3 dB). Interpolating the sampling Γ for the -3dB
power level approximates the cutoff frequency ωc . For a Gaussian, the cutoff
frequency relates to the frequency scale-parameter σω as
ωc(n)
σω(n) = q
√
2 ln( 2)

(4.14)

The frequency scale-parameter transforms to the spatial scale-parameter using
the inverse Fourier transform. The Gaussian possesses the convenient property
that
σ2 =

1
σω2

(4.15)

where σ has units of length and exists in the spatial domain. Thus, the cutoff
method is not influenced by the maximum sampled frequency ωJ . The process
of sampling the transfer function, finding the cutoff frequency, and approximating the best-fit Gaussian in the frequency domain is shown in Fig. 4.1 for
two different time steps n. Notice that the transfer function becomes a closer
approximation of a Gaussian as n grows large.
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4.1.2.3

Gaussian Relationship Method

Considering the relationship of scale growth for consecutive convolutions provides a direct analytic approach for preferred estimates of the scaleparameter. The scale-parameter is directly estimated in the time domain by
recalling the the structure of the Gaussian that solves Eq. 3.1. The Gaussian
kernel is
G (x, tn ) =



1
(2π)3/2 (2αtn )3/2

exp

−kxk2
4αtn


(4.16)

where x is a generic spatial coordinate. The relationship between the diffusion
time and the spatial scale-parameter is
σn2 = 2αtn

(4.17)

where many authors [115, 1, 129, 57] set α = 1, though any value is acceptable,
as this constant affects the rate of diffusion as much as t does.
Recall that our numerical technique for method DE implements Eq. 3.19
with discrete time steps τn . The accumulated diffusion time at tn is defined as
tn =

n
X

τi + t0

(4.18)

i=1

where t0 is the initial scale of the signal u.
4.1.2.4

Numerical Example

The scale estimation accuracy of the quadratic fitting method is compared to the cutoff method, where natural scale growth is considered truth.
Without loss of generality, we set α = 1 and maintain a constant valued
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(a) n = 2

(b) n = 20

Figure 4.1: The transfer function becomes a closer approximation of a Gaussian as n grows large. Black dots are samples from the actual transfer function
in Eq. 4.10. Meeting of the red lines is the cutoff frequency at the half-power
point (-3dB). Solid blue line is the Gaussian estimated using the cutoff method.
Dashed green line is the Fourier transform of Eq. 4.17.
τn = τ = 1.2 Also consider three maximum frequency bounds of ωJ = 2,
ωJ = 4, and ωJ = 5. The relative errors of the quadratic fitting method
and the cutoff method are shown in Fig. 4.1. The cutoff frequency method
asymptotically approaches the true scale value as n grows large, and is independent of ωJ . The quadratic fitting method displays different error curves
depending on the value of ωJ .

4.2

Keypoint Detection, Localization, and Automatic
Scale Selection
After constructing the scale-space stack, keypoints and their support

region are found for object description and matching. Among a group of keypoint detectors, the scale-normalized Laplace of Gaussian (LoG), t∇2 G, pro2

In [57] and our work, τn is not constant, but this discussion suffices for now.
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vides the most stable keypoints [130]. The LoG is computationally expensive,
but may be closely approximated with the DoG. Begin with the discretization
of Eq. 3.1 in time with a Gaussian as
Gn+1 − Gn
≈ α∇2S G
tn+1 − tn

(4.19)

where τn = tn+1 − tn varies with the scale-space level according to Eq. 4.5.
Solving for the scale-normalized LoG leads to
DoG = Gn+1 − Gn ≈ (tn+1 − tn ) α∇2S G

(4.20)

≈ (k 2 − 1)αtn ∇2S G
where (k 2 − 1)α is a constant over all scales, thus not affecting extrema detection. With a signal, it is calculated as
D (u) = un+1 − un

(4.21)

where D is short for the DoG and also utilized by SIFT [49], MeshDoG [66],
GSS [69] and HSS [67].
Vertices whose DoG value achieves an extrema relative to their neighbors in the current level, and the levels immediately below and above, are
selected as keypoints. Traditionally, the search neighborhood is the first-ring
connected neighborhood [49, 57, 129], but the next section discusses a different
neighborhood construction. The keypoints’ scales are automatically selected
from the level of the scale-space stack at which the extrema exists.
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(a) triangular mesh

(b) image

Figure 4.2: First-ring neighbor comparison for three consecutive scale-space
levels for (a) a triangular mesh and (b) an image. The value of the blue (a)
vertex or (b) pixel is compared to the values of the first-ring neighbors in red.

Figure 4.3: Contrasting the distance-ring and first-ring neighborhoods for a
vertex (blue) of an inhomogeneous mesh. The first-ring neighbors are the
green and yellow vertices. The large red circle shows the boundary for the
distance-ring neighbors that includes the green and red vertices, but excludes
the yellow vertices.
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4.2.1

Redefining the Neighborhood
Consider the neighborhood definition for detecting local extrema. The

first-ring connectivity neighborhood is defined by the edges E of the mesh M.
Let’s consider this definition for 2D and expand it for higher dimensions.
The first-ring neighborhood of a query pixel in an image is defined as
the adjacent eight pixels [49]. The straightforward extension to surfaces defines the first-ring neighborhood as all vertices adjacently connected to the
query vertex. Indeed, this is the definition in [57, 129] for detecting local extrema, to construct the umbrella and cotangent LBOs, and is denoted here as
N(v). The difference is that images are gridded structures that always have
eight connected neighbors, whereas mesh surfaces may have a variable number of neighbors dependent upon the particular model, 3D sensor, or surface
reconstruction technique. We propose to define a distance-ring neighborhood
that should simplify to the popular first-ring connectivity neighborhoods for
specific constraints. A similar definition was proposed in [66].
The distance-ring neighborhood contains all vertices that lie within a
geodesic distance (e.g. usually a multiple of ē or ēi ) from a queried vertex. This
is different from the first-ring neighborhood which is based on connectivity. For
example, consider the eight contiguous pixels surrounding a center pixel that
form its first-ring neighbors. Each of the eight pixel centers are within a circle
√
of radius 2. Extending to surfaces with a more general average edge length,
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the distance-ring neighborhood is defined as
√ o
Nd (vi ) = vj ∈ V : kvi − vj k ≤ ēi d
n

(4.22)

where d is the dimension (d = 3 for this work), and we use ēi to account for
local mesh density variability. This definition uses the geodesic distance metric, but may be approximated with the Euclidean distance. Figure 4.3 shows
a graphical representation of the contrast between first-ring and distance-ring
neighborhoods. The global average edge length could be used instead of ēi ,
but this leads to some vertices not having neighbors due to mesh inhomogeneity. This definition of the distance-ring neighborhood does not alter keypoint
detection in 2D images or 3D surfaces for specific homogeneous constraints.
The list of distance-ring neighbors could be a standard inclusion in object
files used for surface diffusion, efficiently constructed by solving the discrete
geodesic problem3 [131], constructed using an efficient space-partitioning data
structure (e.g. k-d trees), or well approximated with the Euclidean distance
metric for densely sampled meshes [116].
4.2.2

Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS)
Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is a common technique in keypoint

detection schemes to reduce the quantity of keypoints based on some characterization of saliency. We apply NMS by defining a minimum scale threshold
and by comparing spatial distance and scale similarity.
3

Geodesic package available at https://code.google.com/archive/p/geodesic/
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First we compare a keypoint’s scale σi to the local average edge length
ēi . If σi < ēi , then we remove that keypoint. Next, we sort the remaining
keypoints according to their absolute valued DoG response in descending order.
Beginning with the first sorted keypoint, which exists at vertex vi with scale
σi , we query all other keypoints that lie within a distance threshold `d . We
examine two distance relationships
`d = σi /2

(4.23)

`d = 2ē
which correspond with distance threshold discussed in Section 4.4.1. If the
scale ratio between the given keypoint and the returned keypoint is larger
than a threshold, σi/j > `r where
σi/j =

min (σi , σj )
max (σi , σj )

(4.24)

then remove the keypoint with the smaller absolute valued DoG response.
With this procedure, keypoints that have overlapping support regions with
similar scales reduce to a single keypoint. Similar to [49], we set `r = 1/k.
4.2.2.1

NMS for Method DE

When working the discrete Laplacians, we found that an additional
NMS step is necessary. We remove small keypoints according to the empirically
found relationships


σi < `σi ē√i
σi < `σi ēi


σi < `σi

if mesh LBO
if cotangent LBO
if umbrella LBO
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(4.25)

where `σi is a user selected threshold to define the minimum scale. We set
`σi = 2. This method is different than that of [57] which reassigned the scale
of small-scaled keypoints. We maintain that these small-scale keypoints are
unreliable, susceptible to noise, and often artifacts of the mesh discretization.
Thus, they should be removed instead of reassigned.
4.2.2.2

NMS for Method GE

A similar step is also applied when working with a discrete Gaussian.
We remove small keypoints if the selected scale is less than the local average
edge length. The relationship is
σi < `σi ēi

(4.26)

where `σi is a user selected threshold to define the minimum scale. We set
`σi = 1.

4.3

Keypoint Detection Examples
It is instructive to qualitatively compare the performance of Gaussian

scale-space on an image using SIFT with that of our methods DE and GE.
These comparisons will show whether our methods DE and GE are comparable to Gaussian scale-space on an image. Test images are of the Voorhees
Computing Center4 and of Woodburn Hall5 . To use our methods on an image,
4
5

Located on the RPI campus
Located on the WVU campus
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a planar mesh is constructed such that each vertex corresponds to an image
pixel.
After demonstrating the comparability of our methods to 2D image
Gaussian scale-space, we apply the methods to general 3D models. We diffuse
a signal of mean curvature along the surface of the general 3D models using
both methods DE and GE.
4.3.1

Planar Mesh Example using DE

Planar meshes with an overlaid signal of a general image are diffused
√
using BDF1 to compare the three LBOs. Other parameters are α = 1, k = 2,
and for N = 10. The NMS routine from Section 4.2.2 is applied to the SIFT
diffusion and the planar mesh diffusion alike. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4
Notice that the keypoints from the mesh and cotangent LBOs most
closely resemble one another. Since the planar mesh is homogeneous, and both
the mesh and cotangent LBOs incorporate the vertex area into their weighting
schemes. Together, they are similar to most of the SIFT keypoints. The differences may be explained by the SIFT procedure of removing keypoints based
on their corner response and absolute DoG value, as well as that the method
in our work is a numerical approximation to Gaussian diffusion. Keypoints
found with the umbrella LBO are similar in nature to those of SIFT, mesh
and cotangent LBOs, but usually at different scales. Additionally, many more
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SIFT

(e) mK = 217

(b) mK = 138

(f) mK = 176

(c) mK = 162

(g) mK = 200

(d) mK = 328

(h) mK = 428

umbrella
LBO

cotangent
LBO

mesh
LBO

(a) mK = 116

Figure 4.4: Comparing keypoints of image diffusion with SIFT to that of
planar mesh diffusion with the LBOs for two images: Voorhees Computing
Center and Woodburn Hall. Number of keypoints found are shown in each
sub-caption by mK . The right column shows that an abundance of keypoints
are found at small scales for all diffusion methods before NMS is applied.
Colors correspond to images as Voorhees (solid blue) and Woodburn (dotted
red).
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SIFT

(e) mK = 217

(d) mK = 281

(h) mK = 371

Gaussian
Euclidean

(a) mK = 116

Figure 4.5: Comparing keypoints of image diffusion with SIFT to that of
planar mesh diffusion with method GE for two images: Voorhees Computing
Center and Woodburn Hall. Number of keypoints found are shown in each
sub-caption by mK . The right column shows that an abundance of keypoints
are found at small scales for all diffusion methods before NMS is applied.
Colors correspond to images as Voorhees (solid blue) and Woodburn (dotted
red).
keypoints are found with the umbrella LBO. The nominal SIFT method6 [49]
found many keypoints at low scales that were removed with our NMS strategy.
4.3.2

Planar Mesh Example using GE
Diffusion of the general image signal overlaid on a planar mesh is per-

formed using method GE. Since Euclidean and geodesic distances are equivalent on planar meshes, we only compare the Euclidean metric to SIFT. Other
√
parameters are ρ = 3, σ = 0.5, and k = 2. Results are shown in Fig. 4.5.
6

SIFT implementation is from http://www.vlfeat.org/
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Notice that many of the keypoints found with method DE are identical
to SIFT, especially around the windows and clock tower. However, method
GE finds many more keypoints that SIFT because the SIFT NMS routine
differs from ours.
4.3.3

General Mesh Example using DE
Signal diffusion is performed using method DE for each of the LBOs

on the five models from Fig. 4.8. Common parameter settings are t0 = ē/4,
k = 1.2, α = 1, for N = 11 levels. For the mesh LBO we set ρ = 4 and use
geodesic distances. Keypoints are shown in Fig. 4.6.
These keypoints are found in the scale-space when the signal is mean
curvature. Notice the similarities among the keypoints found by each LBO.
For the bunny, the mesh and cotangent LBOs find similar keypoints on the
back, chest and ears. The umbrella LBO finds many more keypoints on the
bunny than the other LBOs. For the armadillo, the mesh and cotangent LBOs
find similar keypoints on the chest, legs, and tail. The mesh LBO finds many
keypoints round the facial features. For the dragon, the mesh and umbrella
LBOs find similar keypoints along the spine at each peak.
4.3.4

General Mesh Example using GE

Signal diffusion is performed for method GE using each of the distance
√
metrics for the five models shown in Fig. 4.8. Common parameters are k = 2,
σ = 0.8ē, α = 1/2, N = 11, and ρ = 4. Keypoints are shown in Fig. 4.7 for a
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umbrella
mv = 34834
mf = 69451
ē = 1.00

(b)

mv = 50002
mf = 100000
ē = 1.92

(c)

mv = 24939
mf = 49886
ē = 5.21

(d)

mv = 24956
mf = 49899
ē = 4.49

(e)

mv = 39998
mf = 79992
ē = 1.3993

buddha

armadillo

bunny

(a)

dragon

cotangent

itokawa

mesh
geodesic

Figure 4.6: Models from the Standford scanning repository and the asteroid
Itokawa with keypoints using each of the LBOs.
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signal of mean curvature.
Notice the similar keypoints between the two distance metrics for each
model. There are many common keypoints found using method GE as with
method DE, such as the armadillo chest and bunny nose. For the dragon
though, method GE identifies keypoints at the base of the spine whereas
method DE found keypoints on the spine edge. Overall, there are far fewer
keypoints for all models using method GE as compared to method DE.

4.4

Numerical Validation of Keypoint Detection
The repeatability of keypoint detection and localization using methods

DE and GE are evaluated through a number of numerical tests. These experiments diffuse a signal of mean curvature, but any signal is acceptable. For
method DE, natural scale selection from Section 4.1.2.3 is used for the scaleparameter estimation. DoG of Eq. 4.21 detects keypoints; however, selection of
the neighborhood definitions depends on the selected LBO. The distance-ring
neighborhood is selected for the mesh LBO, whereas, the first-ring neighborhood is chosen for the umbrella and cotangent LBOs. While the umbrella
LBO has been used before for signal diffusion on 3D meshes [57], we have not
found any literature using either the mesh or cotangent LBOs. For method
GE, the distance-ring neighborhood is selected for keypoint detection.
Two experiments use Monte Carlo simulations by adding noise to the
(1) mean curvature signal or (2) vertex locations. Four models from the Standford Scanning Repository and a model of the asteroid Itokawa [126] are used.
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mv = 34834
mf = 69451
ē = 1.00

(b)

mv = 50002
mf = 100000
ē = 1.92

buddha

(c)

mv = 24939
mf = 49886
ē = 5.21

(d)

mv = 24956
mf = 49899
ē = 4.49

(e)

mv = 39998
mf = 79992
ē = 1.3993

armadillo

bunny

(a)

dragon

geodesic

itokawa

Euclidean

Figure 4.7: Models from the Standford scanning repository and the asteroid
Itokawa with keypoints using method GE with both distance metrics.
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mv = 34834
(a) mf = 69451
ē = 1.00

mv = 50002
(b) mf = 100000
ē = 1.92

mv = 24939
(c) mf = 49886
ē = 5.21

mv = 39998
(e) mf = 79992
ē = 1.3993

mv = 24956
(d) mf = 49899
ē = 4.49

Figure 4.8: (a)-(d) Models from the Standford scanning repository and (e) the
asteroid Itokawa.
Figure 4.8 shows the models enlarged such that ē = 1, then the armadillo,
buddha, dragon, and Itokawa models are down-sampled to fewer faces and
vertices using the MATLAB function reducepatch and MeshLab [12] to clean
mesh discrepancies (e.g. non-manifoldness, repeated faces/vertices). Parameters common to the diffusion remain constant. For method DE: 15 runs per
Monte Carlo simulation, t0 = ē/4, α = 1, k = 1.2, and η = 80. For the mesh
LBO, we selected ρ = 4 and tested both geodesic and Euclidean distance met√
rics. For method GE: 5 runs per Monte Carlo, σ = 0.8ē, α = 1/2, k = 2,
ρ = 4, N = 10, and tested both Euclidean and geodesic distance metrics.
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4.4.1

Repeatability Metrics
Our analysis uses three metrics of repeatability to determine the perfor-

mance of each of the diffusion methods on explicit surfaces. The definitions are
nearly identical to those presented in [132], but with a slight modification to the
definition of repeatable keypoints. Begin with the set of all keypoints existing
K
on the mesh that also exist in the scene that are not occluded as K = {vi , σi }m
i=1

m0

K
and the set of keypoints identified in the scene as K0 = {v0i , σi0 }i=1
.

We define the set of repeatable keypoints as
0
kRK
K0 vi + tK0 − vi k < `d


∧ σi/j > `r


KR = vi ∈ K :


(4.27)

where R, t are the true rotation and translation and Eq. 4.24 defines σi/j . This
is to say that the detected keypoint is repeatable if it lies within a distance
threshold `d and a scale threshold `r of the currently visible model keypoints
transformed into the measured frame. This definition differs slightly from that
of [132] because it is possible to have multiple keypoints at the same physical
location with sufficiently different scales to warrant distinct keypoint identification. We test two distance thresholds corresponding to those introduced in
Section 4.2.2: `d = 2ē (similar to [132]) and `d = σi /2.
The remaining definitions follow the convention set in [132]. The first
measure is that of absolute repeatability, which is the quantity of keypoints
that exist in both the truth and noisy models
rabs = |KR |
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(4.28)

where | · | is the returns the cardinality of the set. The quantity of repeatable keypoints should balance being sufficient large to facilitate a successful
matching and pose estimation routine, but small enough to use computational
resources efficiently.
The second measure is that of relative repeatability, which is the ratio
between the quantity of repeatable keypoints and the quantity of keypoints in
the truth model
rrel =

|KR |
.
|K|

(4.29)

The third measure is scale repeatability, which is the average percentage overlap of all pairwise matching keypoints. Given a repeatable keypoint
(vi , σi ) ∈ KR and its closest match in (vj , σj ) ∈ K0 , the pairwise scale repeatability is
rij =

V (Sp (σi )) ∩ V (Sp (σj ))
V (Sp (σi )) ∪ V (Sp (σj ))

(4.30)

where Sp(σ) is a sphere of radius σ and V (Sp) is the volume of the sphere.
The overall scale repeatability for a single scene-to-model pair is


X

rσ = 
rij 

 / |KR |.

(4.31)

∈K0

vj
vi ∈KR

These three repeatability measures interact to determine the overall
performance of the diffusion methods on explicit surfaces. Simply having a
high value for a single repeatability measure does not indicate that the method
is successful. For diffusion using discrete Laplacians, the objective is to find if
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any LBO performs comparably to or better than the other LBOs in all three
repeatability measures. For diffusion using discrete Gaussians, the objective
is to determine if the Euclidean distance metric is a sufficient approximation
of the geodesic distance metric. In our experiments, we test two values for
`d in Eq. 4.27. We noticed that with its variation, there is a noticeable and
opposing trade-off between relative and scale repeatability.
4.4.2

Keypoint Repeatability Results
The first experiment determines repeatability when adding noise to the

mean curvature signal while the vertex locations remain fixed. Various noise
levels are considered as scalar multiples of the true7 mean curvature’s standard
deviation. Gaussian white noise is added to the true mean curvature signal as
ν ∼ N 0, (ησκ̄ )2

κ̄ ← κ̄ + ν



(4.32)

where η ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]. Since the diffusion kernels (e.g. LBO or Gaussian) are calculated based on the underlying structure and are independent of
the signal, they are only calculated once for this experiment and used for all
the noise signal cases.
The second experiment determines repeatability when adding noise to
the vertex locations and the mean curvature signal is reevaluated. Various
noise levels are considered as scalar multiples of the average edge length, ē.
Gaussian white noise is added to the vertex locations along their normal vector
7

Truth being the original mean curvature without added noise.
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as
ν ∼ N 0, (ηē)2

v ← v + nν



(4.33)

where η ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]. The mesh triangulation remained constant
and the mean curvature signal was estimated using MeshLab. Since the diffusion kernels depend on the mesh structure, they are recalculated for each run
of the Monte Carlo experiments.
4.4.2.1

Repeatability of DE adding Signal Noise

The results shown in Fig. 4.9 are grouped by model. Each line shows
the repeatability of that LBO as the noise level increases.
The umbrella LBO found the largest quantity of repeatable keypoints,
mainly because it produces the most keypoints. The cotangent LBO produced
the fewest quantity of repeatable keypoints. Despite having the largest absolute repeatability, the umbrella LBO does not perform as well as the mesh
LBO in terms of relative and scale repeatability. The cotangent LBO performs the worst on all three metrics, made evident by the sharp decline in
relative repeatability as signal noise increases. Relative and scale repeatability for all three LBOs exhibit the expected trend of degradation as the noise
level increases. The mesh LBO has the most reliable performance for relative
and scale repeatability. LBO convergence properties listed in Table 3.2 predicted the relative performance among the LBOs where stronger convergence
correlates to better repeatability. Independent of the chosen LBO, repeatability metrics appear to also be affected by the chosen model. The quantity of
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`d = 2ē

Scale
Repeatability

Relative
Repeatability

Absolute
Repeatability

`d = σi /2

Figure 4.9: Keypoint repeatability results when adding Gaussian white noise
to the signal. Median values for the Monte Carlo simulation are presented for
the five levels of noise. Colors correspond to LBOs as the mesh LBO (geodesic
metric) in solid black, mesh LBO (Euclidean metric) in dashed green, umbrella
LBO in dotted red, cotangent LBO in dash dotted blue. For Eq. 4.27, the cases
are `d = σi /2 (left column), or `d = 2ē (right column).
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repeatability keypoints are the lowest overall for the bunny model. Relative
repeatability is also slightly lower overall for the bunny model, regardless of
LBO.
Two cases for `d are shown in Fig. 4.9 to showcase the effects of different
settings. In the top row, the umbrella operator performs better than the
cotangent LBO, but worse than the mesh LBO, in terms of relative and scale
repeatability. A different trend occurs in the bottom row where the umbrella
LBO performs similarly to the mesh LBO in terms of relative repeatability, but
then performs worse than the cotangent LBO on scale repeatability. Absolute
repeatability remains highest for the umbrella LBO for both rows, and lowest
for the cotangent LBO. While the mesh LBO finds an intermediate quantity
of repeatable keypoints, its relative and scale repeatability are highest among
all models and all LBOs.
The mesh LBO performs nearly identical for both the geodesic and Euclidean distance metrics across all three repeatability measures. The Euclidean
mesh LBO performs only marginally lower than the geodesic mesh LBO in absolute repeatability for a few models. This shows that the Euclidean distance
metric is sufficiently accurate to represent the mesh models in this work. The
Euclidean mesh LBO is quicker to construct than the geodesic version, but is
interchangeable with the geodesic mesh LBO without a loss in performance.
High rates of relative and scale repeatability occur as expected for each
of the LBOs in the signal noise case since each exhibit some form of convergence
[115, 116, 119] and because the underlying mesh structure remains unaltered.
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Adding noise to the vertex locations will determine how the mesh LBOs react
to a changing mesh structure.
4.4.2.2

Repeatability of DE adding Vertex Noise

Fig. 4.10 shows the results. For this experiment, the umbrella LBO
was only calculated once because it only depends on connectivity of the mesh.
The mesh and cotangent LBOs were recalculated for each run of the Monte
Carlo simulation because they change depending on the mesh structure.
The values for the three repeatability measures decrease in this experiment as compared to the signal noise experiment. Similar to the first
experiment, relative and scale repeatability for all three LBOs exhibit the expected trend of degradation as the amount of added noise increases. In the top
row, the mesh LBO has the highest relative repeatability. The umbrella LBO
performs at least as well as the cotangent LBO, but sometimes worse. All
three LBOs have similar values for scale repeatability. Choice of model also
affects repeatability performance, as the bunny model has the lowest values
for absolute and relative repeatability regardless of LBO.
In contrast to the first experiment, the cotangent LBO performs at least
as well as the umbrella LBO in all three repeatability measures. The difference in performance of the umbrella LBO may be attributed to its insensitivity
to changing vertex locations since it remains constant based on connectivity.
Conversely, the cotangent and mesh LBOs adjust to the changing mesh structure.
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Figure 4.10: Keypoint repeatability results when adding Gaussian white noise
to the vertex locations and recomputing the mean curvature signal. Median
values for the Monte Carlo simulation are presented for the five levels of noise.
Colors correspond to LBOs as the mesh LBO (geodesic metric) in solid black,
mesh LBO (Euclidean metric) in dashed green, umbrella LBO in dotted red,
cotangent LBO in dash dotted blue. For Eq. 4.27, the cases are `d = σi /2 (left
column), or `d = 2ē (right column).
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In this experiment, the performance difference between the geodesic
and Euclidean mesh LBO is noticeable. While the mesh LBO has higher absolute and relative repeatability than the other LBOs, the performance varies
by evaluation metric. The geodesic mesh LBO performs slightly better than
the Euclidean mesh LBO for absolute and relative repeatability. The mesh
LBO performs nearly identical on scale repeatability for both geodesic and
Euclidean. We consider the geodesic mesh LBO to be the most repeatable option for keypoint detection because it performs highest in absolute and relative
repeatability, and similarly to the other LBOs on scale repeatability.
4.4.2.3

Repeatability of GE adding Signal Noise

The results shown in Fig. 4.11 are grouped by model. Each line shows
the repeatability as the noise level increases for the two tested distance metrics.
For this experiment, the Gaussian kernel is only calculated once per model
and distance metric combination because the mesh structure remains constant
while only the signal is changing.
Method GE performs equivalently for both distance metric selections
on all three measures of repeatability. This shows that the additional resources
required to compute the geodesic distance are unnecessary and may be well
approximated by Euclidean distances. The overall quantity of keypoints is
about an order of magnitude less than that of method DE. Repeatability is
affected by (1) the level of noise, as shown by the negative sloping lines, and
(2) the model. Unlike method DE, there is little affect seen by the two settings
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Figure 4.11: Keypoint repeatability results for Gaussian diffusion on meshes
when adding Gaussian white noise to the signal. Median values for the Monte
Carlo simulation are presented for the five levels of noise. Colors correspond
to distance metric as geodesic in solid black and Euclidean in dashed green.
For Eq. 4.27, the cases are `d = σi /2 (left column), or `d = 2ē (right column).
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of ld .
Absolute repeatability of the bunny model degrades the quickest with
increased noise, while remaining much more constant for the Itokawa model.
Relative repeatability begins high for all models (except Itokawa), but degrades
quickly with increased noise. Performance is in between that of method DE
using the umbrella or cotangent LBO. Scale repeatability is high, nearly constant and identical for all models. Unfortunately, this is of only a marginal
benefit given the low values of relative and absolute repeatability.
4.4.2.4

Repeatability of GE adding Vertex Noise

Results are shown in Fig. 4.12. For this experiment, the Gaussian kernel
is recalculated for each Monte Carlo run since the underlying mesh structure
is changing with the noise level.
All three measures of repeatability decreased relative to the previous
signal noise experiment. Once again, performance is nearly equivalent for both
the Euclidean and geodesic distance metrics. Absolute repeatability quickly
degrades with increased noise, with performance much worse than that of
method DE in Fig. 4.10. With the lowest noise level, the quantity of keypoints
is at least an order of magnitude less than method DE. With the highest level
of noise, only a handful of keypoints are identified on each model.
Relative repeatability is low and close to that of method DE using either
the umbrella or cotangent LBOs. Scale repeatability performs similarly for all
models. Given the similarities between repeatability performance using either
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Figure 4.12: Keypoint repeatability results for Gaussian diffusion on meshes
when adding Gaussian white noise to the vertex locations and recomputing
the mean curvature signal. Median values for the Monte Carlo simulation are
presented for the five levels of noise. Colors correspond to distance metric as
geodesic in solid black and Euclidean in dashed green. For Eq. 4.27, the cases
are `d = σi /2 (left column), or `d = 2ē (right column).
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the geodesic and Euclidean distance metrics, we suggest using the Euclidean
distance because it is less computationally expensive to compute.

4.5

Comments on Scale-Space Diffusion Methods
Scale-space construction using two different diffusion methods were

tested in this chapter. Method DE uses a discrete LBO while method GE
uses a discrete Gaussian as the diffusion kernel. Theoretically, method DE is a
first order approximation to method GE using backward Euler discretization in
time; however, the three discrete LBOs discussed here have theoretical convergence to the true diffusion kernel [116, 119], while the discrete Gaussian does
not. Some research has shown that discrete Gaussian construction on general
explicit 3D surfaces may be futile [133]. The difference in theoretical support
may contribute to the difference in repeatability performance. Another major difference between the methods is the separation between the scale-space
levels. Method DE uses k = 1.2 (but is user-defined) while method GE per√
manently selects k = 2 for convenience. While the affect of varying k is not
immediately evident, it may be of importance in scale-space construction.
Keypoint repeatability of our scale-space using both methods is tested
using keypoint repeatability. The signal was arbitrarily chosen as mean curvature since it is independent of the selected sensor, but the scale-space is
designed for any signal defined on the surface. Signals may be environment
dependent (e.g. color or shading by lighting source) or artificially overlaid
(e.g. image projected onto a surface). Given that these experiments used the
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mean curvature signal for diffusion, keypoint locations are understood to be
extrema in mean curvature. Other signal types will result in keypoints at
different locations and scales.
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Chapter 5
Feature Histogram Descriptors

The application of OUR-CVFH to the scenario of relative navigation
(RelNav) to an asteroid is presented. We discuss the observability of the
model Itokawa using OUR-CVFH which suggest certain areas of the model are
unconducive to accurate pose estimation. An example rendezvous shows that
OUR-CVFH offers pose estimates independent of the navigation filter. This
successfully disconnects the external feedback loop from the output states to
the pose estimation sensor as discussed in Sec. 1.1.
The use of scale is incorporated into the well-known feature histogram
descriptor OUR-CVFH . Scale is used to quickly identify similar clusters during
the matching procedure. This reduces run-time by only comparing probable
clusters of similar size. Many other modifications are made to OUR-CVFH to
improve pose estimation accuracy and robustness to noise, measurement error,
and sensor resolution variation with feature interpolation, normalization, and
introducing an new cost metric. This modifications take place in Sec. 5.2.
Portions of this chapter were previously published in [16]. Notation
and terminology has been updated to maintain consistency and clarity of this
document.
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5.1
5.1.1

Application of OUR-CVFH to LIDAR-Based Relative Navigation
Training
Training is accomplished using a virtual 3D model and a LIDAR sim-

ulator. This option is prefferable to using a physical objects and a LIDAR
— especially for space applications where it is difficult to gather adequate
training data on the actual object. A particularly good open source LIDAR
simulator called GLIDAR [13] was used by Woods et al. [30] for demonstrations of RelNav with respect to non-cooperative objects in space. We utilize
an in-house built Matlab LIDAR simulator.
We propose a different training strategy that OUR-CVFH discussed in
Section 2.2.5.4. To create a database of OUR-CVFH histograms, we place a 3D
model at the origin of a polyhedron with equally spaced vertices. The vertices
must be evenly spaced so that all orientations of the model are equally seen
without favoring any particular set of orientations. The number of vertices of
the polyhedron is application dependent, though a polyhedron with 20 vertices
is usually sufficient. Training images must be taken at a variety of ranges,
which are selected based on the intended operating range. The simulated 3D
sensor is then placed at each of the vertices of the polyhedron at each of the
training ranges. This method of training ensures that the object has been seen
at a variety of ranges and attitudes. Selecting training ranges is application
dependent and should be selected based on the intended operating ranges.
Additionally, the training range intervals are incremented by steps equal to
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one-fourth the size of the model.
To complete the training stage, an additional pose must be stored for
future use in pose estimation. To enable the estimation of pose from the
training sensor to the active sensor, the camera pose TB
S.
5.1.2

Recognition Framework
The pose estimation framework of OUR-CVFH returns the relative

6DOF pose from the object body in the model frame BM to the object body
in the scene frame BS . This type of pose estimate would be good in a dual
inertial state Kalman Filter [30]. While it is only a matter of preference, some
may desire the 6DOF pose from the training camera instead of the model
body. In this case the ICP output of Sec. 2.2.5 Step 2 is multiplied by the true
training pose of the sensor TB
S to yield
e B = δT
e + TB
T
S
S S

(5.1)

which is the relative pose estimate from the training camera pose the active
sensor pose.
5.1.3

Uniqueness of Feature Histograms and Pose Observability
Recall that one of the requirements for using OUR-CVFH is that the

object has sufficient uniqueness in shape and/or texture. Let us consider
the observability of an object as viewed from different directions by assessing
the accuracy of the pose measurement returned by OUR-CVFH . The pose
estimate could be faulty for two reasons: (1) the OUR-CVFH descriptor is not
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Figure 5.1: Reference frame for Itokawa. Azimuth and elevation angles are
defined from the x -axis. Use this image to aid in reading Fig. 5.2.
sufficiently unique to distinguish clusters or objects or (2) the object exhibits
poor shape and/or texture uniqueness at specific ranges or orientations.
As an illustrative example, consider the pose observability of the asteroid Itokawa. Here, we will assess the observability at a range of 300 meters by
finding the pose performance for a sensor placed at various combinations of
azimuth, θ, and elevation, φ, angles. These angles are defined in Fig. 5.1 and
were sampled at intervals of 4◦ each. The colored scatter plots of attitude (top)
and position (bottom) errors produced from the OUR-CVFH pose estimate
are shown in Fig. 5.2. It is immediately evident that the majority of viewpoints of the asteroid provide good pose estimates (there is much more blue
than red in these plots) and that some viewpoints have better observability
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than others. Poorer viewpoints are those that generate larger pose estimation
errors.
There are viewing regions of Itokawa where OUR-CVFH produces accurate pose estimates. For example, the regions surrounding (θ, φ) = (90, 0)
and (270, 0) in Fig. 5.2 provide especially good viewing geometry for two reasons. First, the surface area of Itokawa visible to the LIDAR in these regions
is abundant, which permits numerous clusters — more clusters in a particular
view yield more opportunities for correct histogram matching. Second, the
surface of Itokawa visible at these attitudes has sufficiently unique shape and
texture to create uniquely descriptive histograms. Approaching Itokawa from
these orientations would provide the most accurate pose estimates.
On the contrary, OUR-CVFH produces a poor pose estimate in the
regions surrounding (θ, φ) = (180, −45) and (360, 0). The surface area of
Itokawa visible to the LIDAR in these attitude regions is minimal and rough,
leading to a few small clusters that are not sufficiently unique to correctly
identify. When designing an approach trajectory towards Itokawa, it would be
advisable to avoid these relative attitudes which are known to produce poor
pose estimates.
Thus, for this example, the OUR-CVFH histogram descriptor is sufficiently unique to identify clusters from neighboring viewpoints as shown in
the regions of Fig. 5.2 having accurate pose estimates (the blue regions). Generalizing this result, we observe that the surface of the object visible to the
LIDAR must be sizable and distinctive to form unique histograms. If the
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Figure 5.2: Attitude (top) and position (bottom) errors produced from OURCVFH pose estimation. Blue is an accurate estimate with nearly no error.
Position errors of 5 meters or more, and attitude errors of 20◦ or more are
shown as dark red. Azimuth and elevation angles are defined from the x -axis
as shown in Fig. 5.1. (This figure is best viewed in color.)
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viewing geometry limits the visible surface area, and this area is excessively
rough, then OUR-CVFH is more likely to generate an inaccurate pose estimate. Improving the accuracy of pose estimation from OUR-CVFH could be
accomplished by (1) making a more discriminating descriptor possibly using
scale and/or (2) modifying the matching routine to include multiple clusters
in a particular view that are geometrically consistent.
5.1.4

Numerical Example: Rendezvous with an Asteroid

5.1.4.1

Problem Scenario and Monte Carlo Set-up

As an illustrative example, consider a simple rendezvous with an asteroid. The specific scenario explored here is an approach to the asteroid Itokawa,
beginning at a range of 350 m and ending at a range of 250 m. A simulated
Flash LIDAR of size 128 × 128 pixels and a 10◦ FOV generates point clouds
where each point is corrupted by Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of
σ = 0.05 meters. Point clouds are produced once every second (1 Hz) and are
processed by a Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF). The initial
state uncertainty in the MEKF is 25 m in position, 5 cm/s in velocity, 10
deg in attitude, and 0.06 deg/sec in body rate. A small Monte Carlo analysis
is performed to demonstrate the performance of both OUR-CVFH and the
MEKF.
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5.1.4.2

Unfiltered OUR-CVFH Pose Performance

The OUR-CVFH method computes the relative position and relative
attitude between the sensor and the object directly from the 3D point cloud
without the need of an a priori pose estimate. Thus, the use of OUR-CVFH to
generate LIDAR-based pose estimates completely severs feedback of the navigation state into the measurement generation process. This is one of the
primary benefits of OUR-CVFH .
The OUR-CVFH procedure outlined in Sec. 2.2.5 with the training from
Sec. 5.1.1 was implemented by the authors in MATLAB and applied to the
Itokawa rendezvous example described above. Examples of the automatically
generated OUR-CVFH clusters along this approach trajectory are shown in
Fig. 5.3. Additionally, the pose measurement residuals across all Monte Carlo
runs are shown in Fig. 5.4.
5.1.4.3

Processing with a Simple Multiplicative Extended Kalman
Filter (MEKF)

The raw OUR-CVFH pose measurements (whose errors are presented
in Fig. 5.4) may be smoothed considerably using a simple MEKF. Classical
Kalman filters are statistically optimal sequential estimators for systems with
linear dynamics and linear measurement models [134, 135]. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) modifies the linear Kalman filter to handle both nonlinear dynamics and nonlinear measurement models [136]. The multiplicative
EKF (MEKF) provides further modifications for intelligently handling attitude
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Figure 5.3: Example OUR-CVFH clusters along simulated rendezvous trajectory with Itokawa. Each cluster is represented by a different color. If two
clusters have the same color but are clearly separated, then they indicate different clusters.
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Figure 5.4: Relative position error (left) and relative attitude error (right) for
raw OUR-CVFH pose results during simulated rendezvous with Itokawa for
all Monte Carlo runs. The varying observability as the viewpoint changes is
evident in the growing and shrinking of the residuals.
states [137, 138]. Since the current problem considers both relative position
and relative attitude, an MEKF was selected to filter the LIDAR-based pose
measurements generated by OUR-CVFH .
5.1.4.4

Brief Review of MEKF Implementation

The MEKF state vector was chosen to be the 12 × 1 vector
x| = [r|

ṙ|

a|

ω |r ]

(5.2)

where r is the relative position, ṙ is the relative velocity, a is the 3 × 1 MEKF
attitude error vector, and ω r is the relative angular velocity. We find it necessary to estimate ω r since the asteroid is tumbling at an unknown rate (the
inertial body rate of the spacecraft is assumed to be known from IMUs).
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Both the state estimate, x̂, and state covariance, P, are propagated
from the time of one measurement to another using the typical EKF approach
x̂˙ = f (x, t)

(5.3)

Ṗ = FP + PF| + Q

(5.4)

where F = ∂f (x, t)/∂x and Q is the process noise. In parallel, the estimated
attitude quaternion, q̂, is also propagated using standard quaternion kinematics
1
q̂˙ =
2



ω
0


⊗ q̂

(5.5)

where ⊗ is the quaternion multiplication operator.
Proceed by defining the OUR-CVFH based pose measurement available
at time tk as

yk = h(xk ) =

rk
ak


(5.6)

This may be used to update the covariance at time tk using the Joseph form
|
|
−
P+
k = (I − Kk Hk ) Pk (I − Kk Hk ) + Kk Rk Kk

(5.7)

where H = ∂h(x)/∂x is the measurement sensitivity matrix and Kk is the
Kalman gain,
|
|
Kk = P−
HP−
kH
k H + Rk

−1

(5.8)

The ‘−’ superscript indicates the a priori estimate and the ‘+’ superscript
indicates the a posteriori estimate.
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The state update at time tk is performed in two steps. First, the nonattitude states are updated as in a typical EKF,

−
−
x̂+
=
x̂
+
K
ỹ
−
h(x̂
)
k
k
k
k
k

(5.9)

where ỹ is the noisy OUR-CVFH measurement. Then, the attitude is updated
multiplicatively using the attitude error state,
+
−
q̂+
k = q(âk ) ⊗ q̂k

(5.10)

The occasional OUR-CVFH pose outlier (especially in regions of poor
observability) requires that a residual edit check be implemented to prevent
the filter from processing erroneous measurements. This was done through a
simple χ2 test using the measurement residual and the filter covariance. This
check is straightforward to implement as
ỹk − h(x−
k)

|

HP−
k H + Rk

−1


ỹk − h(x−
k ) ≤ tol

(5.11)

While the appropriate value of tol varies from one scenario to another, the
results presented in this paper assume a 4σ threshold: tol = 42 = 16.
5.1.4.5

Filtered OUR-CVFH Pose Performance

The MEKF described in the preceding section was implemented using
the raw OUR-CVFH data presented in Sec. 5.1.4.2. The specific implementation used here assumed a constant covariance for the LIDAR measurement,
with a standard deviation of 5 deg in relative attitude and a standard deviation of 5 m in relative position. The results for relative position error and
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Figure 5.5: Relative position error (left) and relative velocity error (right) from
the MEKF. The thin gray lines show results from individual Monte Carlo cases.
The thick black lines show the 3σ covariance bounds from the filter.
relative velocity error are shown in Fig. 5.5. Likewise, the results for the
relative attitude error and relative body rate error are shown in Fig. 5.6.
The filtered results confirm that OUR-CVFH may be used to perform
6DOF RelNav with respect to a tumbling asteroid. Of particular note is that
each and every OUR-CVFH pose estimate was generated without using any
information from the filter, thus removing the filter feedback loop used in many
LIDAR-based RelNav schemes.
5.1.5

Comments on the use of OUR-CVFH in Space Applications
The OUR-CVFH descriptor is well suited for spacecraft RelNav with

respect to both natural and artificial objects. The primary requirements for
using OUR-CVFH are as follows. First, the object must have a sufficiently
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Figure 5.6: Relative attitude error (left) and relative body rate error (right)
from the MEKF. The thin gray lines show results from individual Monte Carlo
cases. The thick black lines show the 3σ covariance bounds from the filter.
unique shape and/or texture and 3D point clouds must be collected from
vantage points where this uniqueness is evident. Range images at very close
range, for example, may not contain enough unique content to match the
point cloud to the database. Second, an a priori 3D computer model of the
object must exist for training. Such models typically exist for man-made
satellites, and the generation of 3D models is a standard science data product
for missions to asteroids, comets, and other natural bodies. Third, sufficient
onboard computing resources must be available to run OUR-CVFH in real
time. Fortunately, OUR-CVFH is highly parallelizable and may be accelerated
in hardware through a filed programmable gate array (FPGA). Preliminary
results [19] indicate that real-time implementation of OUR-CVFH is possible.
Recall that VFH , CVFH , and OUR-CVFH all assume a segmented
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scene. While complicated for cluttered office scenes and other personal robotics
applications, scene segmentation is trivial for most space applications. Segmentation of objects in space is straightforward since the object of interest is
typically surrounded by space (which appears to be at an infinite range and
from which no signal is returned). Furthermore, the object of interest is typically the only object that is both within a detectable range and in the sensor’s
field of view.
The textbook implementation of OUR-CVFH assumes that the operational range between the 3D sensor and the observed objects does not greatly
vary. Consequently, the spatial resolution of the measured scene remains reasonably constant. Since we intend to use OUR-CVFH for spacecraft RelNav
which has varying operational ranges, the assumption of a constant resolution
of the measured point cloud is not valid. Our measured point cloud will have
widely different spatial resolutions depending on the actual range to the object. Therefore, when creating a training database according to the procedure
in Sec. 2.2.5.4, we have to consider the many viewing orientations as well as
multiple ranges. This updated training method is detailed in Sec. 5.1.1. In this
way, our training procedure is different from [79, 54] as they consider training
from multiple viewpoints but only at a single constant range.
Aldoma et al. [54] claim that since the height of the OUR-CVFH histogram is directly related to the number of points in the measured scene,
the descriptor implicitly relays information about the object’s scale. However, their conclusion is dependent on the assumption of a common spatial
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resolution between the model and measured point clouds. Since there is no
explicit consideration of scale — and the upcoming thought experiment shows
OUR-CVFH ’s failure in determining scale — the cost metric in Sec. 2.2.5.5
attempts to predominately match clusters of similar size. Though the overall OUR-CVFH generation and matching procedure does not directly address
scale, satisfactory pose estimation is achieved while leaving capacity for future
improvement.
A simple thought experiment shows the limitation in using histogram
size as an implicit measure of feature scale. Consider a clustered point cloud
of specific shape that has n points with a physical size of d. The size may
be different for the x, y, z directions. Create an OUR-CVFH histogram from
this cluster using features from Sec. 2.2.5. Now consider the same clustered
point cloud of specific shape that still has n points but now has size 2d. Once
again, create its OUR-CVFH histogram. Since both point clouds have the
same number of points n, they will have the same height. Also, by realizing
that the OUR-CVFH features are all generated with unit vectors, the dimension of the object (either d or 2d) will not affect the results of those sections
of the histogram. Also notice that since the ISOC histogram is normalized
by the distance between the cluster centroid and farthest point in the cluster,
this component will also remain the same for both point clouds. Therefore,
there is a notable difficulty when considering the scale of an object from the
histogram descriptor, and in fact, all of the descriptors presented here are
scale invariant. This deficiency does not prevent OUR-CVFH from being used
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for spacecraft RelNav, and in fact, still shows accurate results in Sec. 5.1.4.
However, this issue should be addressed in future innovations of the feature
histogram descriptor. A feature histogram descriptor that explicitly characterizes the scale of a cluster would be beneficial to the aerospace community
for spacecraft RelNav.
An additional benefit of OUR-CVFH is that of object recognition.
Aldoma et al. [54] originally intended OUR-CVFH to be utilized by robots
in identifying different objects that lie in a relatively cluttered environment
(e.g. in an office, kitchen, or industrial workbench). For spacecraft in the RelNav environment, the on-board training database could contain model feature
histograms for multiple objects. Then when encountering any one of those objects, the OUR-CVFH recognition process will automatically determine which
object from the database is being observed as well as the 6DOF relative pose
of that object.

5.2

Development of Scaled OUR-CVFH (SOUR-CVFH)
This section details our modifications to OUR-CVFH in development of

SOUR-CVFH . We present the modifications individually in order to show the
effects of each step. The final SOUR-CVFH descriptor is described concisely
in Section 5.3. In this section, we specifically address the possible improvements discussed in Section 5.1.5 of (1) directly addressing a cluster’s physical
scale which is directly related to (2) reducing the required computational resources. Additional modifications to increase the performance are made and
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separated by section. Section 5.2.1 discusses histogram component interpolation, Section 5.2.2 evaluates the description space of specific components,
Section 5.2.3 investigates a new cost metric function, Section 5.2.4 normalizes
the histogram, Section 5.2.5 compares multiple distance functions for matching histograms, Section 5.2.6 develops of method of estimating and comparing
cluster scale, Section 5.2.7 compares weighting techniques for the spatial feature description, Section 5.2.8 compares the performance of different feature
combinations, and Section 5.2.9 modifies the manner in which the cluster reference frame is selected. Some of these contributions are shown graphically
in Fig. 5.7. Each section is followed by an example on how our adjustment
modifies the OUR-CVFH descriptor and its effect on pose estimation.
The experiments in the following section are performed using the same
set of training data, unless otherwise noted. Training is performed following
the procedure in Section 2.2.5.4 with the following specific characteristics. The
LIDAR FOV is 20◦ with a resolution of 128 × 128. There are 642 unique viewpoints evenly space around the Itokawa model shown in Fig. 4.8, at ranges
between 200 meters and 400 meters at 25 meter intervals. The same set of
Monte Carlo experimentation data is also used for each experiment, unless otherwise noted. A 500 run Monte Carlo is performed with attitude quaternions
and ranges individually sampled from uniform distributions. The sampled
range are within the 200-400 meter training range.
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Figure 5.7: Visual indications of modifications made to OUR-CVFH to develop SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH . Section 5.2.1 discusses interpolation,
Section 5.2.2 discusses description space, Section 5.2.4 discusses histogram
normalization, Section 5.2.6 discusses cluster scale, and Section 5.2.9 discusses
reference frame orientation.
Table 5.1: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment comparing linear
interpolation of angular distributions to OUR-CVFH . Method A uses LERP
for cos αi , cos φi , θi , and cos βi . Method A performs better on every statistic
except for Num. Pose Estimates and median angle error.
OUR-CVFH

A

Num. Pose Estimates
470

469

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

8.40◦
2.49◦
27.08◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

3.18 m
1.38 m
8.21 m
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(a) OUR-CVFH bin accumulation

(b) LERP bin accumulation

Figure 5.8: Bin accumulation comparison for OUR-CVFH and the proposed
LERP. The red dot is a value to be binned. In OUR-CVFH , the value completely lies within bin bi . Using LERP, the value is distributed across bins bi
and bi+1 depending on the distance to the bin centers.
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(a) Itokawa with scene and cluster

(b) Histogram with and without LERP

(c) Difference between histograms

Figure 5.9: Visual affects of LERP on histogram construction. (a) Itokawa
with the measured scene shown in yellow and cluster of interest shown in
blue. (b) OUR-CVFH histogram shown in colors corresponding to histogram
components. LERP of components overlaid in black dashed line. (c) Absolute difference between histograms with and without LERP color coded by
component. Notice that only cos(αi ), cos(φ), θ, and cos(βi ) differ between
histograms.
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Range Error

LERP

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.10: Pose estimation errors for 500 run Monte Carlo experiment comparing OUR-CVFH to linear interpolation of angular distribution components.
First row shows the box plots of the errors without outliers. Second and third
rows show all pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value.
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5.2.1

Linear Interpolation
The OUR-CVFH histogram contains five components, of which four de-

scribe angular distributions and one describes the points’ spatial distribution.
In the original work, only the spatial component (i.e. ISOC [16]) is interpolated
to account for various factors such as reference frame orientation uncertainty,
partial occlusions, or sensor noise [54]. It has long been the standard of feature histogram construction to interpolate all components across neighboring
bins [74, 88, 66, 68, 139, 140]. Our first modification to OUR-CVFH is to
linear interpolate (LERP) the four angular distributions cos(αi ), cos(φi ), θi ,
and cos(βi ). This improves the histogram’s robustness to variations in vector
orientations caused by sensor noise or partial occlusions.
A graphical comparison of bin accumulation is shown in Fig. 5.8 for
OUR-CVFH and the proposed LERP. Independent from the number of bins
used for a histogram component, each bin is centered around the bin number
plus one-half (e.g. 1.5). Suppose the i -th element of cos(αi ) is found to have
a floating bin value of 3.8 — it is in the third bin, but closer to the fourth
bin than the second. Each bin accumulates the weight of 1 − d where d is
the distance from the floating bin value to the center bin value. For this
example, the third bin accumulates a weight of 1 − 0.3 = 0.7, and the fourth
bin accumulates a weight of 1 − 0.7 = 0.3. The total amount of weight does
not change, just the bin in which it is located.
Our analysis compares the pose estimation errors of OUR-CVFH with
and without linear interpolation of the angular distribution components. Box
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(a) Angular to Inner-Product

(b) Inner-Product to Angular

Figure 5.11: Spacing between inner-product space and angular space is not
equal. (a) Equal spacing in angular space converted through cos(·) to unequal
spacing in inner-product space. (b) Equal spacing in inner-product space is
converted through cos(·) to unequal spacing in angular space.
plots of the errors without outliers as well as estimation errors as a function of
cost metric value are shown in Fig. 5.10. Linear interpolation of the angular
distribution histogram components offers comparable pose estimation results
to OUR-CVFH . Of the 500 runs, OUR-CVFH returns 470 pose estimates,
while only 469 pose estimates with the LERP modification.
5.2.2

Histogram Component Description Space
There are two description spaces in which features may be described:

inner-product space or angular space. These spaces are discretized into equally
sized bins for accumulating feature instances. Since the mapping function
from one description space to the other is a non-linear trigonometric function,
equal spacing in the inner-product space is inequivalent to equal spacing in the
angular space. Fig. 5.11 exhibits the differences in mapping between innerproduct and angular spaces. Equally sized angular bins mapped by cosine
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Range Error

B

A

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.12: Pose estimation errors for 500 run Monte Carlo for varying the
description space of βi . Method A describes βi in angular space, Method B
describes βi in angular space and applies LERP to all angular distribution
features. The first row shows box plots of the pose estimation errors without
outliers. All errors as a function of cost metric value are shown in the second
through fourth rows.
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Table 5.2: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying the
description space of βi and linear interpolation to OUR-CVFH . Method A
describes βi in angular space, Method B describes βi in angular space and
applies LERP to all angular distribution features.
OUR-CVFH

A

B

470

468

470

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.77◦
2.44◦
29.11◦

7.83◦
2.46◦
24.92◦

8.00◦
2.48◦
25.89◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

3.47 m
1.49 m
8.97 m

3.27 m
1.43 m
8.79 m

Num. Pose Estimates

(a) Histogram with β in both spaces

(b) Difference between histograms

Figure 5.13: Visual affects of description space of βi on histogram appearance.
(a) Histograms shown in colors corresponding to the components (both using
LERP). Proposed description of β in black dashed line. (b) Absolute difference
between histograms color coded by component. Notice change is only with β.
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Figure 5.14: A sensor view of an object. Inner product between surface normal
vectors ni and reverse camera boresight sb (shown in red) create the angle β.
Only small values of β are possible, as large values signify that the surface is
pointing away from the sensor.
yield large bins around 0 and smaller sized bins around ±1. There is a similar
occurrence for mapping from inner-product to angular space. Since description
spaces are inequivalent, we must purposefully decide in which space to describe
certain features.
For OUR-CVFH , three of the features – cos(αi ), cos(φi ), and cos(βi ) –
exist in inner-product space, while θi exist in angular space. Throughout the
family of OUR-CVFH publications [79, 78, 54, 77, 76], no comment on which
description space these features should exist in is available, nor is reasoning of
their selection. Therefore, we perform a though experiment to determine the
proper spaces for each of the features. The reader may refer to Fig. 2.3 for
additional assistance. Physically, αi and φi are generally around 90◦ . Since
their histograms exist in inner-product space, bins are smaller and thus more
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descriptive about 90◦ than around 0◦ or 180◦ . We maintain their description
in the inner-product space. The angular component βi describes the orientation of the sensor with the scene. Oftentimes the sensor is nadir pointing
towards objects, then βi is generally around 0◦ . Up to this point, its description has been in the inner-product space where the bins are larger (and thus
less descriptive) around 0◦ than near 90◦ . It would be intuitive to change the
histogram component cos(βi ) to be described in angular space, yielding
βi = arccos(n|i v)

(5.12)

Our analysis compares the pose estimation errors of OUR-CVFH when
describing β in both angular space and inner-product space. Note that we
also include the modification from the previous section of linear interpolation
across bins for the angular features. Box plots of the errors without outliers
as well as estimation errors as a function of cost metric value are shown in
Fig. 5.12. Method A describes βi in angular space and Method B describes βi
in angular space with LERP for all angular distribution features. Comparable
pose estimation errors are provided by all three methods as shown by the
box plots. Notice on the scatter plots for Method B that there are fewer
intermediate pose estimation errors — either the errors are small or large,
regardless of cost metric value. For the 500 runs, OUR-CVFH yields 470 pose
estimations while Method A and B yield 468 and 470 respectively.
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5.2.3

Pose Estimation Cost Metric
In OUR-CVFH , the model cluster and corresponding pose estimate

that maximizes the cost function of Eq. 2.91 is selected as the best possible
match. This cost metric depends on a tuning parameter λ, which is unset by
[54] and set to unity in [16]. Furthermore, if the cost function is negative,
then no result is provided. Properly setting λ is unclear, as it affects both the
quantity and quality of pose estimates. We suggest a different cost metric that
does not rely on any tuning parameters. We modify Step 4 from Sec. 2.2.5.5
to use the new cost metric
J=

Nin
|P− |

(5.13)

where Nin is the number of inliers, P− is the model point-cloud produced in
training that contains the model cluster being matching and excludes outliers,
and | · | returns the set cardinality (i.e. number of points). The best candidate
pose estimate is the one that maximizes this cost metric. Using this method,
a pose estimate is always provided because J is always bounded by J ∈ [0 − 1].
Similar to OUR-CVFH , we also account for occlusions. After ICP,
with the model point-cloud in the estimated scene frame, we back-project the
model points onto the camera. If the point is not visible on the sensor, then
it is removed from consideration before using Eq. 5.13. Inlier, outlier, and
occluded points are related through
|P− | = |P| − Nocclude = Nin + Nout
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(5.14)

Range Error

B

A

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.15: Pose estimation errors in CDF and verse cost metric values for
various descriptor settings. Method A is OUR-CVFH using the cost metric of
Eq. 5.13 and Method B describes βi in angular space, uses LERP for angular
distribution components, and the cost metric of Eq. 5.13.
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Table 5.3: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying the
description space of βi and linear interpolation to OUR-CVFH . Method A
describes βi in angular space, Method B describes βi in angular space and
applies LERP to all angular distribution features.
OUR-CVFH

A

B

470

500

500

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.77◦
2.44◦
29.11◦

11.88◦
2.43◦
33.00◦

10.63◦
2.48◦
31.49◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

4.18 m
1.40 m
9.41 m

4.13 m
1.40 m
10.58 m

Num. Pose Estimates
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where Nout is the number of outlier points and Nocclude is the number of occluded points.
Our analysis compares the pose estimation of OUR-CVFH with the
two cost metrics of Eq. 2.91 and Eq. 5.13. We also include the previous
modifications of (1) LERP of the angular distribution components and (2)
describing βi in the angular space. Box plots of the pose estimation errors
without outliers are shown in Fig. 5.15. Method A is OUR-CVFH using the
cost metric of Eq. 5.13 and Method B describes βi in angular space, uses LERP
for angular distribution components, and the cost metric of Eq. 5.13.
Fig. 5.15 shows CDF plots of OUR-CVFH and Methods A and B.
Tab. 5.3 shows the statistics of the two methods compared to OUR-CVFH .
The distribution of all pose estimates as a function of cost metric value are
shown in Fig. 5.15. In this scenario, OUR-CVFH outperforms Methods A
and B. The reason is that OUR-CVFH only returns 470 pose estimates while
Methods A and B both return a pose estimate for all 500 Monte Carlo runs.
While this modification temporarily worsens our methods, it provides a more
intuitive situation of limiting poor pose estimates.
If an accurate descriptor match is not found, then it is desired that a
pose estimate not be returned. This would prevent poor pose estimates being
ingested into a navigation filter. The OUR-CVFH cost metric of the first row
is unbounded and has a wide range, thus, it would difficult to set a threshold
for which to ignore estimates. OUR-CVFH does not return an estimate in
instances when the cost metric of Eq. 2.91 is negative, but selecting a value
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for λ is ill-defined. Instead, it would be more intuitive to set a minimum
threshold tJ for which Eq. 5.13 would be required to satisfy before accepting
the pose estimate. We do not set the threshold tJ at this time because the
SOUR-CVFH descriptor is still in development. Its value will be set in Sec. 5.3.
5.2.4

Histogram Normalization
The OUR-CVFH histogram consists of five individual components: α,

φ, θ, ISOC, and β. Four of these components (α, φ, θ, and β) are formed by
accumulating angular distributions into discretized bins, while the fifth (ISOC)
is for the spatial distribution. For each component, the summation of their bins
equals the number of points in the cluster mK . We normalize each histogram
component individually such that the summation of their bins totals unity.
In this way, the histogram is representative of the cluster shape probability.
Viewing the histogram as a probability distribution offers an opportunity to
use statistical inference and compare various distance metrics availably only
to normalized distributions. Additionally, each histogram component may be
utilized individually as a histogram descriptor. Because each component is
normalized individually, the total summation of each histogram is equal to the
total number of components — in our case 5.
The affect of histogram normalization on pose estimation errors is not
investigated here for multiple reasons. First, up to this point, we still use
the distance function of Eq. 2.88 which includes a “1+” on the numerator
and denominator. It would have undue influence on a normalized histogram.
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(a) Unnormalized

(b) Normalized

Figure 5.16: Normalization of histogram individually by component.
Second, a normalized histogram is considered a probability distribution and
other distance metrics are available. Third, by normalizing the histogram,
all information regarding cluster size is eliminated. An upcoming section will
provide a method of matching cluster scale.
5.2.5

Distance Metric Selection
Let’s reevaluate the distance metric for matching histograms. Given a

normalized histogram such that the sum of all the components is unity, the histogram may be considered a discrete probability distribution. With this comes
the opportunity to use distance metrics reserved for calculating the divergence
between probability distributions. We investigate four distance metrics to use
with our SOUR-CVFH descriptor, namely the Jaccard distance, KullbackLeibler divergence, Jensen-Shannon divergence, and a symmetric Chi-Square
test.
The Jaccard index tests the similarity between two sets of data. We
are interested in the dissimilarity between two histograms H, which is it’s
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compliment. One disadvantage to the Jaccard metric is that it is sensitive to
data occlusions, which is probably in the case of measured LIDAR data. The
Jaccard (JC) distance is


e i , Hi
min
H
e H = 1 − i=1


H,
P303
e i , Hi
max
H
i=1
P303

dJC





(5.15)

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is the measure of the difference
between to probability distributions. The histogram must be normalized in
order to use this metric. Unfortunately, KL is an asymmetric measure depending on which histogram H is considered the primary and secondary. Because
of this asymmetry, we calculate the KL divergence in both directions and take
the maximum result. The KL divergence is [141, 76]
!
303

 X
ei
H
e
e i ln
dKL H|H
=
H
Hi
i=1

(5.16)

The Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence is a special case of the KL divergence. The JS divergence is one-half times the sum of the KL divergences
calculated in both directions. Because it is an average of the the KL divergence
of both directions, it is a symmetric measure and written as



 1


e H = 1 dKL H|H
e
e
dJS H,
+ dKL H|H
2
2

(5.17)

The JS distance is calculated as the square-root of Eq. 5.17. We analyze the
divergence because is avoids the additional square-root step. Either metric
would provide identical results.
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Pearson’s Chi-Squared test is a statistical measure of the difference
between two data sets. The Chi-Squared test is asymmetric, but we use a
symmetric version of the Chi-Squared (CS) given as [141, 142]

2
e
303

 X Hi − Hi
e H =
dχ2 H,
e i + Hi
H
i=1

(5.18)

The Chi-Squared distance is the square-root of Eq. 5.18. We analyze the
divergence, but either would provide identical results.
The distance metric used by OUR-CVFH in Eq. 2.88 is most similar
the Jaccard dissimilarity of Eq. 5.15 with the notably difference of a “1+” in
the denominator and numerator. Since the OUR-CVFH descriptor is unnormalized and the histogram will contain values must large than 1, the “1+” has
little overall affect on the distance calculation. Contrastingly, for our normalized SOUR-CVFH descriptor, the “1+” would have an extreme influence on
our distance calculation. For this reason, we do not use the OUR-CVFH distance metric, but do consider the similar Jaccard dissimilarity.
Our analysis compares the pose estimation results of OUR-CVFH to
various distance metrics. All other modifications up to this point are also
included when testing the new metrics: (1) LERP of angular distributions,
(2) describing βi in the angular space, (3) new cost metric of Eq. 5.13, and
(4) histogram normalization. Box plots of the pose estimation errors without
outliers are shown in Fig. 5.17. The JC and CS metrics both provide pose
estimation errors comparable to OUR-CVFH , while the KL and JS metrics
yield larger errors.
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(a) Angle Error

(b) Range Error

Figure 5.17: Pose estimation errors without outliers for 500 run Monte Carlo
varying the distance metric. Distances used are Jaccard (JC), Kullback-Leibler
(KL), Chi-Squared (CS), and Jensen-Shannon (JS). Results are compared to
OUR-CVFH .

Table 5.4: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying distance
metric.
OUR-CVFH

JC

KL

CS

JS

Num. Pose Estimates
470

500

500

500

500

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

7.29◦
1.67◦
24.21◦

14.02◦
2.55◦
35.75◦

8.39◦
1.90◦
26.31◦

14.52◦
2.57◦
36.04◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

2.97 m
1.02 m
7.92 m

6.35 m
1.69 m
15.20 m

3.41 m
1.11 m
9.30 m

6.38 m
1.60 m
14.28 m
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Range Error

CS

KL

JC

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.18: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying the distance metric. Distances used are Jaccard
(JC), Kullback-Leibler (KL), Chi-Squared (CS), and Jensen-Shannon (JS).
Compare to the OUR-CVFH results in first row of Fig. 5.10.
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Range Error

JS

Angle Error

Figure 5.18: Continued.
All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value are shown
in Fig. 5.18. OUR-CVFH results are shown in Fig. 5.10. Recall that the
cost metric of Eq. 5.13 yields a pose estimate in every instance, while OURCVFH occasionally omits estimates. For angular errors on both JC and CS
metrics, there is a clear distinction between good and poor estimates. This
separation allows for easy residual edit checks in a navigation filter for rejection
of poor estimates.
When we normalized the histogram, we lost information regarding the
cluster size — namely the quantity of points in the cluster. The height of
the OUR-CVFH histogram is representative of the cluster size, but only in the
sense of the quantity of points, not necessarily the cluster scale (see Sec. 5.1.5).
The OUR-CVFH histogram height is more representative of the LIDAR resolution. In the absence of a scale factor, the OUR-CVFH histogram height
is a decent substitute. The next section will introduce a scale factor to our
descriptor.
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Since both JC and CS metrics performed similarly, and we still have
yet to include a scale factor, we do not yet select a distance metric. We will
analyze both the JC and CS metrics in the next section when introducing
scale.
5.2.6

Cluster Scale as an Identifier
Object scale is an important attribute to use in matching and identifica-

tion. An advantage of using point-clouds over 2D images for object recognition
is that scale is explicitly inherent to the range measurements. Including the
scale in the recognition framework will (1) improve pose estimation by only
considering clusters of similar scale and (2) decrease the runtime by limiting the number of histograms to compare. This section presents a method of
analyzing a cluster’s scale.
Previously, OUR-CVFH considered the histogram’s height as representative of the object scale. The thought experiment in Sec. 5.1.5 explains how
two clusters of different scale, but identical number of points, may results
in the same histogram. Instead, the height of the OUR-CVFH histogram is
most reflective of the sensor resolution. If two sensors of resolution r1 and
r2 where r2 >> r1 were to measure the same scene, the same clusters would
be identified, but the histograms would have different heights. Again, the
OUR-CVFH descriptor fails to explicitly recognize scale. Since the current
histogram is normalized, a different approach must be taken to explicitly incorporate scale.
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Recall the OUR-CVFH scatter matrix M presented in Eq. 2.63. Defining the SGURF requires taking the eigen-decomposition of M and disambiguating the axes using the whole point-cloud. Eigen-decomposition returns
(1) eigenvectors defining the principle axes and (2) eigenvalues describing the
characteristic length along the axes. Only the eigenvectors are utilized in constructing the SGURF and OUR-CVFH disregards the eigenvalues. We use
these eigenvalues to describe the cluster scale.
Suppose the scatter matrix of Eq.2.63 has the eigen-decomposition
Mei = λi ei

(5.19)

where ei is an eigenvector and λi is an eigenvalue of M. Generating the SGURF
reorganizes the order of the eigenvectors according to the disambiguations
scheme. Tracking the corresponding eigenvalues will provide the scale along
those axes. The scales along the axes are found as
p
σ i = 3 λi

i = 1, . . . , 3

(5.20)

where σi corresponds to the i -th axes and the support region is 3. The clustering method presented in Section 2.2.5.1 prioritizes nearly planar clusters that
are considered to lie in 2D. A support window of 3 offers 98.8% coverage in
2D.
Each cluster is associated with three scales, one for each axis. Since the
clustering algorithm favors planar clusters, the out-of-plane axis (i.e. z -axis)
has a small eigenvalue, and it is similar for nearly all clusters. Comparing
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Figure 5.19: Model Itokawa with scene shown in yellow, clusters shown in blue,
and the cluster’s bounding circle defined by the scale shown in red. Only 2D
circles are shown for clarity.
scales of the z -axis is mostly uninformative. The other in-plane axes offer the
most information on cluster scale.
When matching SOUR-CVFH histograms, the scale components are
first compared to ensure that the clusters are of similar size. If the scales are
not similar, then the histograms are not matched. This efficient approach performs a single value comparison that limits the quantity of histogram matches.
It reduces the computational burden of the matching algorithm and eliminates the potential of matching histograms of extremely different sized clusters.
Comparing the cluster scale is as follows:
1. Compare the scales of every scene cluster Ck ∈ S, to the scales of every
model cluster Ck M through the scale ratios as


min σS,j
f , σM,j


rσ,j =
j = 1, 2
max σS,j
,
σ
M,j
f

(5.21)

where he scale ratios rσ ∈ [0 − 1], where rσ = 0 is no similarity and rσ = 1
is identical values.
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2. If the scale ratios are larger than a threshold trσ , then the clusters are of
similar scale, and histogram matching may proceed.

The x - and y-axes of the SGURF are selected as the scatter matrix
eigenvectors which have corresponding eigenvalues. Since corresponding axes
between two SGURFs are matched, we also match the corresponding axes
scales. This allows the most direct comparison of scale similarity. Other
options considered were comparing (1) the minimum and maximum scales or
(2) the cluster area. The first is inaccurate because it could match an x -axis
of one SGURF to a y-axis of another SGURF. The second could yield false
positives when comparing long narrow clusters to small circular clusters with
similar areas.
Two questions remain regarding comparing the scales between a scene
and model cluster. First, what should be the threshold tr ? Second, Should
both rσ,1 and rσ,2 be larger than this threshold, or is only one ratio greater
than the threshold sufficient?
A Monte Carlo analysis is performed to test pose estimation accuracy
for a variety of values for tr ∈ [0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95]. We compare both distance
metrics of JC and CS, and contrast the results with OUR-CVFH . Recall the
modifications that we’ve introduced: (1) used LERP on all angular distribution
features, (2) describe βi in angular space, (3) introduced a new cost metric of
Eq. 5.13, (4) normalized each component of the histogram, (5) selected a new
distance metric, and now (6) comparing scene and model clusters’ scales to
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eliminate improbable matches. We analyze separately the effects of requiring
either one or both scale ratios to meet the scale threshold.
Pose estimation errors without outliers of the Monte Carlo experiment
are shown for JC metric in Fig. 5.20 and for CS metric in Fig. 5.23. The left
columns are when only one axis scale ratio is required to meet the threshold,
while the right columns are when both axes scale ratios are required to meet
the threshold. Requiring only one axis scale to meet the threshold trσ offers
comparable pose estimation errors as OUR-CVFH . Noticeable improvement
occurs when both axes scale ratios are required to meet the threshold (right
columns). For both JC and CS, the smallest errors occur when trσ = 0.9 and
both axes scale ratios satisfy the threshold. An upper limit to this threshold
does exist, as is evident by the larger pose estimation errors when trσ = 0.95.
Our objective is to set the scale ratio threshold trσ as high as possible to eliminate improbably histogram matches and reduce pose estimation errors. We
utilize scale comparisons as a first step to eliminate unnecessary matching of
histograms for clusters of different sizes. Also recall that OUR-CVFH provides
only 470 of 500 pose estimates, while our method yields all 500 pose estimates
due to the cost metric of Eq. 5.13.
One of the most significant improvements resulting from scale comparisons is the reduction in the number of histogram matches. These results
are shown on a log-scale in the bottom rows of Fig. 5.20 for the JC metric and in Fig. 5.23 for the CS metric. When trσ = 0.9, the number of
histogram matches is reduced by two orders of magnitude with this train191

Both Scale Ratio

Num.
Histogram
Matches

Range Error

Angle Error

Single Scale Ratio

Figure 5.20: Pose estimation errors for 500 run Monte Carlo experiment for
various scale thresholds using JC distance. Left column is when one axis scale
ratio is greater than trσ . Right column is when both scale ratios are greater
than trσ . Top row is the angular error in degrees, middle row is the range error
in meters, bottom row is the number of histogram matches performed.
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Table 5.5: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment scale ratio threshold using distance metric JC.
one ratio
OUR-CVFH

trσ = 0.7 trσ = 0.8 trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.95

Num. Pose Estimates
470

500

500

500

500

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

7.02◦
1.67◦
23.82◦

6.98◦
1.66◦
23.34◦

6.96◦
1.64◦
23.18◦

6.33◦
1.70◦
21.35◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

2.67 m
1.00 m
6.73 m

2.80 m
1.01 m
7.52 m

3.06 m
1.01 m
8.86 m

2.93 m
1.07 m
8.48 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

9.12e5
9.05e5
3.59e5

6.36e5
6.30e5
2.51e5

3.29e5
3.25e5
1.29e5

1.67e9
1.65e5
6.56e4

two ratios
OUR-CVFH

trσ = 0.7 trσ = 0.8 trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.95

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

5.86◦
1.63◦
19.45◦

5.61◦
1.63◦
19.14◦

4.46◦
1.63◦
12.61◦

9.53◦
1.72◦
28.52◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

2.56 m
1.01 m
6.63 m

2.55 m
1.00 m
7.33 m

2.49 m
1.00 m
6.30 m

3.72 m
1.11 m
9.19 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

2.43e5
2.43e5
9.67e4

1.06e5
1.05e5
4.16e4

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

6.31e3
6.22e3
2.52e3
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Range Error

trσ = 0.95

trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.8

trσ = 0.7

Angle Error

Figure 5.21: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying scale threshold trσ using distance metric JC and
requiring one axis scale ratio to meet threshold.
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Range Error

trσ = 0.95

trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.8

trσ = 0.7

Angle Error

Figure 5.22: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying scale threshold trσ using distance metric JC and
requiring both axes scale ratios to meet threshold.
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Both Scale Ratio

Num.
Histogram
Matches

Range Error

Angle Error

Single Scale Ratio

Figure 5.23: Pose estimation errors for 100 run Monte Carlo experiment for
various scale thresholds using CS distance. Left column is when one axis scale
ratio is greater than trσ . Right column is when both scale ratios are greater
than trσ . Top row is the angular error in degrees, middle row is the range error
in meters, bottom row is the number of histogram matches performed.
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Table 5.6: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment scale ratio threshold using distance metric CS.
one ratio
OUR-CVFH

trσ = 0.7 trσ = 0.8 trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.95

Num. Pose Estimates
470

500

500

500

500

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

7.41◦
1.90◦
23.68◦

6.51◦
1.84◦
19.99◦

6.53◦
1.81◦
20.46◦

7.04◦
1.90◦
22.39◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

3.17 m
1.09 m
8.52 m

3.08 m
1.08 m
8.45 m

3.05 m
1.11 m
8.63 m

3.31 m
1.15 m
9.33 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

9.12e5
9.05e5
3.59e5

6.36e5
6.30e5
2.51e5

3.29e5
3.25e5
1.29e5

1.67e9
1.65e5
6.56e4

two ratios
OUR-CVFH

trσ = 0.7 trσ = 0.8 trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.95

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

6.06◦
1.87◦
19.21◦

5.96◦
1.85◦
19.16◦

6.79◦
1.70◦
23.43◦

11.77◦
2.08◦
33.47◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

2.86 m
1.09 m
7.60 m

2.76 m
1.08 m
7.21 m

2.95 m
1.04 m
7.87 m

4.51 m
1.17 m
11.44 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

9.12e5
9.05e5
3.59e5

6.36e5
6.30e5
2.51e5

3.29e5
3.25e5
1.29e5

1.67e9
1.65e5
6.56e4
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Range Error

trσ = 0.95

trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.8

trσ = 0.7

Angle Error

Figure 5.24: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying scale threshold trσ using distance metric CS and
requiring one axis scale ratio to meet threshold..
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Range Error

trσ = 0.95

trσ = 0.9

trσ = 0.8

trσ = 0.7

Angle Error

Figure 5.25: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying scale threshold trσ using distance metric CS and
requiring both axes scale ratios to meet threshold.
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ing database. Computational expense is saved by performing a single value
comparison of scales to eliminate improbably comparisons before matching
histograms. OUR-CVFH must match every histogram, yielding higher computational expense.
All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value are shown
for JC metric in Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22, and for CS metric in Fig. 5.24 and
Fig. 5.25. Notice that requiring both axes scale ratios to satisfy the threshold
reduces the quantity of poor pose estimates for both JC and CS. Any poor
pose estimates remaining also have a smaller cost value J, which will be beneficial when setting the threshold tJ . Using a scale threshold for comparing
histograms makes the SOUR-CVFH descriptor more discriminatory by eliminating matches of physically different clusters. Based on these figures and the
analysis, we select the Jaccard (JC) distance metric, set the scale threshold
trσ = 0.9, and require both axes scale ratios to satisfy the threshold before
moving forward with histogram matching.
5.2.7

Interpolated Spatial Octant Component (ISOC)
The fourth component of OUR-CVFH is used to spatially describe the

cluster points. This is different from the other histogram components which
describe characteristics of the surface normal vector variations. Construction
of the ISOC uses three 1D Gaussians placed on each of the axes with each
point receiving eight weights (one weight per octant). Aldoma et al. [54]
originally set the Gaussian standard deviation ς = 1 cm with the assumption
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that the model and scene point clouds will always have the same resolution of 3
mm. Aldoma et al. enforce this constraint by using MLS upsampling followed
by downsampling to the desired resolution. We do not perform point-cloud
upsampling or downsampling. Instead, we construct our database at multiple
ranges to more accurately emulate the effects of sensor FOV on range images.
Therefore, we must revisit the Gaussians’ standard deviations for constructing
the ISOC.
The Gaussian standard deviation should be dynamic so that it accounts
for the object’s physical size. Selecting a fixed value, like OUR-CVFH , would
only be applicable to objects of that size. We discuss two options for the
Gaussian standard deviation.
The first option is to set ς = , where  is the scene point-cloud spatial
resolution. With this setting, the ISOC describes the distribution of points
in the cluster while being dynamic to the point-cloud resolution, which is
representative of the object range as well as the sensor. This selection would
impose a limitation on the use of the histogram descriptor, namely that the
training database and the scene must be measured with a sensor of the same
physical properties (e.g. FOV and resolution). Suppose a scene is viewed by
two sensors with different resolutions, but situated with the same pose such
that they return P1 and P2 . Suppose the resolution of P1 returned by the
first sensor is  and the resolution of P2 returned by the second sensor is
2. Since both sensors have the same pose and measure the same scene, the
histograms should match; however, since the resulting point-cloud resolutions
201

(a) Histograms of ISOC ς = 0.1 and
ISOC ς = 

(b) Difference between histograms

(c) Histograms√of ISOC ς = 0.1 and
ISOC ςi = λi

(d) Difference between histograms

(e) Histograms of ISOC ς = 0.1 and
ISOC LERP

(f) Difference between histograms

Figure 5.26: Normalized histograms with various settings of ISOC weighting.
Left column is the histogram with all modifications up until this step and
overlaid by a histogram with the various ISOC settings. Right column is the
absolute difference between the two histograms. Notice the only difference is
with ISOC.
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are different, the Gaussian standard deviations are different, and their ISOC
histograms will not match. This results in a failed pose estimate for this scene.
Thus, the training sensor must carry the same physical properties (e.g. FOV
and resolution) as the active sensor for the histograms to accurately match.
OUR-CVFH with our multi-distance training routine is also constrained by
this requirement because it has an unnormalized histogram. As the LIDAR
resolution increases, so does the histogram height since it depends on the
number of points in the cluster. The same sensor must be used in training and
active sensing for OUR-CVFH as well. Therefore, we have not introduced a
new restriction, only substituted the reasoning.
The second option is to set ςi =

√

λi , where λi are the eigenvalues of

a clusters’ scatter matrix decomposition. This setting is also dynamic, but
consistent across a given clusters regardless of sensor resolution. Cluster scale
is an inherent quality, fixed for all other inputs, and is a scaled version of λi
(see Sec. 5.2.6). The ISOC’s purpose is to spatially describe a cluster’s points
location uncertainty in each axes octant. A cluster may have a different scale
along each axes, implying that the points’ location uncertainty is different
for each axes and that the Gaussian weights should be unique to each axes.
Therefore, we place a Gaussian on each axes with a standard deviation equal
√
to the cluster’s axis eigenvalue square root, ςi = λi . These Gaussians may
be different for each axes. With this weighting, we are actually describing
the spatial distribution of points across the octants without reference to the
resolution. Recall the previous scenario of two sensors with different physical
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(a) Angle Error

(b) Range Error

(c) Num. Histogram Matches

Figure 5.27: Pose estimation errors without outliers for 500 run Monte Carlo
experiment various ISOC weighting using metric JC. Methods A, B, and C
use all the modifications up to this
√ point. Method A uses ς = 0.01, method B
uses ς = , method C uses ςi = λi , and method D uses LERP.
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Table 5.7: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying ISOC
weighting using metric
√ JC. Method A uses ς = 0.01, method B uses ς = ,
method C uses ςi = λi , and method D uses LERP.
OUR-CVFH

A

B

C

D

470

500

500

500

500

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

4.46◦
1.63◦
12.61◦

7.52◦
1.67◦
24.24◦

6.64◦
1.82◦
21.91◦

4.38◦
1.58◦
12.65◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

2.49 m
1.00 m
6.30 m

3.44 m 2.95 m
1.12 m 1.16 m
9.86 m 7.65 m

2.43 m
0.97 m
6.28 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

Num. Pose Estimates
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2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

Range Error

C

B

A

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.28: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying ISOC weighting using metric JC. Methods A, B,
C, and D use all the modifications up to this
√ point. Method A uses ς = 0.01,
method B uses ς = , method C uses ςi = λi , and method D uses LERP.
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Range Error

D

Angle Error

Figure 5.28: Continued
properties measuring the same scene resulting in the point-clouds P1 and P2 .
Both point-clouds contain the cluster C, but with a different number of points.
Since the cluster scale is fixed, and the histogram is normalized, the ISOC
(and the other histogram components) will match.
Upon analysis of the results, we found that the OUR-CVFH selection of
ς = 0.01 cm performed the best. This is counter-intuitive because it is the least
descriptive as the resolution of our measured point-clouds were often greater
than 4ς yielding Gaussian weight values of nearly 0. The ISOC counted the
quantity of points that fell withing a specific bin within an octant. The Gaussian weights yielded minimal affect on ISOC construction. It would be simpler
and less computationally expensive to simply count the number of points in a
bin for each octant for ISOC construction. However, it is desired to maintain
some interpolation across bins to deal with spurious affects (e.g. measurement
noise or clutter). Therefore, the third option is to use LERP (see Sec. 5.2.1)
for ISOC construction.
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Fig. 5.26 shows the histograms with the various settings of ISOC weighting scheme. The left column shows the histogram with all modifications up to
this point with ISOC ς = 0.1. They are overlaid by histograms with the three
new settings for ISOC. The right column is the absolute difference between
the overlaid histograms. Notice that ISOC LERP is nearly identical to that
of ISOC ς = 0.1, but is quicker to compute.
Pose estimation errors as a CDF are shown in Fig. 5.27. We compare
the affects of the three Gaussian standard deviations settings and LERP on
ISOC construction to OUR-CVFH . We include all previous modifications and
settings up to this point for methods A using ς = 0.01 cm, method B using
√
ς = , method C using ςi = λi , and method D using LERP. Notice that OURCVFH is the worst performing of the other methods. Method A performs the
best and is nearly identical to method D, showing the equivalence of those
√
approaches. Method C using ςi = λi is the next best method.
All pose estimates as a function of cost metric value are shown in
Fig. 5.28. Method B produces the most outlier estimates, while methods A and
D appear to produce the most accurate measurements. Statistics regarding
the performance of these methods are listed in Tab. 5.7. OUR-CVFH performs
the worst, while method D yields the best statistics. Recall that we are not yet
applying the cost metric threshold tJ , for which it would improve the results
of methods A, B, C, and D, but reduce the number of pose estimates returned.
Also considered is the effect of sensing objects with a different physical
system than that used in training. Specifically, we use a simulated LIDAR
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Table 5.8: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying ISOC
weighting and varying resolution using metric
√ JC. Method A uses ς = 0.01,
method B uses ς = , method C uses ςi = λi , and method D uses LERP.
OUR-CVFH

A

B

C

D

256

447

432

430

446

12.44◦
0.98◦
37.45◦

4.20◦
0.71◦
19.48◦

4.07◦
0.76◦
18.65◦

3.60◦
0.78◦
16.13◦

3.12◦
0.72◦
14.51◦

4.15 m
0.66 m
11.39 m

2.06 m
0.51 m
8.30 m

2.06 m
0.50 m
8.19 m

1.86 m
0.52 m
6.20 m

1.63 m
0.50 m
6.50 m

Num. Pose Estimates

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)
Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

with a resolution of 256 × 256 while maintaining a FOV of 20◦ . We still use
the same training dataset as explained at the beginning of Sec. 5.2. For this
example, we also apply a cost metric threshold of tJ = 0.4. Fig. 5.29 shows
a CDF of the pose estimation errors with the applied cost metric threshold.
Statistics for the performance of these method are listed in Tab 5.8. OURCVFH returns the fewest number of pose estimates and the worst estimates.
Performance of methods A, B, C, and D are similar. All pose estimates as
function of cost metric are shown in Fig. 5.30 with a vertical dashed line to
denote the cost metric threshold tJ .
Although method C using ςi =

√

λi provides a consistent representation
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(a) Angle Error

(b) Range Error

(c) Num. Histogram Matches

Figure 5.29: Pose estimation errors without outliers for 500 run Monte Carlo
experiment various ISOC weighting and varying resolution using metric JC.
Methods A, B, and C use all the modifications up to this
√ point. Method A
uses ς = 0.01, method B uses ς = , method C uses ςi = λi , and method D
uses LERP.
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Range Error

C

B

A

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.30: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying ISOC weighting and varying resolution using
metric JC. Methods A, B, and C use all the modifications up to this
√ point.
Method A uses ς = 0.01, method B uses ς = , method C uses ςi = λi , and
method D uses LERP. Vertical dashed line signifies the cost metric threshold
of tJ = 0.4.
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Range Error

D

Angle Error

Figure 5.30: Continued
of the clusters that does not vary with sensor resolution or object distance, it
is out-performed by the much simpler LERP. A close look at Fig. 5.29 shows
that methods A, B, C, and D perform similarly.
5.2.8

Uniqueness of Histogram Components
The OUR-CVFH descriptor is constructed from five individual his-

tograms appended together: D = [α, φ, θ, ISOC, β]. Four of the components
describe angular distributions, while ISOC describes the physical distribution
of points on the cluster. While OUR-CVFH and our SOUR-CVFH use all five
of the components, they may offer different accuracies if used independently.
This section serves to characterize the performance of the histogram components individually and in combinations other than that provided in OURCVFH . Our goal is to determine if the SOUR-CVFH descriptor may be shortened by component, or if all five components are necessary.
We tested the pose estimation accuracy for various combinations of
components as shown in Table 5.9 where the blue marks if the component is
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included in the method. All other specifications of SOUR-CVFH are used: (1)
linear interpolation of each feature, (2) describing β in angular space, (3) using
cost metric of Eq. 5.13, (4) normalize each histogram component to unity, (5)
the distance metric JC, (6) require both scale ratios to satisfy the threshold
tr = 0.9, (5) and test ISOC with LERP and and Gaussian standard deviations
of ςi = λi . A CDF plot of select methods is shown in Fig. 5.31 with all the
statistics shown Table 5.9.
The best performing method is G in green which only uses scale, cos(α),
and ISOC LERP. The second best performing is method A shown in red, which
is SOUR-CVFH . Methods D, I, and U perform comparable to OUR-CVFH .
Notice that using any of cos(α), cos(φ), θ, or β individually, or with scale,
(e.g. Methods M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, and T) are incapable of accurately measuring pose. All methods that include ISOC with LERP offers decent pose estimation capabilities. This analysis shows that the most important histogram
component is ISOC. Performance of particular combinations improves upon
the ISOC only method.
All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric for the select
methods A, C, D, G, I, and U are shown in Fig. 5.32. Mtehods D, I, and U
perform most similarly to OUR-CVFH . Method G produces the fewest number
of outlier measurements closely followed by Method A (SOUR-CVFH ). This
outliers would be efficiently eliminated by enforcing the cost metric threshold
of tJ = 0.4 or with navigation filter rejection.
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(a) Angle Error

(b) Range Error

Figure 5.31: Pose estimation errors for 500 run Monte Carlo experiment
for various histogram component combinations using JC distance for select
method A, C, D, G, I, and U.
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Table 5.9: Various histogram component combinations tested with 500 run Monte Carlo using distance
metric JC.
OUR-CVFH
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

4.38◦
1.58◦
12.65◦

6.64◦
1.82◦
21.91◦

5.18◦
1.67◦
15.76◦

10.63◦
1.92◦
31.95◦

6.73◦
1.82◦
21.56◦

15.31◦
2.28◦
39.08◦

4.03◦
1.85◦
10.43◦

5.79◦
2.07◦
18.58◦

2.17 m
0.99 m
4.25 m

2.52 m
1.15 m
4.73 m

Components
σi
cos(α)
cos(φ)
θ
ISOC LERP
ISOC ςi = λi
β
Angle
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

Error
(deg.) 9.78◦
(deg.) 2.44◦
(deg.) 29.12◦

Range Error
Mean (m.) 3.59 m
Median (m.) 1.43 m
Std. Dev. (m.) 8.52 m

2.43 m 2.95 m 2.55 m 3.98 m 3.24 m 5.69 m
0.97 m 1.17 m 1.05 m 1.21 m 1.10 m 1.28 m
6.28 m 7.65 m 5.82 m 10.82 m 8.64 m 13.43 m

Table 5.9: Continued
I
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J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

20.00◦
2.71◦
44.55◦

5.56◦
1.99◦
17.86◦

9.4◦
2.29◦
28.63◦

53.5◦
10.18◦
67.32◦

32.9◦
4.66◦
57.54◦

66.6◦
22.13◦
71.70◦

56.1◦
10.89◦
68.81◦

115.5◦
142.83◦
59.18◦

9.86 m
3.02 m
16.87 m

18.42 m
10.29 m
21.65 m

17.53 m
7.04 m
21.56 m

35.35 m
30.61 m
24.61 m

Components
σi
cos(α)
cos(φ)
θ
ISOC LERP
ISOC ςi = λi
β
Angle
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

Error
(deg.) 9.85◦
(deg.) 2.01◦
(deg.) 30.07◦

Range Error
Mean (m.) 3.94 m
Median (m.) 1.19 m
Std. Dev. (m.) 10.73 m

6.80 m 2.58 m 3.42 m 17.01 m
1.54 m 1.06 m 1.30 m 5.87 m
14.66 m 5.74 m 6.94 m 22.09 m

Table 5.9: Continued
R
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S

T

U

V

111.8◦
141.22◦
63.19◦

112.9◦
141.57◦
61.80◦

9.6◦
2.21◦
29.62◦

19.1◦
2.93◦
44.30◦

Components
σi
cos(α)
cos(φ)
θ
ISOC LERP
ISOC ςi = λi
β
Angle
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

Error
(deg.) 103.8◦
(deg.) 130.91◦
(deg.) 65.64◦

Range Error
Mean (m.) 30.65 m 30.32 m 32.86 m 3.58 m 6.26 m
Median (m.) 26.07 m 25.58 m 26.86 m 1.24 m 1.64 m
Std. Dev. (m.) 23.59 m 21.89 m 23.58 m 8.81 m 13.86 m

This section shows that not all of the histogram components are necessary for accurate pose estimation. In fact, the histogram may be trimmed
to only include H = [cos(α), ISOC] + σ resulting in a histogram size of
45 + 104 = 149 plus the two cluster scale values σi for the x- and y-axes. A
shorter histogram descriptor yields reduced memory storage and a quicker histogram matching procedure. These results validate that comparable pose estimation performance is achievable with a shorter histogram than OUR-CVFH .
We offer these results to the user to select their histogram components for scenario and model dependent applications. We maintain the original length of
the SOUR-CVFH histogram with all five components plus the addition of two
scale values.
5.2.9

Reference Frame Construction
The major assumption made by CVFH [79], and carried on by OUR-

CVFH [54], is that the measured point cloud has been segmented such that
only one object is in view at a time. Unfortunately, there is no commonly
accepted method for 3D scene segmentation — though the process is widely
investigated [143, 144, 145]. The segmented scene assumptions permits the
use of the OUR-CVFH SGURF, which incorporates the global point-cloud
into the construction of the local reference frame (LRF). This semi-global
nature of SGURF makes it more repeatable and unique, thus improving pose
estimation accuracy and limiting database size. The assumption also proves
detrimental in scenes with partially occluded objects because the supporting
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Angle Error

Range Error

A

C

D

G

Figure 5.32: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
the 500 run Monte Carlo varying histogram components for select methods A,
C, D, G, I, and U. If the method includes scale, then both scale ratios meet
the threshold, lσ = 0.9, and all use distance metric JC.
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Range Error

U

I

Angle Error

Figure 5.32: Continued.
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global point-cloud now includes surfaces not present in the object training
stage.
This section investigates the use of a LRF using a similar construction
method as SGURF but only including support from the cluster instead of the
entire point-cloud. The LRF will be used for 6DOF pose estimation and to
assist in cluster description. If the orientation of the LRF is ambiguous, then
multiple (up to four) LRFs will be calculated. This will result in multiple histograms for each cluster. The only change is to Eq. 2.64 where the summation
now goes to mp,k instead of mp . All other modifications up to this point are
also included and the ISOC is constructed with LERP.
We call this descriptor SOL-CVFH for Scale and Locally Oriented Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram. We feel it is necessary to create a new
descriptor name because and SOUR-CVFH heavily depend on SGURF for
accuracy and repeatability. Conversion to a LRF substantially changes the
performance and theory of the descriptor. What we gain is the ability for pose
estimation in non-segmented scenes.
CDF plots of pose estimation results for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment comparing SOL-CVFH to and SOUR-CVFH is shown in Fig. 5.33. We
use a cost metric threshold of tJ = 0.5 for both SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH .
SOL-CVFH exhibits performance better than OUR-CVFH , but worse than
SOUR-CVFH . Looking at the number of histogram matches in Fig. 5.33c
shows that the LRF in SOL-CVFH is less unique than SGURF resulting
in more orientations, more histograms per cluster, and thus more histogram
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matches. Using scale as an eliminator before comparing histograms still offers
an advantage over OUR-CVFH in reducing the number of histogram matches.
The statistics for the experiment are shown in Table 5.10. While SOLCVFH does offer performance in between OUR-CVFH and SOUR-CVFH , it
returns far fewer pose estimates than both OUR-CVFH and SOUR-CVFH .
While OUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH return pose estimates for every scene by
construction of the cost metric J, using a cost metric threshold is necessary
to removing poor estimates.
All pose estimation values as a function of cost metric are shown in
Fig. 5.34. The vertical black dotted line is imposed cost metric threshold
where values to the left are shown for reference only and not included in the
results analysis. SOL-CVFH returns more poor pose estimates with low cost
metric values than SOUR-CVFH .
SOL-CVFH exhibits improved performance over OUR-CVFH in terms
of pose estimation accuracy and number of histograms matches. It performs
worse than OUR-CVFH in terms of the number of estimates returned when
the cost metric threshold is set to tJ = 0.5. These results characterize the
pure strength of SGURF in setting a unique and repeatable reference frame.
In terms of object recognition, or in scenarios where only one object is in
view (e.g. space-based applications [16]), SOUR-CVFH would be the preferred
method. SOL-CVFH offers a different strength altogether, namely the ability
to perform pose estimation in non-segmented scenes (as compared to OURCVFH and SOUR-CVFH ).
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(a) Angle Error

(b) Range Error

(c) Num. Histogram Matches

Figure 5.33: Pose estimation errors without outliers for 500 run Monte Carlo
experiment various ISOC weighting using metric JC and LRF. Methods A, B,
and C use all the modifications up to this point. SOL-CVFH uses a LRF and
constructs ISOC with LERP. Cost metric threshold set at tJ = 0.5.
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Table 5.10: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment varying ISOC
weighting using metric JC and LRF. SOL-CVFH uses a LRF and constructs
ISOC with LERP. Cost metric threshold set at tJ = 0.5.
OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

470

485

437

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

2.94◦
1.51◦
4.82◦

5.63◦
2.31◦
15.21◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

1.75 m
0.93 m
3.17 m

2.82 m
1.23 m
5.13 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

1.14e5
1.13e5
4.67e4

Num. Pose Estimates
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Range Error

SOLCVFH

SOURCVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 5.34: All pose estimation errors as a function of cost metric value for
500 run Monte Carlo varying ISOC weighting using metric JC and LRF. SOLCVFH uses a LRF and constructs ISOC with LERP. Vertical black dotted line
is cost metric threshold set at tJ = 0.5.
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(a) Itokawa with scene, cluster, SGURF, and LRF

(a) Histograms built with SGURF or
LRF

(b) Difference between histograms

Figure 5.35: Visual affects of histogram appearance with SGURF or LRF
construction. (a) Itokawa with scene in yellow, cluster in blue, SGURF in red
and LRF in black. Notice the only difference between reference frame is a
rotation by 90◦ . (b) Histograms constructed with either SGURF or LRF. (c)
Absolute difference between histograms.
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5.2.10

Comments
The SOUR-CVFH histogram descriptor is an evolutionary descendant

of OUR-CVFH with some important modifications. First, we apply linear
interpolation to each of the angular features of cos(α), cos(φ), θ, and cos(beta)
to improve the robustness to sensor noise and measurement artifacts. Second,
we modified the description space of β to occur in angular space for increased
uniqueness. Third, we use the cost metric calculation of Eq. 5.13 such that a
pose estimate is returned for every instance. Our method still considers inlier
and outlier points, but removes the OUR-CVFH weighting variable λ. Fourth,
we normalize each histogram component to unity to remove the dependency on
sensor resolution and for the opportunity of different distance metrics. Fifth,
we tested four distance metrics and chose the Jaccard metric of Eq. 5.15.
Sixth, we calculate and use the cluster x - and y-axes scales σi , which is the
namesake for SOUR-CVFH . The scale mitigates the quantity of histogram
comparisons by only considering clusters of similar size. Previously, OURCVFH considered the unnormalized histogram height as descriptive of the
cluster size, but directly using the cluster scale removes any ambiguity. Finally,
we modified ISOC weighting scheme to use simply linear interpolation instead
of the Gaussian weighting.
Due to the evolutionary development of SOUR-CVFH , it still includes
the assumption made by OUR-CVFH of a segmented scene. In instances
of clutter, occlusion, or the unavailability of a segmented scene, we developed SOL-CVFH . The main modification is using a LRF instead of SGURF.
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Uniqueness is sacrificed with a LRF leading to a reduction in pose estimation
accuracy and an increase in database size and number of histogram matches
(as compared to SOUR-CVFH ). Applicability of SOL-CVFH may be more
widespread because it removes the segmented scene assumption. SOL-CVFH is
better suited to applications that prioritize navigation over object recognition
in complicated scenes.
This section methodically describes each modification that was made to
OUR-CVFH and the affect it generated. The dissection of each modification
is to guide the user towards deeper understanding of SOUR-CVFH (and SOLCVFH ) construction and implementation.

5.3

Scaled OUR-CVFH (SOUR-CVFH)
We present the Scaled Oriented Unique Repeatable Clustered View-

point Feature Histogram (SOUR-CVFH ). Our descriptor is an extension to
OUR-CVFH with specific modifications to intertwine object scale with the
histogram construction and as an object identifier. An object’s scale is an
important inherent characteristic that describes its physical size. Other modifications include (1) a new matching cost metric, (2) a normalized histogram,
(3) a new distance metric, (4) a scale comparison step in the recognition framework, and (5) using scale to construct the ISOC histogram.
SOUR-CVFH is able to simultaneously perform object recognition and
estimate relative or absolute pose. We continue to use the SGURF of OURCVFH which creates an unambiguous repeatable reference frame for descrip228

tion and pose estimation. Because SGURF is disambiguated using the entire
measured point-cloud, it is required that the scene be segmented into singular
objects. We do not address the process of object segmentation, but it is of
trivial concern for space based applications where usually only one object of
interest is visible.
5.3.1

Descriptor Construction
The SOUR-CVFH descriptor contains information regarding the a clus-

ter’s shape, size, and orientation. Each of these components play an important
role for the object recognition and 6 DOF pose estimation. This section discusses the process of descriptor construction.
5.3.1.1

Viewpoint Clustering

Suppose an explicit surface is measured with a sensor to produce a
m

p
3D point cloud P = {pi , ni , ci , }i=1
where pi is a i -th 3D point, ni is the

associated surface normal vector, ci is the associated curvature value, and 
is the spatial resolution found as the median distance between points. Note
that pi is returned by the sensor, while ni , ci , and  are computed quantities.
The same assumption as OUR-CVFH of a segmented scene is still applicable.
The point-cloud is first separated into clusters Ck where k = 1, . . . , mC before
describing each one.
1. Remove points from the point-cloud P if their curvature value ci is greater
than a threshold tc . The threshold depends on the type of curvature
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used (e.g. Gaussian or mean curvature) and may be a fixed value or set
using the interquartile range (IQR). The remaining points and associated
mf

p
surface normal vectors make the filtered point-cloud Pf = {pi , ni }i=1
,

where mfp ≤ mp .
2. The filtered point-cloud Pf is separated into smooth and continuous
clusters Ck . A cluster is smooth if the inner product of two normal
vectors, ni and nj , is greater than or equal to an angle threshold tn .
It is continuous if two points, pi and pj , are separated by less that
an Euclidean distance threshold td . A cluster Ck is initialized with an
arbitrary pi ∈ Pf that has not yet been assigned to another cluster.
Clusters are constructed as


C0k = pi ∈ Pf : kpi − pj k ≤ td ∧ (n|i nj ≤ tn )

mC0
k=1

(5.22)

where we set td = 2.5 and find that tn = cos(2◦ ) − cos(3◦ ) works well
for natural objects with rough surfaces and tn = cos(5◦ ) − cos(7◦ ) works
well for objects with mostly flat/smooth surfaces.
3. For each of the mC0k clusters, calculated the centroid and average normal
vector as

m0

p,k
1 X
p̄k = 0
p
mp,k i=1 i

n̄k =

1
m0p,k
1
m0p,k

Pm0p,k
i=1

Pm0p,k
i=1

(5.23)

ni
(5.24)
ni
m0

m

p,k
C0
where the temporary cluster set is defined as C0k = {p̄k , n̄k , {pi , ni }i=1
}k=1
.
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4. Filter once each temporary cluster by the angle between each point’s
normal vector and the cluster’s average normal vector. The resulting
clusters satisfy

Ck = pi ∈ C0k : (n̄| ni ≤ tn̄ )

mC
k=1

(5.25)

where we set tn̄ = tn /10 in order to stay variable with the previous
m

p,k mC
defintion of tn . The final cluster set is Ck = {p̄k , n̄k , {pi , ni }i=1
}k=1

where mp,k ≤ m0p,k . Note that the cluster centroid and average normal
vector are not recalculated.
5. A cluster is kept only if its quantity of points mp,k is more than a threshold tmp . We set the threshold as tmp = 50. If no clusters are found, then
the entire point-cloud is considered a cluster and sent through the process
described here.
5.3.1.2

Semi-Global Unique Reference Frame (SGURF) and Object Scale

A SGURF is calculated for each cluster and fixed at the cluster centroid
pk . It is used to directly find the 6DOF relative pose and to assist in cluster
description. A SGURF’s orientation depends on the spatial distribution of
points in the whole scene, not just the cluster. If the orientation is ambiguous,
multiple SGURFs (up to four) will be calculated, resulting in multiple SOURCVFH histograms for each cluster. Calculation of the SGURF is identical to
that of OUR-CVFH [54].
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1. For each cluster, compute the scatter matrix [54, 88]
mp,k
X
1
M = Pmp,k
(dmax − di ) (pi − p̄k ) (pi − p̄k )|
i=1 (dmax − di ) i=1

(5.26)

where di = kpi − p̄k k and dmax = max kpi − p̄k k. The weighting scheme
pi ∈Ck

of this scatter matrix deprioritizes points far from the centroid that are
likely to be occluded in sensor measurements.
2. Compute the eigen-decomposition of the scatter matrix M to find the
eigenvectors e1 , e2 , e3 , and the corresponding eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , λ3 given
in descending order of value.
3. The z -axis is selected as the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue,
usually considered λ3 and e3 because eigenvalues are commonly listed in
descending order. The z -axis points in the same direction as the cluster
average normal vector, towards the sensor. The direction of the z -axis
is disambiguated as
(
e3
z=
−e3

if n̄|k e3 > 0
otherwise

(5.27)

4. While SGURF is locally defined by the cluster, the x - and y-axis are
disambiguated globally using the entire point-cloud P. Temporarily re+
−
−
name the remaining eigenvectors e+
1 , e2 , and their opposites e1 , e2 . The

objective is to orient the axes towards the most populated hemispheres
defined by the eigenvectors. Calculate the point densities for e1 as
(
mp
X
|ψi± |ψi± if ψi± ≥ 0
Ψ±
=
(5.28)
e1
0
otherwise
i=1
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where
ψi± = (pi − p̄k )| e±
1
and similarly for e2 . The sign of e1 is disambiguated as
(
−
e+
if |Ψ+
1
e1 | ≥ |Ψe1 |
e1 =
e−
otherwise
1

(5.29)

(5.30)

where the sign of e2 is disambiguated similarly.
5. Calculate the axes disambiguation factors f1 , f2 as


−
|
|,
|Ψ
min |Ψ+
ej
ej

,
j = 1, 2
fj =
+
−
max |Ψej |, |Ψej |

(5.31)

where the factor is bounded by f ∈ [0, 1], f = 0 is complete disambiguation, and f = 1 is complete ambiguity.
6. The x -axis is selected as the eigenvector with the lowest disambiguation
factor f
(
e1
x=
e2

if f1 < f2
otherwise

(5.32)

and the y-axis is calculated as y = z×x to create a right-handed system.
7. Occasionally, the axis disambiguation is not robust. If both disambiguation factors are similar in value, then two SGURFs are created. Calculate
the factor ratio as
rf =

min (f1 , f2 )
max (f1 , f2 )

(5.33)

If rf > trf , then create two SGURFs, one with e1 as the x -axis and the
other with e2 as the x -axis. This threshold is set as trf = 0.8. Additionally, if the smaller disambiguation factor is greater than a threshold
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tf , then there is absolute ambiguity of the cluster orientation and four
SGURFs are generated — one for each sign of each eigenvector as the
x -axis. This threshold is set as tf = 0.925.
Through the process of defining a cluster’s SGURF, we may simultaneously define its scale. Three scales are attributed to each cluster, one for each
SGURF axis. Scale values assist in cluster description through the histogram,
and to make the recognition framework more efficient.

1. Maintain the eigenvalue and eigenvector associations while disambiguating the SGURF axes. Since the clustering routing of Sec. 5.3.1.1 prioritizes smooth clusters (i.e. nearly planar), we define the axes scales
as
p
σi = 3 λi ,

i = 1, 2, 3

(5.34)

where the support window of 3 offers 98.8% coverage of the cluster (in
a 2D sense). These scales may be different for each axis. If multiple
SGURFs are constructed for a cluster, the scales remain constant in
value, but are reordered to correspond to the SGURF axes.

Before using the SGURF for pose estimation or in constructing the
histogram, we must find the transformation from the sensor frame S to the
SGURF frame denoted as F . The transformation is found with with following
procedure.
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1. Calculate the viewpoint vector from the cluster centroid to the sensor
origin as
v=

so − p̄k
kso − p̄k k

(5.35)

where so is the sensor origin commonly assumed to be so = [0, 0, 0]| .
2. Take the cross product of the viewpoint vector with the sensor boresight
as
c = v × sb

(5.36)

where the sensor boresight is commonly assumed to be sb = [0, 0, 1]| .
3. Convert the vector c to Rodrigues parameters in terms of the Euler axis
and angle as
ψ = arcsin(kck)
eψ =

c
kck

(5.37)
(5.38)

where ψ is the rotation angle and eψ is the axis of rotation.
4. Use Rodrigues’ rotation formula to convert the Rodrigues parameters to
a rotation matrix RSI from the sensors frame S to an intermediate frame
I that lies along the sensor boresight
RSI = cos(ψ)I3×3 + (1 − cos(ψ)) eψ e|ψ − sin(ψ) [eψ ×]

(5.39)

where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and [·×] is the skew-symmetric
matrix.
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5. Recall that the SGURF is the local coordinate frame fixed at the cluster
centroid. It may also be viewed as a frame transformation RFI from the
SGURF frame F to the intermediate frame I. Rotation and translation
of points in the sensor frame to the SGURF frame is accomplished using
RSF = RIF RSI

(5.40)

tF = −RIF RSI p̄S,k

(5.41)

where RSF is the rotation from the sensor frame S to the SGURF frame
F , and tF is the negated translation in the SGURF frame. Both the
rotation and translation may be applied to points simultaneously using
a homogeneous transformation. The transformation TSF from the sensor
frame S to the local SGURF frame F is defined as
TSF

RSF tF
=
01×3 1



(5.42)

This transformation is used in the spatial description of the cluster as
well as in pose estimation.
5.3.1.3

Histogram Construction

A five-component histogram of concatenated spatial and angular distributions of points and normal vectors is used to concisely describe each cluster.
Each cluster will have at least one histogram, with a possibility of a maximum
of four — one histogram per SGURF. Angular distributions are calculated
using the cluster average normal vector and a local reference frame for each
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point. The spatial distribution describes the point locations defined by the
SGURF axes that we call the Interpolated Spatial Octant Component (ISOC).
Angular distributions remain constant, while the ISOC changes per SGURF.
The complete histogram contains 303 bins. Histogram components are found
as follows.
1. For every point pi ∈ Ck , define the Darboux coordinate frame
D = (u, v, w) as [78]
ui = n̄k
vi =

(pi − p̄k ) × ui
k(pi − p̄k ) × ui k

wi = ui × vi

(5.43)
(5.44)
(5.45)

2. Calculate the angular distributions of the histogram
cos(αi ) = v|i ni


pi − p̄k
|
cos(φi ) = ui
kpi − p̄k k
 | 
wi ni
θi = arctan
u|i ni
βi = arccos(n|i v)

(5.46)
(5.47)
(5.48)
(5.49)

where v in Eq. 5.49 is from Eq. 5.35. Based on the physical constraints of
the scene, each of these components is reasonable bounded. Components
cos(αi ) and cos(φi ) exist within the range ±1. The θi component exists
within the range ±90◦ meaning the bins are in 4◦ increments. Since the
surface normal vectors always point toward the sensor, βi is bounded by
[0◦ , 90◦ ] with bin increments of 1.406◦ .
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3. Perform linear interpolation between neighboring bins with the angular
distribution values. The weights are accumulated as
bγ,i =

X

1 − dγ,i ,

γ = α, φ, θ, β

(5.50)

i∈wb

where γ is cycling through the distributions, dγ,i ≤ 1 is the distance from
the angular value to the bin center, and the weight is distributed across
a maximum of two bins. Note that cos(αi ) is the first component with
wb = 45 bins, cos(φi ) is the second component with wb = 45 bins, θi is
the third component with wb = 45 bins, and βi is the fifth component
with wb = 64 bins.
4. Calculate the spatial distribution of the histogram using the points in
Ck . Use the transformation of Eq. 5.42 to transform the cluster Ck from
the sensor frame S to the local SGURF frame F . Cluster points are
now naturally divided into frame’s octants described by the signed axes
(x± , y ± , z ± ).
5. Consideration of SGURF axes variation and sensor noise is accomplished
by inter- and intra-octant interpolation of point locations. Each octant is
separated into 13 bins dependent on a point’s normalized distance from
the origin. Calculated the spatial distribution of points as
∆η,i =

12 kpη,i − p̄η,k k
,
max kpη,i − p̄η,k k

η = x, y, z

(5.51)

pi ∈Ck

where η is cycling through the axes, and ∆i ∈ [0, 12] for each octant
which is thirteen elements long.
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Figure 5.36: SOUR-CVFH cluster and histogram example. (left) Itokawa with
the scene in yellow, cluster in blue, with 2D bounding circle and axes in red.
(right) SOUR-CVFH histogram with labeled components.
6. Perform linear interpolation between neighboring bins with the spatial
distribution values. The weights are accumulated as
bη,i =

X

1 − dη,i

(5.52)

i∈η

where dη,i is the distance from ∆η,i to the bin center, and the weight is
distributed across a maximum of six bins. Note that ∆η,i is the fourth
histogram component. This scheme produces a ISOC size of 104 bins
(i.e. 8 octants with 13 bins each).
7. The complete SOUR-CVFH histogram contains 303 bins combined in
the order of H = [cos(α), cos(φ), θ, ISOC, β]. Recall that each cluster
will have the same number of histograms as it does unique SGURFs —
with a maximum possibility of four. An example of a scene with cluster
and SOUR-CVFH histogram is shown in Fig. 5.36.
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Figure 5.37: Example locations and ranges for database training procedure.
The camera is placed at the vertices of a polyhedron oriented towards the
object at multiple ranges.
5.3.2

Training Database Construction
Using SOUR-CVFH or SOL-CVFH for applications of object recogni-

tion requires a training procedure. Training is performed using a simulated 3D
sensor and a virtual 3D model if available. Otherwise, training is performed
by first circumnavigating the object while taking measurements at a variety of
ranges. The final measurement must be a 3D point-cloud, which is provided
by a variety of 3D sensors such as LIDAR [7], stereoscopic systems, structured
light sensors [5, 6], or spacetime stereo [8, 9]. Open source LIDAR simulators are available too, such as GLIDAR [13], but we use an in-house LIDAR
simulator built in MATLAB.
Training is performed for a variety of ranges and orientations. Place the
object of interest at the center of a polyhedron with equally spaced vertices.
The quantity of vertices is application dependent. The polyhedron is constructed for each specified training range. Ranges are discrete samples of the
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intended operating range. This method of training ensures that the database
has measured the object at a variety or attitudes and ranges sufficient for object recognition. An example of an object placed at the center of a polyhedron
at multiple ranges is shown in Fig. 5.37.
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH provide relative pose between the model’s
original pose and its pose in the scene. If the application requires relative pose
from the training sensor to the active sensor, then an additional pose must be
stored. The sensor pose at each of the polyhedron vertices at each range is
stored as TB
S.
If the pose relative the camera is required, then an additional pose
5.3.3

Recognition Framework

ek ∈ e
1. Compare the scales of every scene cluster C
S, to the scales of every
model cluster Ck ∈ M as


rσ,j =



min σeS,j , σM,j

,
max σeS,j , σM,j

j = 1, 2

(5.53)

where rσ is bounded by rσ ∈ [0, 1]. We compare scales from corresponding
axes of the scene and model clusters because this would be the assigned
relative pose from the SGURFs. If both scale ratios are greater than the
threshold trσ , then the scene and model clusters are of similar scale and
histogram matching may proceed. We experimentally set trσ = 0.9.
e ∈e
2. Match the scene cluster’s histogram H
S to the model cluster’s histogram H ∈ M using the Jaccard distance metric
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e i , Hi
min
H
e H = 1 − i=1


H,
P303
e
i=1 max Hi , Hi
P303

dJC





(5.54)

3. Take the best md matches with the smallest distance metric. We select
md = 10. Find the relative 6 DOF pose of the initial ICP alignment as

e− = T
e F TS
δT
S
S F

(5.55)

where δTS is the relative pose between training and sensed SGURF poses
and the (−) superscript denotes before ICP improvement.
e − as an initial alignment.
4. Use ICP to refine the relative pose using δ T
S
The relative pose between the model object and the measured scene is
e + . This is the relative pose from
give by the ICP output refined pose δ T
S
the inertial setting.
5. Find the final absolute 6 DOF pose from the object body B to the sensor
S as
e B = δT
e + TB
T
S
S S

(5.56)

where TB
S ∈ M is the true training pose from the object body B to the
sensor S.
e B to transform the training and sensed
6. For each of the md matches, use T
S
point-clouds into the same reference frame. Back project the model
point-cloud onto the scene camera. Model points not visible by the
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scene camera are occluded, so remove them from consideration. Each
remaining model point is considered an inlier if it lies within a distance
threshold td = 2, else it is an outlier. Calculate the cost metric
J=

min
|P− |

(5.57)

where
|P− | = |P| − mocclude = min + mout

(5.58)

| · | returns the set cardinality, and mocclude , min , and mout are the occluded, inlier, and outlier model points respectively. The recognition
framework returns the pose estimate that maximizes the Eq. 5.57 so
long as J > tJ . We experimentally set tJ = 0.5. If the cost metric
threshold is not met, then no pose estimate is returned by the recognition framework.

Comparing cluster scale before calculating histogram distances reduces
poor pose estimates and quickens runtime by ignoring improbably matches.
Step 1 of this section suggests comparing every combination of scales. More
efficient methods of searching are available such as a binary search tree (BST)
or kd-tree.
5.3.4

Comments on SOUR-CVFH
The SOUR-CVFH descriptor is less affected by point-cloud resolution

than OUR-CVFH because its histogram is normalized. SOUR-CVFH also is
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less affected by noise because all of the histogram components are interpolated. While we do not preform the experiments here, we believe this has
important applications to collaborative multi-robotic environments. Suppose
each robot is equipped with a 3D sensor of different physical attributes. The
SOUR-CVFH descriptor allows each of these robots to share the same training
database and measured scenes without affecting recognition and pose estimation. This means that the many robots need not be of the same model, but
may be constructed piecemeal over model generations.
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Table 5.11: Threshold variables, preset values, and their applicable equation for SOUR-CVFH .
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Threshold

Description

Value

Applicable Equation

tc

curvature

(method dependent)

Sec. 5.3.1.1 Step 1

td

clustering distance

2.5

Eq. 5.22

tn

clustering angle

Eq. 5.22

tn̄

re-clustering angle

cos(2◦ ) − cos(3◦ )
cos(5◦ ) − cos(7◦ )
tn /10

Eq. 5.25

tmp

minimum cluster size

50

Eq. 5.25

trf

disambiguation factor ratio

0.8

Eq. 5.64

tf

disambiguation factor ratio

0.925

Eq. 5.64

trσ

scale ratio threshold

0.9

Eq. 5.53

td

point-cloud inlier / outlier

2

Eq. 5.58

tJ

cost metric

0.5

Eq. 5.57

5.4
5.4.1

Scaled and Oriented Locally CVFH (SOL-CVFH)
Local Reference Frame (LRF) and Object Scale
A LRF is calculated for each cluster and fixed at the cluster centroid

pk . It is used to directly find the 6DOF relative pose and to assist in cluster description. In contrast to SOUR-CVFH , the LRF orientation for SOLCVFH depends on the spatial distribution of points in the clusters. If the
orientation is ambiguous, multiple LEFs (up to four) will be calculated, resulting in multiple SOL-CVFH histograms for each cluster. Calculation of
the LRF is identical to that of SOUR-CVFH with the exception of Eq. 5.28.
This discussion presents the procedure for constructing the SOL-CVFH LRF.
Notice the difference in Eq. 5.61.
1. For each cluster, compute the scatter matrix [54, 88]
mp,k
X
1
(dmax − di ) (pi − p̄k ) (pi − p̄k )|
M = Pmp,k
i=1 (dmax − di ) i=1

(5.59)

where di = kpi − p̄k k and dmax = max kpi − p̄k k. The weighting scheme
pi ∈Ck

of this scatter matrix deprioritizes points far from the centroid that are
likely to be occluded in sensor measurements.
2. Compute the eigen-decomposition of the scatter matrix M to find the
eigenvectors e1 , e2 , e3 , and the corresponding eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , λ3 given
in descending order of value.
3. The z -axis is selected as the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue,
usually considered λ3 and e3 because eigenvalues are commonly listed in
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descending order. The z -axis points in the same direction as the cluster
average normal vector, towards the sensor. The direction of the z -axis
is disambiguated as
(
e3
z=
−e3

if n̄|k e3 > 0
otherwise

(5.60)

4. The LRF is disambiguated by the distribution of points within the cluster
+
Ck . Temporarily rename the remaining eigenvectors e+
1 , e2 , and their
−
opposites e−
1 , e2 . The objective is to orient the axes towards the most

populated hemispheres defined by the eigenvectors. Calculate the point
densities for e1 as
mp,k

Ψ±
e1

=

X
i=1

(
|ψi± |ψi±
0

if ψi± ≥ 0
otherwise

(5.61)

where
ψi± = (pi − p̄k )| e±
1
and similarly for e2 . The sign of e1 is disambiguated as
(
−
e+
if |Ψ+
1
e1 | ≥ |Ψe1 |
e1 =
e−
otherwise
1

(5.62)

(5.63)

where the sign of e2 is disambiguated similarly.
5. Calculate the axes disambiguation factors f1 , f2 as


−
min |Ψ+
|,
|Ψ
|
ej
ej

,
j = 1, 2
fj =
−|
max |Ψ+
|,
|Ψ
ej
ej

(5.64)

where the factor is bounded by f ∈ [0, 1], f = 0 is complete disambiguation, and f = 1 is complete ambiguity.
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6. The x -axis is selected as the eigenvector with the lowest disambiguation
factor f
(
e1
x=
e2

if f1 < f2
otherwise

(5.65)

and the y-axis is calculated as y = z×x to create a right-handed system.
7. Occasionally, the axis disambiguation is not robust. If both disambiguation factors are similar in value, then two LRFs are created. Calculate
the factor ratio as
rf =

min (f1 , f2 )
max (f1 , f2 )

(5.66)

If rf > trf , then create two LRFs, one with e1 as the x -axis and the other
with e2 as the x -axis. This threshold is set as trf = 0.8. Additionally,
if the smaller disambiguation factor is greater than a threshold tf , then
there is absolute ambiguity of the cluster orientation and four LRFs are
generated — one for each sign of each eigenvector as the x -axis. This
threshold is set as tf = 0.925.
Through the process of defining a cluster’s LRF, we may simultaneously
define its scale. Three scales are attributed to each cluster, one for each LRF
axis. Scale values assist in cluster description through the histogram, and to
make the recognition framework more efficient.
5.4.2

Comments on SOL-CVFH
The SOL-CVFH descriptor removes the assumption of a segmented

scene that both OUR-CVFH and SOUR-CVFH retain. Since the LRF is
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disambiguated only by the cluster, and not the entire object, it is more robust
for object recognition in cluttered scenes. SOL-CVFH also maintains the
benefits of SOUR-CVFH , such as minimizing the affects of sensor resolution,
the affects of measurement noise, and quick histogram matching using cluster
scales.
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Chapter 6
Feature Histogram Performance Assessment

6.1

Individual Object Pose Estimation
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH are compared to OUR-CVFH for pose

estimation errors on five models from the Stanford scanning repository and
and the asteroid Itokawa as shown in Fig. 6.1. The original models are downsampled and repaired (if necessary) using Meshlab [12]. A Monte Carlo experiment of 500 runs is performed for each model individually. Only the training
database of a particular model is used to determine pose of that model. This
experiment purely tests the descriptors’ pose estimation abilities.
Training is performed on each model individually. Training ranges began at a distance equal to the maximum object dimension and finished at a
distance twice the maximum object dimension, with eight equally spaced steps
between. The object was placed in an polyhedron with 642 viewing orientations. For SOUR-CVFH , all of the threshold values used are equal to those
listed in Table 5.11 except tn = cos(2◦ ) and tJ = 0.5.
The pose estimation results for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment
are shown throughout Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4, Fig. 6.5, and Fig. 6.6 for
each model individually. The combined statistics for each model are shown in
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mv = 34834
(a) mf = 69451
ē = 1.00

mv = 50002
(b) mf = 100000
ē = 0.95

mv = 25005
(c) mf = 49971
ē = 5.68

mv = 40002
(e) mf = 80000
ē = 1.44

mv = 24982
(d) mf = 49973
ē = 4.65

Figure 6.1: (a)-(d) Models from the Standford scanning repository and (e) the
asteroid Itokawa used for SOUR-CVFH testing. The number of vertices is mv ,
number of faces is mf , and the average edge length is ē.
Table 6.1 with the best and worst performances highlighted in green and red
respectively for each model and category. The number of histogram matches
necessary are shown in Fig. 6.7 for all models.
According to Table 6.1, SOUR-CVFH performs comparable to or better than OUR-CVFH for each model; SOL-CVFH mostly performs in between. The largest improvement comes in the number of histogram matches
necessary for each method to estimate pose as shown in Fig. 6.7. Because
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH eliminate certain matches based on the cluster
scales, they systematically reduce the number of histogram matches necessary
by nearly two orders of magnitude. This is a large reduction in computational
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expense for SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH .
The second through fourth rows of Fig. 6.2 through Fig. 6.6 show all
pose estimation as a function of cost metric value for OUR-CVFH , SOURCVFH , and SOL-CVFH . Recall that the cost metric for OUR-CVFH is
unbounded and only returns a pose estimate if it is positive. The cost metric for
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH is bounded and returns a pose estimate in every
instance. This conveniently permits the use of a cutoff threshold to eliminate
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH pose estimates that return a cost metric below
a certain threshold. For this experiment, we selected tJ = 0.5 as shown by the
vertical dotted line in the third and fourth rows. This threshold eliminates
most of the poor SOUR-CVFH pose estimates. Despite also removing some
good pose estimates with small cost metric values, SOUR-CVFH still returns
more pose estimates than OUR-CVFH . Pose estimation performance could
be improved with variable cost metric threshold depending on the model.
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Range Error

SOL-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 6.2: Pose estimation results of 500 run Monte Carlo comparing OURCVFH to SOUR-CVFH for the model Armadillo.
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Range Error

SOL-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 6.3: Pose estimation results of 500 run Monte Carlo comparing OURCVFH to SOUR-CVFH for the model Buddha.
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Range Error

SOL-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 6.4: Pose estimation results of 500 run Monte Carlo comparing OURCVFH to SOUR-CVFH for the model Bunny.
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Range Error

SOL-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 6.5: Pose estimation results of 500 run Monte Carlo comparing OURCVFH to SOUR-CVFH for the model Dragon.
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Range Error

SOL-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

Angle Error

Figure 6.6: Pose estimation results of 500 run Monte Carlo comparing OURCVFH to SOUR-CVFH for the model Itokawa.
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(a) armadillo

(b) buddha

(c) bunny

(d) dragon

(e) itokawa

Figure 6.7: Number of histogram matches for all five models for OUR-CVFH ,
SOUR-CVFH , and SOL-CVFH .
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Table 6.1: Statistics for the 500 run Monte Carlo experiment comparing OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH ,
and SOL-CVFH for five models. Settings of tJ = 0.5.
Armadillo
OUR-CVFH

Buddha

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

428

473

417

493

492

479

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

2.41◦
0.98◦
12.07◦

1.46◦
0.52◦
8.42◦

1.31◦
0.74◦
1.53◦

1.29◦
0.45◦
5.78◦

1.42◦
0.22◦
10.18◦

2.31◦
0.35◦
13.50◦

Range Error
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

0.70 m
0.38 m
1.68 m

0.53 m
0.21 m
1.24 m

0.60 m
0.32 m
0.69 m

1.45 m
0.75 m
2.06 m

1.07 m
0.47 m
1.94 m

1.63 m
0.67 m
3.39 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

3.12e5
2.50e5
2.25e5

6.76e3
5.63e3
5.55e3

3.83e4
3.14e4
3.26e4

5.81e5
5.58e5
2.46e5

4.51e3
4.21e3
2.29e3

1.86e4
1.65e4
1.04e4

Num. Pose Estimates
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Table 6.1: Continued.
Bunny
OUR-CVFH

Dragon

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

443

451

400

473

482

421

3.33◦
1.68◦
9.33◦

2.59◦
1.16◦
8.13◦

2.90◦
1.47◦
8.54◦

1.38◦
0.67◦
8.12◦

0.74◦
0.35◦
1.05◦

0.96◦
0.53◦
1.13◦

Range Error
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

0.83 m
0.44 m
2.06 m

0.69 m
0.32 m
2.24 m

0.68 m
0.39 m
0.89 m

1.95 m
1.16 m
3.18 m

1.27 m
0.68 m
1.54 m

1.78 m
0.81 m
2.20 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

1.89e6
1.75e6
7.69e5

1.99e4
1.80e4
1.03e4

9.67e4
9.00e4
5.12e4

8.33e5
7.63e5
5.19e5

1.11e4
9.89e3
7.74e3

5.73e4
5.25e4
3.96e4

Num. Pose Estimates
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Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

Table 6.1: Continued.
Itokawa
OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

470

485

456

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

9.78◦
2.44◦
29.12◦

2.94◦
1.51◦
4.82◦

4.54◦
2.05◦
9.27◦

Range Error
Mean (m.)
Median (m.)
Std. Dev. (m.)

3.59 m
1.43 m
8.52 m

1.75 m
0.93 m
3.17 m

2.38 m
1.22 m
3.85 m

Num. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

1.67e6
1.60e6
6.10e5

2.58e4
2.55e4
1.03e4

1.14e5
1.13e5
4.67e4

Num. Pose Estimates

6.2

Object Recognition in Cluttered Scenes
SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH are compared to OUR-CVFH for object

recognition in cluttered scenes. We use the SHOT Dataset 3 [2] which is
constructed using the spacetime stereo technique [8, 9]. It contains four sets;
three sets contain four scenes each, and the fourth set contains three scenes.
Each scene in a set has increasing amounts of clutter blocking the model of
interest. A select sampling of the scenes is shown in Fig. 6.10 and overlaid with
clusters in Fig. 6.11. All four sets have a single measurement of two different
models which are shown in Fig. 6.8 and overlaid with clusters in Fig. 6.9. The
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experiment objective is to (1) perform object recognition and (2) to estimate
pose.
Knowledge that the scenes are cluttered such that portions of the models may be occluded informs the thresholds settings in Table 5.11. First, large
clusters are not expected to be visible in the scene due to the clutter. Small
clusters are more likely to be completely visible, so we set tn̄ = cos(3◦ ) which
prioritizes smaller clusters. Second, the clutter may occlude one of the cluster
axes such that the scale matching procedure is too restrictive so we only require one axis to meet the scale ration threshold (instead of both axes). Third,
a cluttered scene results in less point-cloud overlap than when matching a single object causing the cost metric value to be much lower than the previous
experiment. Therefore, we set tJ = 0.1 and the remaining parameter values
are set in Table 5.11.
Pose estimation results for each set of scenes is shown in Fig. 6.12
using CDF plots. All pose errors as a function of cost metric are shown in
Fig. 6.13 with a vertical black dotted line corresponding to the cost metric
threshold of tJ = 0.1. The number of histogram matches performed for each
descriptor is shown in Fig. 6.14 using CDF plots. Finally, the statistics for
these experiments are shown in Table 6.2 with the best and worst performances
highlighted in green and red respectively for each set. It is possible to correctly
identify an object but return have the pose estimate rejected by the cost metric
threshold, so we list this data separately.
Recall that both OUR-CVFH and SOUR-CVFH carry the assumption
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(a) Set 1, 4

(b) Set 1

(c) Set 2, 4

(d) Set 2

(e) Set 3

(f) Set 3

Figure 6.8: Models of the SHOT Dataset 3 [2] used for object recognition in
cluttered scenes. Each model is found in at least one set.
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Figure 6.9: SOUR-CVFH clusters overlaid on models of the SHOT Dataset 3.
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(1) Set 1, Scene 1

(b) Set 2, Scene 1

(c) Set 3, Scene 1

(d) Set 4, Scene 1

(e) Set 3, Scene 4

(f) Set 4, Scene 3

Figure 6.10: Selected scenes from the SHOT Dataset 3 [2] used for object
recognition in cluttered scenes.
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Figure 6.11: SOUR-CVFH clusters overlaid on selected scenes from the SHOT
Dataset 3.
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of a segmented scene and that the SGURF is disambiguated by the entire
measured object. We did not apply any method of scene segmentation in
this experiment, thus the assumption is not satisfied. As a result, OURCVFH only provided one pose estimate on Set 2 Scene 3 for which the model
of interest was in front and completely unobstructed. Despite breaking the
assumption, SOUR-CVFH still correctly identifies the object more than half
of the time. SOL-CVFH does not carry the segmented scene assumption, and
thus returns the most pose estimates and the most correctly identified objects.
Interestingly, both SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH perform similarly on all sets
and scenes despite the SOUR-CVFH assumption of a segmented scene. This
is a results of the scale matching procedure.
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Range Error

Set 4

Set 3

Set 2

Set 1

Angle Error

Figure 6.12: Angle and range errors in CDF plots for each descriptor separated by set for the SHOT Dataset 3. OUR-CVFH shown in blue, SOURCVFH shown in orange, and SOL-CVFH shown in purple.
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Range Error

Set 4

Set 3

Set 2

Set 1

Angle Error

Figure 6.13: All angle and range errors as a function of cost metric for each
descriptor separated by set for the SHOT Dataset 3. SOUR-CVFH shown in
orange and SOL-CVFH shown in purple. OUR-CVFH not shown because the
cost metric is unnormalized and only succeeded in one instance.
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(a) Set 1

(a) Set 2

(a) Set 3

(a) Set 4

Figure 6.14: Number of histogram matches for each descriptor separated by
set for the SHOT Dataset 3. OUR-CVFH shown in blue, SOUR-CVFH shown
in orange, and SOL-CVFH shown in purple.
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Table 6.2: Statistics for the SHOT Dataset 3 experiment comparing OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH , and
SOL-CVFH for object recognition in cluttered scenes. Settings of tn = cos(3◦ ), tJ = 0.1, and only requiring
one axis to meet the scale ratio threshold of tσ = 0.9. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the total amount
possible.
Set 1
OUR-CVFH

Set 2

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

0 (8)

4 (8)

4 (8)

1 (8)

7 (8)

8 (8)

0 (8)

6 (8)

6 (8)

1 (8)

8 (8)

8 (8)

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

—
—
—

8.11◦
8.41◦
3.23◦

8.20◦
8.41◦
3.09◦

3.35◦
3.35◦
3.35◦

6.59◦
5.43◦
3.16◦

6.03◦
5.17◦
3.32◦

Range Error
Mean (mm)
Median (mm)
Std. Dev. (mm)

—
—
—

10.53
11.78
4.71

10.73
11.79
4.38

4.66
4.66
4.66

9.55
7.69
5.23

8.64
7.21
5.41

7549
7057
1794

1204
1123
342

5405
4770
2168

5893
5815
1719

1015
1010
284

4273
4072
1405

No. Pose Estimates
No. Correct
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No. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

Table 6.3: Continued.
Set 3
OUR-CVFH

Set 4

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

OUR-CVFH

SOUR-CVFH

SOL-CVFH

0 (8)

4 (8)

4 (8)

0 (6)

5 (6)

4 (6)

0 (8)

7 (8)

6 (8)

0 (6)

2 (6)

5 (6)

Angle Error
Mean (deg.)
Median (deg.)
Std. Dev. (deg.)

—
—
—

16.70◦
11.09◦
15.21◦

16.70◦
11.09◦
15.21◦

—
—
—

75.21◦
67.68◦
90.32◦

44.64◦
18.76◦
59.01◦

Range Error
Mean (mm)
Median (mm)
Std. Dev. (mm)

—
—
—

23.61
14.93
22.83

23.61
14.93
22.83

—
—
—

39.88
43.88
34.84

21.30
19.23
16.90

4118
3929
1578

627
597
241

2926
2848
1389

2572
2499
994

328
322
120

1533
1526
506

No. Pose Estimates
No. Correct

272

No. Hist. Matches
Mean
Median
Std. Dev.

The most significant improvement comes from the number of histogram
matches necessary to estimate pose. OUR-CVFH routinely uses thousands of
matches without returning any estimates. SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH test
scale similarity before matching histograms, thus speeding up the matching procedure. SOL-CVFH requires more histogram matches than SOURCVFH because its LRF is more ambiguous than the SOUR-CVFH SGURF.
More ambiguity in the LRF yields more histograms per cluster and thus more
histgogram matches. Number of histogram matches for SOUR-CVFH and
SOL-CVFH are always less than OUR-CVFH .
Recall that the matching procedure maximizes point-cloud overlap with
Eq. 5.57. Also recall that the best md histogram matches are further processed
using ICP. If one of these md pose estimates is poor, but results in a good
point-cloud overlap, then the matching procedure is deceived. In single object
matching scenes, this rarely occurs. In instances of cluttered scenes, there is
more opportunity for the model point-cloud to be matched incorrectly in the
scene but result in good point-cloud overlap. A different cost metric (one that
is not solely determined by point-cloud overlap) may be necessary when using
SOUR-CVFH or SOL-CVFH in cluttered scenes.
During the development of both SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH , four
distance metrics were analyzed. The best performing metric was the Jaccard
distance of Eq. 5.15 and thus selected. Recall that the only disadvantage to
the Jaccard distance metric is its susceptibility to data occlusions. Occlusions
obviously occur in cluttered scenes resulting in histograms with missing infor273

mation. For use in cluttered scenes, it may be of importance to reassess the
distance metric for matching histograms.

6.3
6.3.1

Rendezvous with an Asteroid
Problem Scenario
An illustrative example of using SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH for a

simple relative navigation with the asteroid Itokawa is presented. This scenario
is similar to that of Section 5.1.4 which demonstrated the use of OUR-CVFH .
The approach begins at a range of 350 m and ends at 250 m. Range measurements are taken with a simulated LIDAR of size 128 × 128 pixels and a
20◦ FOV. Each point of the point-cloud is corrupted by Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation of σ = 0.05 meters. Measurements are provided every second (1 Hz) and are processed with an MEKF. The initial state uncertainty in
the MEKF is 25 m in position, 5 cm/s in velocity, 10 deg in attitude, and 0.06
deg/sec in body rate. A small Monte Carlo analysis of 50 runs is performed to
demonstrate the performance of OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH , SOL-CVFH ,
and the MEKF.
Database training is performed on the Itokawa model prior to the approach experiment. Training followed the process in Sec. 5.3.2 starting at range
of 235.96 m and increasing for eight steps at 29.49 m per step. The training
polyhedron had 642 vertices with the sensor nadir pointing. Clustering parameters that are common to all methods are tn = cos(2◦ ) and tc = 1 for mean
curvature. Additionally, for SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH chosen parameters
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Attitude

Range

Figure 6.15: CDF plots of (left) Number of histogram matches and (right)
number of pose estimates from OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH , and SOLCVFH for the simulated approach to Itokawa.
are tJ = 0.5 and tσ = 0.9 for both scale ratios. Remaining parameters are set
from Table 5.11.
6.3.2

Unfiltered Pose Performance
Raw pose estimation results across all 50 Monte Carlo runs are accumu-

lated in in Fig. 6.16, Fig. 6.17, and Fig. 6.18 for OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH ,
and SOL-CVFH respectively. The varying pose estimation accuracy is affected
by observability of the object. Using feature histograms for pose estimation,
Itokawa is known to have an observability issue at various poses [16]. The issue
does not cause problems for the navigation filter. Fig. 6.15 shows CDF plots
of the number of histogram matches and number of pose estimates provided
by each of the methods. As expected, SOUR-CVFH requires the least number
of histogram matches while returning the most pose estimates.
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Figure 6.16: Unfiltered pose estimates from OUR-CVFH for the simulated
approach to Itokawa.
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Figure 6.17: Unfiltered pose estimates from SOUR-CVFH for the simulated
approach to Itokawa.
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Figure 6.18: Unfiltered pose estimates from SOL-CVFH for the simulated
approach to Itokawa.
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6.3.3

Filtered Pose Performance
A simply navigation filter in the form of an MEKF is constructed as

defined in Sec. 5.1.4.3. Results for filtered relative attitude, relative position,
relative velocity, and relative body rate are shown in Fig. 6.19, Fig. 6.20, and
Fig. 6.21 for OUR-CVFH , SOUR-CVFH , and SOL-CVFH respectively. Despite the temporary unobservability with the unfiltered pose estimates, the
MEKF still performs well. These results confirm that SOUR-CVFH and SOLCVFH may be use in RelNav applications. These methods offer an independent approach to pose estimation that is separate from the navigation filter.
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Figure 6.19: MEKF filtered attitude (left) and position (right) estimates from
OUR-CVFH for the simulated approach to Itokawa.
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Figure 6.19: Continued. MEKF filtered velocity (left) and attitude rate (right)
for OUR-CVFH
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Figure 6.20: MEKF filtered attitude (left) and position (right) estimates from
SOUR-CVFH for the simulated approach to Itokawa.
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Figure 6.20: Continued. MEKF filtered velocity (left) and attitude rate (right)
for SOUR-CVFH
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Figure 6.21: MEKF filtered attitude (left) and position (right) estimates from
SOL-CVFH for the simulated approach to Itokawa.
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Figure 6.21: Continued. MEKF filtered velocity (left) and attitude rate (right)
for SOL-CVFH
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

7.1

Conclusions
This dissertation presented methods of explicitly utilizing scale in key-

point detection and feature description. Intentionally using scale – which
describes size – carries many attributes such as flexible detection in diverse
environments and quicker matching procedures. This research offers four main
contributions which are discussed individually in the following paragraphs.
Chapter 3 presented methods of signal diffusion on 3D surfaces. A
discussion on surface representation types is presented for both explicit and
implicit surfaces. Both representations may use the diffusion kernels of either the Laplace-Beltrami operator (LBO) or the Gaussian. Three discrete
constructions of the LBO are considered: umbrella, cotangent, and the recent mesh LBO. Both geodesic and Euclidean distance metrics are compared
for the discrete Gaussian. It was found that explicit surfaces are less computationally expensive than implicit surfaces, and that the Gaussian is less
computationally expensive than the LBOs. Examples for diffusion of various
signals on surfaces are presented and visually compared to the well-studied
2D Gaussian diffusion on images. Development of signal diffusion methods on
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3D surfaces allow for the design of scale-space construction on 3D surfaces, as
well as possible applications in visual graphics industries.
Chapter 4 constructs a scale-space on explicit 3D surfaces using diffusion kernels of either the LBO or Gaussian. Of particular importance in scalespace construction is time step selection. Time-steps are selected such that
each scale-space level is separated by an constant ratio. The main contribution
of this chapter is to specifically select the ratio such that the diffusion kernel
is only calculated once, resulting in computational efficiency. Discretized diffusion with an LBO (i.e. method DE) is implemented with backward Euler
(which is unconditionally stable for any size step), thus the time steps may be
of arbitrary size provided that the specified scale-space levels are calculated.
Gaussian diffusion (i.e. method GE) purposely selects the ratio to coincide
with the property that the variance of two convolved Gaussians is the sum of
the original variances. These scale-spaces do no downsample or reconstruct
the surface in any way. For specific instances of a planar homogeneously
connected surface, the developed scale-spaces simplify to the scale-space presented by SIFT [49]. It was found that discretized diffusion with the mesh LBO
(i.e. method DE) performs best on keypoint repeatability metrics as compared
to the other LBOs and Gaussian diffusion (i.e. method GE).
Chapter 5 amalgamates scale with a popular feature descriptor to develop the Scaled Oriented Unique Repeatable Clustered Viewpoint Feature
Histogram (SOUR-CVFH ). Several small modifications are made to OURCVFH to increase its robustness to noisy measurements and explicitly use
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scale in the histogram matching procedure yielding SOUR-CVFH . Notable
alterations include (1) linear interpolation of the angular features, (2) description space selection of angular features, (3) comparing cluster scales in the
matching process, and (4) simplifying the spatial feature interpolation process. Each step of the process presents pose estimation errors to determine
the modifications’ effects. A variant of SOUR-CVFH is also developed called
Scaled and Oriented Locally CVFH (SOL-CVFH ) that defines its reference
frame solely on the cluster instead of the entire scene. An experiment comparing various combinations of features shows that in some situations, a smaller
feature descriptor may result in more accurate pose estimates. Explicitly using scale in feature descriptors quickens the matching procedure and improves
pose estimation.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the use of SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH in
multiple scenarios. The first experiment is individual pose estimation accuracy for five models. It demonstrates that SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH offer
improved pose estimation performance over OUR-CVFH . SOUR-CVFH requires up to two orders of magnitude fewer costly histogram matches than
OUR-CVFH , where SOL-CVFH performs intermediately. SOUR-CVFH has
a bounded cost metric that returns more estimates than OUR-CVFH . The
second experiment is object detection and pose estimation in cluttered scenes
using the SHOT Dataset 3 [2]. Despite breaking the SOUR-CVFH assumption (inherited from OUR-CVFH ) of a segmented scene, SOUR-CVFH performs similar to SOL-CVFH (which does not carry the assumption). SOUR-
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CVFH and SOL-CVFH correctly match objects in more than half of the scenes,
where OUR-CVFH only succeeds once. This experiment demonstrates that
the algorithms work with real data. The third experiment demonstrates the
use of SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH in a simulated approach to the asteroid
Itokawa. Results indicate that SOUR-CVFH offers superior performance over
OUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH . The purpose of using an independent pose estimation technique is to separate the feedback loop between navigation filter
and ICP initialization. This objective is efficiently satisfied with using feature
histograms like SOUR-CVFH .

7.2
7.2.1

Future Work
Multi-Scale Framework for 3D Meshes
This dissertation presented methods of constructing a scale-space for

signals on 3D meshes using either of two diffusion kernels: Gaussian and
Laplace-Beltrami operator. The conclusion is that these diffusion kernels satisfy the set of scale-space axioms [42], but yield computationally expensive
methods. Ultimately, these methods may not be able to perform in real-time
scenarios due to the large (and occasionally dense) measured scenes and corresponding kernels. The guarantee of satisfying the scale-space axioms may
not be necessary.
Multi-scale frameworks are generalization of scale-space operators that
offer desirably properties and computationally efficiency, but do not necessary completely satisfy the scale-space axioms. There are many examples of
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multi-scale frameworks on 3D meshes [146, 68, 147, 148]. These methods still
examine the object at various scales to find scale-defined clusters or keypoints,
but often pre-define the scales of interest. Given the limitations of a full scalespace framework operating in real-time, it would be advantageous to develop
a multi-scale framework that automatically determines the scales at which to
examine.
7.2.2

Incorporate Scale into Random Keypoint Feature Descriptors
Feature detection may be performed with a variety of techniques de-

pending on the desired outcome. Chapters 3 and 4 developed detectors to
identify keypoints in scale-space. The development of SOUR-CVFH and SOLCVFH in Chapter 5 detect features as disjoint clustered sets. Another detector
method exhibiting promising results detects randomly sampled keypoints from
the measured point-cloud [74, 77, 149, 88]. The concept being that much of
the scene information is repetitive and correlated such that a random selection of points is sufficient for further description. Contrary to the scale-space
and cluster detectors, this detection is extremely quick leaving more time and
computation for the description process.
Scale-space and cluster feature detectors automatically adjust the support region over which description is performed. Their application in scenarios
of mixed-scaled objects or large dynamic-range is robust due to this flexibility. Contrarily, random keypoint detectors often predefine the support region
leaving them susceptible to scenarios outside the environments physical as-
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sumptions. Of all the random keypoint detectors, only Spin Images has been
extended to a multi-scale framework [150], while others use a scale-space detector with Spin Image descriptors [67].
Merging the benefits of random keypoint detectors with scale-informed
description would offer many advantages. First, random keypoint detection
would make scale-informed description available for real-time applications.
Second, scale-informed description would increase the robustness of random
keypoint detection in scenarios with mixed-scale objects. Therefore, a future research path is to amalgamate random keypoint detectors with scaledependent descriptors.
7.2.3

Geometric Consistency of Clustered Features
Clustered feature detectors such as SOUR-CVFH and SOL-CVFH from

Chapter 5 only utilize one cluster at a time to estimate pose. It is achievable
because of a fully defined 6 DOF reference frame fixed to the cluster. Random
keypoint detectors often lack a fully defined reference frame, opting for a reduced 5 DOF reference frame [74, 77]. Pose estimation with partial reference
frames is achieved using geometric consistency of multiple keypoints to constrain the undefined parameters. This process not only calculated the 6 DOF
pose, but also includes information distributed throughout the scene.
While feature detectors with fully defined 6 DOF reference frames do
not require multiple keypoints for pose estimation, the use of geometric consistency would benefit the process. First, keypoints identified at the far end of a
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scene may bias the pose estimation, but including keypoints from throughout
the scene (especially from both far ends of the scene) could limit and offset the
potential bias. Second, geometric consistency could eliminate a poor proposed
pose estimate simply because of inconsistency with other clusters’ relative
poses. Third, cluttered scenes reduce probability of seeing large clusters but
many small clusters may be present. Therefore, a future research direction is
to develop a process of examining geometric consistency of multiple features
with fully defined 6 DOF reference frames.
7.2.4

Inclusion of Scene Color Cues with SOUR-CVFH and SOLCVFH
On the advent of 3D sensors, only range information was available,

leading to many feature descriptors based on shaped only [151, 60, 152, 74,
153, 76, 77, 78, 79, 54, 154, 149]. Many modern 3D sensors return both color
and range information in an RGB-D format, motivating the use of both color
and shape in keypoint detection and description. Literature contains fewer
examples of detectors and descriptors using both shape and color sources [155,
68, 156, 88, 62].
Descriptors incorporating information from both sources can recognize
objects indistinct in either format. Examples include a patterned soda can
(i.e. indistinct in shape, informative in color) or a solid blue rock (e.g. informative in shape, indistinct in color). Shape and color descriptors tend to
have larger dimensions due to the increased description space such as the color
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informed OUR-CVFH with 1327 bins [156] compared to the 303 bins of OURCVFH [54]. This often increases the time required for matching and hypothesis
verification steps, but also improves object recognition performance.
The scale-space developed in Chapters 3 and 4 is for any signal defined
on the surface. Color was not explicitly tested in this dissertation, but is a
direction of future research. Similarly, Chapter 5 developed SOUR-CVFH and
SOL-CVFH that do not characterize color. The reduced run-time of SOURCVFH and SOL-CVFH – due to the scale matching procedure – may permit
the inclusion of color into the histogram descriptor without significant affects
on performance time.
7.2.5

Multi-Feature Combinations
An abundance of point-cloud feature descriptors exist in literature [157,

158, 159, 160]. May are reportedly generic enough for a variety of scenarios, but
most detectors and descriptors are tuned for specific applications. There has
been little investigation into descriptor selection depending on the application.
Occasionally, descriptors specifically designed for a particular detector do not
offer the best results, whereas cross-combinations of different publications may
offer improvements [3].
With such availability of point-cloud feature descriptors, preselecting
one for the application at hand may limit capabilities. Instead, it may be
useful to construct a bag-of-features containing multiple detector and description methods to be used simultaneously or intermittently. Quicker, but less
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accurate, methods may be used for every measurement alongside the slower,
but more accurate, methods offering intermittent assurance. A bag-of-features
would be beneficial in situations where the best performing detectors and descriptors change during a mission. A future research direction is to test the
pose estimation and time performance of a bag-of-features.
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